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The last decade has witnessed the proliferation of innovative wireless tech-
nologies, such as Wi-Fi,wireless mesh networks, operating in unlicensed bands.
Due to the increasing popularity and the wide deployments of these technolo-
gies, the unlicensed bands become overcrowded. The wireless devices operating
in these bands interfere with each other and hurt the overall performance. To sup-
port fast growths of wireless technologies, more spectrums are required. How-
ever, as most “prime” spectrum has been allocated, there is no spectrum available
to expand these innovative wireless services. Despite the general perception that
there is an actual spectral shortage, the recent measurement results released by
the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) show that on average only 5%
of the spectrum from 30MHz to 30 GHz is used in the US. This indicates that
the inefficient spectrum usage is the root cause of the spectral shortage problem.
Therefore, this dissertation is focused on improving spectrum utilization and ef-
ficiency in tackling the spectral shortage problem to support ever-growing user
demands for wireless applications.
This dissertation proposes a novel concept of dynamic spectrum allocation,
which adaptively divides available spectrum into non-overlapping frequency seg-
ments of different bandwidth considering the number of potentially interfering
transmissions and the distribution of traffic load in a local environment. The
goals are (1) to maximize spectrum efficiency by increasing parallel transmis-
sions and reducing co-channel interferences, and (2) to improve fairness across
a network by balancing spectrum assignments. Since existing radio systems of-
fer very limited flexibility, cognitive radios, which can sense and adapt to radio
environments, are exploited to support such a dynamic concept.
We explore two directions to improve spectrum efficiency by adopting the
proposed dynamic allocation concept. First, we build a cognitive wireless sys-
tem called KNOWS to exploit unoccupied frequencies in the licensed TV bands.
KNOWS is a hardware-software platform that includes new radio hardware, a
spectrum-aware MAC (medium access control) protocol and an algorithm for
implementing the dynamic spectrum allocation. We show that KNOWS accom-
plishes a remarkable 200% throughput gain over systems based on fixed alloca-
tions in common cases. Second, we enhance Wireless LANs (WLANs), the most
popular network setting in unlicensed bands, by proposing a dynamic channel-
ization structure and a scalable MAC design. Through analysis and extensive
simulations, we show that the new channelization structure and the scalable
MAC design improve not only network capacity but per-client fairness by al-
locating channels of variable width for access points in a WLAN.
As a conclusion, we believe that our proposed concept of dynamic spectrum
allocation lays down a solid foundation for building systems to efficiently use the
invaluable spectrum resource.
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The significant problems we face
cannot be solved at the same level of thinking
we were at when we created them.
— Albert Einstein
To raise new questions, new possibilities,
to regard old problems from a new angle,
requires creative imagination
and marks real advance in science.
— Albert Einstein
In the last decade, the small segment of unlicensed spectrum, i.e., the 2.4G
ISM band, has spurred the proliferation of innovative wireless technologies in-
cluding Wi-Fi and wireless mesh networks. The wide adoption of these technolo-
gies is then accelerated by increasing user demands for wireless access, inexpen-
sive wireless equipments, and broader Internet access availability. Consequently,
the unlicensed bands have become increasingly crowed in recent years, and thus
the unlicensed wireless devices interfere with each other and hurt the overall
performance. To support fast growths of these wireless technologies, more spec-
1
trum resources are required. However, at present time most “prime” spectrum
has been assigned, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to find spectrum that
can be made available either for new services or to expand existing ones. Despite
the general perception that there is a real spectral shortage, the measurement re-
sults released by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) indicate that
for 90% of the time many licensed frequency bands remain unused [33]. This
suggests that it is not an actual spectral shortage that is worrisome, but rather the
inefficient spectrum usage. As demands on the number of users and their data
rates steadily increase, it is important to enable efficient access to and use of the
radio spectrum.
The dissertation is focused on improving spectrum utilization and efficiency
in tackling this ”artificial” spectral shortage problem. Without requiring any new
allocation of spectrum, the solution holds a great potential to support growths of
innovative wireless technologies. The deployment of these wireless technologies
is unencumbered by regulatory delay, and thus will result in a plethora of new
applications including last-mile broadband wireless access, health care, wireless
PANs/LANs/MANs.
Our proposed solution for improving spectrum utilization and efficiency
addresses the spectral shortage problem from the following two perspectives:
• The first part of solution makes use of idle frequencies in the licensed spec-
trum to improve spectrum utilization. This part of solution is motivated
by the recent measurement results of radio frequencies and the regulation
reformations. The recent measurements have shown that a large portion
of the licensed bands is extremely under-utilized. For example, the aver-
age utilization of the licensed spectrum for television (TV) broadcast was as
low as 14% in 2004, and this number keeps decreasing every year [85]. To
improve spectrum utilization, the FCC is proposing the new rules that per-
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mit the usage of unlicensed devices in the licensed TV bands when there
is no licensed (primary) user operating on it [31]. These idle frequencies,
so called ”white spaces”, are great resources for wireless data communica-
tions. In this dissertation, we focus on white spaces in the TV bands, which
FCC will make available for unlicensed access in 2009 [74]. This sub-GHz
spectrum has several properties that makes it desirable for data commu-
nications. In particular, radio frequency (RF) communications can occur
over longer distances and RF waves have better penetration property in the
lower frequency bands compared to the higher frequency ISM bands.
• The second part of the solution aims at improving spectrum efficiency in
the crowed unlicensed bands. This part of solution is focused on Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs), the most popular setup in the unlicensed
spectrum. A WLAN is comprised of multiple Access Points (APs), each of
which is responsible for delivering traffic from and to the wireless clients
within its service area. The unlicensed spectrum is divided into small chan-
nels of equal bandwidth, and each AP operates on a particular channel. For
example, the 2.4 GHz ISM band has 3 non-overlapping channels and an AP
usually chooses the least congested channel to operate. The IEEE 802.11
Medium Access Control (MAC) regulates the channel access for compet-
ing wireless clients served by the same AP. However, the inefficiency of
WLANs has been revealed by the recent measurements of user and traffic
in real-world WLANs. The measurements show great variations in user
and traffic in large-scale WLANs [23, 25, 95]. More specifically, certain APs
become hotspot, serving a large number of users and a large amount of
traffic, while others remain unused. And the set of heavily loaded APs
changes over time. Consequently, the existing solution of using the fixed
channels and IEEE 802.11 MAC has largely constrained capacity and fair-
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ness of WLANs. To make it concrete, consider an example that an AP near
a conference serving multiple clients obtains the same amount of spectrum,
a channel, as the one in the corner serving very few users. As a result, the
channel of equal bandwidth reduces the overall achievable capacity of the
network; and the wireless clients receive unfair services depending on their
locations. Moreover, the IEEE 802.11 MAC does not deal effectively with
variations in user populations and physical-layer capabilities [101]. There-
fore, while we are searching for new spectrum resources, it is equally im-
portant to make efficient use of the existing unlicensed bands and provide
a scalable solution to serve different client sizes and various traffic loads.
In order to provide these two parts of the solution, we identify the key challenges
for each part as elaborated below.
Using While Spaces: Exploiting white spaces in the licensed TV spectrum poses
two major challenges. First, the unlicensed systems operating in the li-
censed bands must not interfere with ongoing primary usages, such as TV
receptions. Therefore, these systems must have a robust mechanism for
detecting primary signals and identifying white spaces. Second, the prior
work has shown that white spaces are often fragmented and of different
sizes, and that the availability of white spaces is temporally dynamic and
depends on the geographic location of the radio [85, 98]. Consequently, a
key challenge in designing the first-part solution is how to dynamically al-
locate white spaces to different cognitive radio nodes in a network. The
spectrum allocation algorithm not only determines network throughput but
the overall spectrum utilization.
Improving WLAN: There are two main challenges facing this part of the solu-
tion. First, the fixed channel concept has been widely adopted in WLANs.
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The recent work has extensively studied the problem of channel assign-
ment by modeling it as variances of graph coloring. However, this approach
does not apply to the new spectrum allocation problem when the limit of
channel bandwidth is eliminated. Therefore, a new scheme that consid-
ers the spatial and temporal disparity of traffic distribution when assigning
the spectrum to APs is required. Second, as WLANs become increasingly
popular, they have to scale to different client device populations, increasing
physical-layer speed, and protocol overhead. Specifically, APs deployed in
different scenarios need to serve different user sizes and accommodate con-
siderable variations in the number of active clients. The user population
can range from a few in a home, to tens in a community or enterprise net-
works [18, 23, 25, 51, 95]. Moreover, wireless clients may use a wide range
of wireless devices with different communication capabilities. However,
the issue of designing scalable protocols for accessing the spectrum has not
been adequately addressed [101].
To addressing these challenges, we propose the novel concept of dynamic
spectrum allocation, which divides available spectrum into non-overlapping fre-
quency segments of variable bandwidth depending on the number of potentially
interfering transmissions and the distribution of traffic load in a local environ-
ment. The proposed solution is based on this concept, and thus it can adaptively
tune radio systems to operate in white spaces and dynamically adjust radio pa-
rameters to reflect the distribution of traffic load in a WLAN. Since existing radio
systems do not support such a dynamic solution, we exploit a highly flexible ra-
dio system called cognitive radio, which makes it possible to scan the spectrum
and reconfigure key operating parameters, such as center-frequency, bandwidth
and power, with a very low time overhead. By sensing and adapting to its en-
vironment, cognitive radios are able to fill voids in the wireless spectrum and
5
dramatically increase spectral efficiency. Although the gains to be made by the
combination of cognitive radios and the dynamic spectrum allocation seem in-
tuitive, the wireless community lacks research on the wireless protocol stack to
enable this coupling. To bridge this gap, this dissertation provides a complete
solution comprised of radio design, scalable spectrum access mechanism, and
dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm.
This dissertation is based upon the hypothesis that the proposed concept of
dynamic spectrum allocation improves spectrum efficiency. In the nutshell, our
proposed dynamic spectrum allocation stipulates the following rules: (1) cog-
nitive radios access only the segments of the licensed spectrum unoccupied by
primary users, which ensures non-disruptive spectrum usages for primary oper-
ators. (2) The amount of spectrum allocated to a cognitive radio node is decided
dynamically as a function of total bandwidth of available spectrum and traffic
loads at the node and at the neighboring nodes. More specifically, the avail-
able spectrum is divided into non-overlapping frequency segments with larger
bandwidth if there are few users in a network. When there are more competing
users, the smaller segments of spectrum are allocated to each user to reduce co-
channel interferences and signaling overheads at each spectrum segment. This
rule makes certain that the available spectrum is extensively exploited regard-
less of the number of contending users in a network. Consequently, the dynamic
spectrum allocation largely reduces spectrum wastage and co-channel interfer-
ences as compared to the fixed allocation schemes.
For enabling this paradigm of dynamic spectrum allocation, we first de-
velop a prototype platform of the cognitive radio. The prototype design consists
of a scanner and a reconfigurable radio. The scanner periodically scans the pre-
defined band and searches for idle frequencies. While not scanning, the scanner
functions as a receiver listening for control packets on a fixed control channel. The
6
reconfigurable radio can be tuned to operate on certain center-frequency, and it
supports several bandwidth options and power levels. We then propose a net-
working system of cognitive radios, called KNOWS (Kognitiv Networking Over
White Spaces), as the first part of solution. The KNOWS system can reliably de-
tect white spaces in the TV bands using collaborative sensing, and efficiently use
these white spaces by enabling the dynamic allocation. For the second part of the
solution, we propose and evaluate a radically new channelization structure for
WLANs that implements the proposed dynamic spectrum allocation. To enable
this new channelization, we adopt a centralized controller that dynamically allo-
cates variable size channel-widths and center-frequencies to every AP. The width
of an AP’s channel is determined as a function of the traffic demand at the AP
and at the interfering APs in its vicinity. To support this dynamic channeliza-
tion, we proposed a token-coordinated random access MAC (TMAC) to address
scalability issues inherent in the existing IEEE 802.11 MAC. Through extensive
simulation and analysis studies, we demonstrate that these two parts of solu-
tion significantly improve spectrum efficiency in both licensed and unlicensed
frequency bands. We believe that the solution holds a great promise to tackle the
spectrum shortage problem and support new wireless technologies.
1.1 Key Contributions
To summarize, I make five primary contributions in this dissertation:
• I propose a complete cognitive radio system called KNOWS, which enables
dynamic access and efficient sharing of white spaces by adaptively allocat-
ing the spectrum among contending users. The system is a fully distributed
design; and thus it does not require any centralized coordinator. This fea-
ture makes the proposed design a great candidate for building WLANs and
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wireless mesh networks in the TV bands with low deployment cost. The
proposed system is a synergistic design of a cognitive radio platform, a
new spectrum-aware MAC protocol, and a dynamic spectrum allocation al-
gorithm [98]. The radio platform captures main functionalities of cognitive
radios including sensing capability and reconfigurability. The new MAC
protocol, called Cognitive MAC (CMAC), is based on a control channel, and
it incorporates ”virtual sensing” to arbitrate access to the dynamic and frag-
mented white spaces. Specifically, I enhance the RTS (request-to-send)/CTS
(clear-to-send) mechanism in IEEE 802.11, which reserves airtime on a given
channel, to reserve a chuck of spectrum for a period of time using the con-
trol channel. CMAC enables all networked nodes to main up-to-date in-
formation about spectrum allocations in their neighborhood. Based on the
collected information, the spectrum allocation algorithm, residing in each
node, makes a real-time, adaptive and local decision on which segment of
spectrum to use and for how long.
• To study the problem of dynamic spectrum allocation, we develop a theo-
retical framework for this problem in whitespace cognitive radio networks.
The framework captures the essential features of cognitive radios such as
frequency agility and adaptive bandwidth. And then I introduce a con-
cept of a time-spectrum block, which represents the time for which a cogni-
tive radio uses a portion of the spectrum. I use this concept to define the
spectrum allocation problem as the packing of time-spectrum blocks in a
two dimensional time-frequency space, such that the demands of all nodes
are satisfied best possible. The theoretical model based on the concept of
time-spectrum block profoundly changes the conventional analysis frame-
work of using variants of graph-coloring problem for maximizing spectrum
utilization. We prove NP-hardness of the problem and present a approx-
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imation algorithm that assumes full knowledge of all user demands and
whose performance is within a small constant factor of the optimum, re-
gardless of the network’s topology. More importantly, I propose b-SMART
(distributed spectrum allocation over white spaces), the first-known prac-
tical, distributed protocol to solve the spectrum allocation problem in real
cognitive networks. b-SMART enables each node to dynamically decide on
a time-spectrum block based on local information only [99].
• In improving the WLAN design, I revisit channelization, which is a funda-
mental, yet largely unexplored, aspect in the design of WLANs. I show that
among other parameters, such as transmission power and data rate, WLAN
designers should consider the channel-width as a configurable parameter
in the design of efficient WLANs. I expose and quantify the vast potential
increase in both capacity and fairness that results from abandoning today’s
fixed channelization concept, and I propose a dynamic channelization struc-
ture that is capable of tapping this potential. Based on a formal definition
of the resulting optimization problem, we devise and evaluate novel algo-
rithms that dynamically and flexibly allocate channels of variable width to
different APs. These algorithms are computationally efficient and directly
applicable in practice as they operate under the constraints implied by to-
day’s available cognitive radio platforms.
• As a component of the second part of solution, I design TMAC to effec-
tively regulate the medium access in each wireless cell [101]. The proposed
design scales to various population sizes and a wide range of high physical-
layer rates. TMAC employs centralized, coarse-grained channel coordina-
tion at the higher tier, and distributed, fine-grained random access at the
lower tier. The higher tier organizes stations into multiple token groups
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and permits only the stations in one group to contend for the channel at a
time. This token mechanism effectively controls the maximum intensity of
channel contention and gracefully scales to diverse population sizes. At the
lower tier, the distributed random access procedure is exploited within an
adaptive channel sharing model, which largely reduces protocol overhead
and aggressively exploiting rate diversity among stations. TMAC serves as
the MAC-layer support for assigning different channel-widths to APs.
• I extensively analyze and evaluate each part of the solution to demonstrate
its effectiveness. The simulations are performed in the network simulator
QualNet [81]. I extend the simulator to closely capture the capabilities and
constraints of the existing hardware. For the first part of solution, I im-
plement the complete KNOWS design including CMAC and b-SMART in
QualNet. The simulation results demonstrate that in most common sce-
narios, KNOWS increases the system throughput by more than 200% when
compared to an IEEE 802.11 based system [98]. We also analyze the per-
formance of KNOWS in the proposed theoretical framework. Our analysis
closely matches the simulation results. Finally, we analyze and simulate
the second part solution. The results are obtained using extensive simula-
tions that are triggered by real data traces from large enterprise/campus
WLAN deployments, as well as a network with user mobility. Through de-
tailed studies, I demonstrate that all our algorithms for allocating variable
channel-widths significantly improve the capacity and per-client fairness of
IEEE 802.11 networks [100], and that the network throughput achieved by
TMAC scales to various client sizes and physical-layer rates.
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1.2 Organization of Thesis
This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 consequentially elaborates (1) recent trends of using white spaces
and improving WLANs, (2) limitations of existing systems in exploiting white
spaces and enhancing WLANs using concrete examples and simulation studies,
(3) a cognitive radio platform for supporting spectrum sensing and radio recon-
figuration, and (4) the concept of dynamic spectrum allocation and its supporting
mechanisms.
Chapter 3 comprehensively describes the KNOWS system that enables op-
portunistic access and efficient sharing of white spaces by adaptively allocating
the spectrum among competing nodes. This chapter first outlines the system
architecture; and then a new cognitive MAC design and a spectrum allocation
algorithm that implements the dynamic allocation concept are presented. Chap-
ter 3 also includes a theocratical formulation of the spectrum allocation problem
in white spaces, which captures main features of white spaces and capabilities
of cognitive radios. Finally, the chapter demonstrates the performance of the
KNOWS system through analysis of the proposed spectrum allocation algorithm
within the theocratical framework and extensive simulations.
Chapter 4 presents a novel channelization structure for WLANs based upon
the dynamic spectrum allocation and a scalable MAC design for supporting this
new channelization. This chapter first formally formulates the problem of dy-
namic allocating variable-width channels among potentially interfering access
points within a centralized environment. And then three channel allocation algo-
rithms running in the central controller are presented. Following that, we show
the performance of these algorithms through simulation studies triggered by real
traces of WLANs, and then discuss practical issues and related work. Further-
more, we present the scalable MAC design and its performance measured by
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network throughput and fairness. Finally, we discuss alternative designs and
related work of the proposed MAC scheme.
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation by summarizing our main contribu-
tions. This chapter also sheds light on other directions for improving spectrum
efficiency, such as market-based approaches via spectrum leasing and secondary
market.
1.3 Dissertation Insight
If we would condense the dissertation into one paragraph, the paragraph is
as follows: The key insight of this dissertation is the proposed concept of dynamic
spectrum allocation, which divides available spectrum into the appropriate num-
ber of non-overlapping frequency segments to accommodate potentially interfer-
ing transmissions, and assigns each segment with variable bandwidth depending
on traffic distribution in a local environment. The allocated segments are dynam-
ically adjusted to handle variations of user demands. In this way, the proposed
allocation scheme enables opportunistic access and efficient sharing of available
spectrum. More specifically, the dynamic spectrum allocation maximizes spec-
trum efficiency by allocating frequency segments with larger bandwidth when
few users present, and by creating smaller width channels to maximize parallel
transmissions and reduce interferences and signaling overhead, when the user
population is large. The dynamic spectrum allocation also improves fairness
across a network since it balances spectrum assignments by allocating heavily
loaded nodes with more spectrum. Through building wireless systems based
upon this concept, we demonstrate significant improvements in spectrum utiliza-
tion and efficiency achieved by these systems, and thus confirm the effectiveness





A hypothesis is ...
a mere trial idea,
a tentative suggestion concerning the nature of things.
Until it has been tested,
it is should not be confused with a law... .
Plausibility is not a substitute for evidence,
however great may be the emotional wish to believe.
— E. Bright Wilson, Jr.
Cognitive radios, a term first coined by Mitola [47], plays an essential role
in translating the concept of dynamic spectrum allocation into true spectral ef-
ficiency gains. These radios can sense the spectrum to identify primary usages
and white spaces. The operating parameters of cognitive radios, such as center-
frequency, bandwidth, and power, can be reconfigured with a very low time over-
head (less than 50 microseconds) [98]. Cognitive radios, therefore, are flexible
enough to fill voids in the wireless spectrum and dramatically increase spectral
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efficiency. In this chapter, we first outline two recent trends in Section 2.1. These
trends motivated us to exploit cognitive radios for enabling the proposed dy-
namic spectrum allocation in filling white spaces in the licensed spectrum and
improving the efficiency of WLANs in the unlicensed bands. In Section 2.2, we
present our cognitive radio platform and its performance, and then we discuss
other existing designs and implementations of cognitive radios. Finally, we ex-
plain our hypothesis about the proposed dynamic spectrum allocation scheme
and its supporting mechanisms in a great detail in Section 2.3.
2.1 Two Recent Trends
2.1.1 Trend 1: White Spaces
Recent measurement results have consistently shown that the licensed spec-
trum is significantly under-utilized [33,85]. This indicates the abundance of white
spaces, unoccupied frequencies in the licensed spectrum. At the mean time, the
explosive success of unlicensed operations and the many advancements in tech-
nology that resulted from it, led regulatory bodies (e.g., the FCC) to consider
opening white spaces for unlicensed use. On May 12, 2004, the FCC issued a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) proposing unlicensed use of unused
TV channels 2-to-51 (Docket 04-186). When the Digital TV (DTV) transition ends
in early 2009, most of the nations 210 TV markets will have between 10 and 40
unassigned channels reserved for broadcasting, but not in use. The FCC proposal
would allow a new generation of wireless broadband devices to utilize the vacant
TV channels in each local market for Wi-Fi and other unlicensed technologies.
One import part of the NPRM is to regulate unlicensed usages to avoid
causing interferences to the primary users in the licensed bands. For the purpose
of developing interference protection criteria, the NRPM proposes to classify the
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unlicensed broadband devices to be used in the TV bands into these two gen-
eral functional categories. The first category will consist of lower power “per-
sonal/portable” unlicensed devices, such as Wi-Fi like cards in laptop computers
or wireless in-home LANs. The second category will consist of higher power
“fixed/access” unlicensed devices that are generally operated from a fixed loca-
tion and may be used to provide a commercial service such as wireless broadband
internet access. The fixed access devices are required to incorporate a method
for determining geographic location with a minimum accuracy of 10 meters. To
meet this requirement, for example, the device could incorporate a GPS receiver
to determine its geographic coordinates. Using this location information, local
broadcast station data and the protection requirements described, channel avail-
ability for the unlicensed device can be determined. The maximum conducted
output power for fixed devices is 1 watt peak, and the maximum conducted out-
put power for portable devices is 100 milliwatts peak. The NRPM further re-
quires that portable devices have a permanently attached integral antenna with
a maximum permissible gain of 6 dBi.
Although the strict regulating rules are in place, we believe that these power
and antenna provisions provide sufficient communications capabilities to allow
personal/portable broadband devices to serve a wide range of broadband appli-
cations, such as home networks, LANs and broadband connectivity. Especially
the TV bands are in the lower frequencies, which deliver longer transmission
ranges, and better penetration prosperities as compared to the unlicensed bands
in the high frequencies. These desirable features make the TV spectrum ideal for
wireless data communications.
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Figure 2.1: The decline of over-the-air television
2.1.1.1 Abundance of White Spaces in the TV bands
The white spaces in the TV spectrum are abundant. How much vacant TV
band spectrum is available around the country? There are 210 local TV mar-
kets in the United States. Each is currently allocated with channels among the
67 channels (channels 2-to-69, excluding channel 37, which is reserved for radio
astronomy and medical telemetry). The FCC’s current TV allocation plan man-
dates that after the DTV transition, channels 52-to-69 will be cleared of TV signals
in all 210 local TV markets in the United States. Four of these channels are being
reallocated for public safety agencies, while ten others will be auctioned for ex-
clusive, licensed use by commercial wireless firms. In February 2009, at the end
of the DTV transition, broadcasters must give back one of their two channels.
Consequently, even after channels 52-to-69 are returned, substantial guard band
spectrum will remain, especially in small TV markets, on the 49 channels from
channels 2-to-51 [52].
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Notably, the demands for TV broadcasting services are decreasing every
year. Figure 2.1 depicts the decline of terrestrial over-the-air TV and the rise of
cable and satellite TV. From 1970 to 2005, the percentage of US television house-
holds relying exclusively on over-the-air reception for their TV has declined from
essentially 100% to less than 13% [21], with a drop of about 14 percentage points
coming in the last decade alone [32]. This drop is remarkable, since it occurred de-
spite huge government subsidies to preserve over-the-air TV and despite the fact
that an additional fee is required to view identical local broadcast TV program-
ming over cable or satellite systems. So far, the figures for digital over-the-air TV
are even more dismal. As of 2004, 40.4% of Americans had access to digital TV but
only 2.7% of those relied on broadcast TV. The rest relied on cable DTV (50.7%)
and satellite DTV (46.6%) [73]. The decreasing demand for TV broadcasting ser-
vices further gives rise to exploiting the white spaces for data communications.
2.1.1.2 Features of White Spaces in the TV bands
The white spaces in the TV spectrum have several features, which we sum-
marize as follows:
• Low-frequency spectrum is better suited for mobility because its waves are
longer and can thus better pass through objects such as walls, foliage and
weather [28]. All terrestrial mobile telephone services, for example, are lo-
cated below 3 GHz (the lowest 1% of the radio spectrum). If cell phone
service went out every time someone passed a tree or building, its utility
would be minimal. Similarly, Wi-Fi services would be much less valuable if
it couldn’t pass through walls, furniture, people and other common house-
hold obstructions. And the cost and quality of wireless broadband deploy-
ments would improve dramatically if networks and devices could operate
below 1 GHz, where TV operates today.
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• Another major physical advantage of low-frequency spectrum is that it re-
quires less energy than high-frequency spectrum to cover the same distance.
The large waves that characterize low-frequency spectrum lose less energy
when they pass through objects. As a result, they can cover greater dis-
tances with the same power. This, in turn, means that battery-powered de-
vices can be less expensive, longer-lived, smaller and lighter. In the emerg-
ing era of ubiquitous, portable wireless devices, this can be a great advan-
tage.
• The availability of white spaces changes over time and depends on the ge-
ographic location of the radio [85, 98]. In U.S., the TV channel allocations
are varied in different locations, and the TV broadcasting stations are de-
ployed based on user populations and distributions. Therefore, the number
of vacant TV channels and the frequencies of vacant channels are different
across different regions. Typically there are more vacant TV channels in ru-
ral areas than urban ones. Moreover, the vacant TV channels changes over
time depending on the diurnal schedules of TV broadcasters.
• The white spaces are often fragmented by primary users. As shown in Fig-
ure 2.2, primary TV signals divide the spectrum into noncontiguous seg-
ments, each of which may have a different size. The bandwidth of a con-
tiguous segment depends on the allocation of TV channels in that region.
2.1.1.3 Cognitive Radio for White Spaces
On one hand, the white spaces are abundant and desirable resources for
data communications. On the other hand, the dynamic and fragmented feature
makes the white spaces radically different from the unlicensed spectrum, which
is the segment of static and contiguous spectrum. Consequently, the wireless sys-
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Figure 2.2: The signal strength measured in the TV spectrum
tem and the spectrum allocation scheme designed for the unlicensed spectrum do
not directly apply to the white spaces. In specific, since the unlicensed spectrum
is static and has no fragmentation, it is divided into several fixed channels of
equal bandwidth. For example, the 2.4 GHz ISM band has 3 non-overlapping
channels, and each channel is 22 MHz wide. The wireless device can choose a
particular channel to operate depending on the connectivity requirement in the
network. The competing wireless devices on the same channel are regulated us-
ing IEEE 802.11 MAC. The center-frequency and the bandwidth of any channel
are pre-assigned and fixed. However, the fixed spectrum allocation scheme is not
suitable for the white spaces. First, the white spaces are dynamic. It is required
to first detect those white spaces before any allocation. Second, the channel is
not well-defined in the white spaces. One could argue that the white spaces can
adopt the channelization defined by TV broadcasters. However, the fixed alloca-
tions leads to the inefficiency usage of white spaces. The reasons are as follows. If
the channel bandwidth is defined to be smaller, for example, each TV channel is
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6 MHz in the U.S., it is desirable to combine multiple channels together to deliver
high data rates if there are few contending users. While more competing trans-
missions take place, dynamically reducing bandwidth of each channel creates
more channels, which achieves high efficiency by improving parallelism and re-
ducing interferences. If the channel bandwidth is defined to be larger, such as 22
MHz, any primary operation in between renders the entire 22 MHz channel use-
less. Therefore, the center-frequency and the bandwidth of a channel should be
defined based on the instantaneous information of the radio environment, such
as primary signals, the number of competing transmissions, and traffic demands
of users.
Cognitive radio is a promising technology enabling such a real-time allo-
cation of spectrum. Equipped with a spectrum scanner, the cognitive radio can
periodically scan the spectrum to identify the white spaces, and the radio param-
eters can be reconfigured to operate in the white spaces. Therefore, it is essential
to design a reconfigurable radio platform with the scanning capability, and an
algorithm to drive the radio by deciding and reconfiguring the radio parameters.
We will elaborate our radio platform design in Section 2.2, and the concept of
dynamic spectrum allocation in Section 2.3
2.1.2 Trend 2: Disparity in WLANs
The recent measurement results of usage patterns in real-world WLANs,
including conference settings, university and corporate campuses, have revealed
that the spatial and temporal disparity in client distributions [18, 23, 25, 95] in
large-scale WLANs is prevailing. For example, a recent study of IBM’s WLAN
consisting of 177 APs [18] shows that 40% of the APs never have more than 10
active clients, while a few APs in auditoriums and cafeterias have 30 simultane-
ously associated users. The study also shows that the set of heavily loaded APs
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changes over time, but the current practice of assigning fixed-width channels and
the MAC design in IEEE 802.11 networks does not take into account such spatial
and temporal disparity in client distributions.
We identify two main problems caused by the usage disparity. First, under
the assumption of uniform traffic distribution across the network, IEEE 802.11
divides the spectrum into a fixed number of channels with equal channel width,
which is 22 MHz wide in IEEE 802.11b/g and 20 MHz wide in IEEE 802.11a.
However, in dynamic conditions, the adherence to fixed-width channels can be
problematic and suboptimal. When the number of APs is fewer than the num-
ber of available channels, the spectrum is not fully utilized since each AP uses
only one channel. On the other hand, if the number of APs is large, two or more
neighboring APs are inevitably assigned the same channel, which limits paral-
lelism and creates interferences [14].
Second, WLANs are being deployed in much more diversified environ-
ments. In some of these scenarios, each access point has to support a much
larger user population and be able to accommodate considerable variations in
the number of active stations. The wireless protocols should not constraint the
number of potential users handled by a single AP. However, the performance
of current MAC proposals [16, 55, 75, 88, 102] does not scale as user population
expands. Specifically, at user population of 300, the 802.11 MAC not only re-
sults in 57% degradation in aggregate throughput but also leads to starvation
for most stations, as shown in our simulations. Moreover, WLANs (e.g., IEEE
802.11n [6]) promise to deliver much higher data rates in the order of 100s of
Mbps [7], through advanced antennas, enhanced modulation and transmission
techniques. This requires MAC-layer solutions to develop in pace with high-
capacity physical layers. However, the widely adopted IEEE 802.11 MAC [75],
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Figure 2.3: A network with four mutually interfering APs. With fixed channel
bandwidths, both throughput and fairness is suboptimal.
physical-layer rates. According to our analysis and simulations, DCF MAC deliv-
ers as low as 30Mbps throughput at the MAC layer with the bit-rate of 216Mbps,
utilizing merely 14% of channel capacity.
To illustrate the problems caused by the fixed channels and the 802.11 MAC
in WLAN, we first give an example to show the constrains of fixed channels in
Section 2.1.2.1. Then through analysis and simulations, we demonstrate the lim-
iting factors of IEEE 802.11 MAC in Section 2.1.2.2. Finally we propose using
cognitive radios to improve the efficiency of WLANs in Section 2.1.2.3.
2.1.2.1 Fixed Channels v.s. Dynamic Channels: An Example
Figure 2.3 illustrates the scenario with four APs all within mutual interfer-
ence distance of one another. In case 1, AP1 has 6 clients, AP3 has 3 clients, while
the remaining two APs have one client each. In case 2, client A moves away from
AP2 and associates to AP4. We compare the performance of using the fixed chan-
nels (F) with dynamic channels (D). In the fixed channel case, the spectrum is
divided into 4 channels of 20 MHz each. In the dynamic channel case, channels
may be 10, 20, or 40 MHz. Table 2.1 lists the bandwidth received per client at each
AP. Also included is the total bandwidth used (B), and Jain’s fairness index (FI).





c2i , where ci is the bandwidth obtained
by client i, and n is the total number of clients.
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Table 2.1: Bandwidth received by each client (normalized by 20MHz)
Scenario AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 B FI
Case 1:F 1/6 1 1/3 1 4 0.58
Case 1:D 2/6 1/2 1/3 1/2 4 0.97
Case 2:F 1/6 X 1/3 1/2 3 0.82
Case 2:D 2/6 X 1/3 1/2 4 0.97
In case 1, the fixed-width channelization leads to severe un-fairness among
different clients. The client in the crowded location (AP1) receives 1/6 of band-
width compared to the client associated with AP2 and AP4. In contrast, with an
allocation of 40 MHz to AP1, 20 MHz to AP2 and 10 MHz to the remaining APs,
fairness improves significantly to 0.97.
Flexible and dynamic channelization is not only important for fairness, but
also for system capacity. For instance, in case 2 if client A moves from AP2 to AP4,
an adaptive approach can reallocate the 10 MHz spectrum formerly used by AP2
to AP4 (thus giving AP4 a total of 20 MHz).
Our study of real-world traces shows that in a large corporate and univer-
sity wireless networks fairness and capacity problems illustrated in Figure 2.3
occur frequently. Therefore, to support the growth of WLAN and deliver uni-
form services to wireless users, it is critical to re-examine the fixed channelization
scheme to handle the temporal and spatial disparity in WLAN usages.
2.1.2.2 Scalability of IEEE 802.11 MAC
We consider the scalability issues in wireless MAC protocols along the fol-
lowing three dimensions.
Network Capacity: Advances in physical-layer technologies have greatly
improved the link capacity in wireless LANs. The initial 1∼11Mbps data rates
specified in 802.11b standard [75] have been elevated to 54Mbps in 802.11a/g [42],
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Figure 2.4: Throughput achieved by DCF MAC at different physical-layer data
rates
and to 100s of Mbps in 802.11n [6]. Therefore, MAC-layer throughput must scale
up accordingly. Furthermore, MAC designs need to exploit the multi-rate capa-
bility offered by the physical layer for leveraging channel dynamics and multi-
user diversity.
User population: Another important consideration is to provide efficient
solution regardless of the number of contending stations. The user population
may range from a few in an office, to tens or hundreds in a classroom or a con-
ference room, and thousands in public places like Disney Theme Parks [67]. As
the number of active users grows, MAC designs should control contentions and
collisions over the shared wireless channel and deliver stable performance.
Protocol overhead scalability: The third aspect in efficient wireless MAC
design is to minimize the protocol overhead as the population size and the physical-
layer capacity increase. Specifically, the fraction of channel time consumed by
signaling messages per packet, due to backoff, inter-frame spacings, and hand-
shakes, must remain relatively small.
In general, both CSMA/CA [75] and polling based MAC solutions have
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Figure 2.5: Throughput achieved by DCF MAC at different user populations
scalability limitations in these three aspects.
CSMA/CA Based MAC
Our analysis and simulations show that IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordina-
tion Function (DCF) MAC, based on CSMA/CA mechanism, does not scale to
high physical-layer capacity or various user populations. In CSMA/CA, upon a
packet transmission, a station uses carrier sensing, waits until idle channel status,
and then defers for a DIFS time interval. The station then backs off for a value
randomly chosen between zero and Contention Window (CW). Once the back-
off timer expires, an optional RTS/CTS handshake is initiated between the two
stations, followed by a data packet and a ACK transmission. The transmissions
of RTS, CTS, data, and ACK are are separated by SIFS time interval. Upon each
unsuccessful transmission, CW is doubled up to a maximum value. In the infras-
tructure mode, when the packet size is larger than the RTS threshold, RTS/CTS
is recommended to be turned on to reduce the duration of collisions [75].





TDIFS + E[B] + E[P ]/R + TSIFS + TACK + 2δ
(2.1)
where E[P ] is the average size of packet payload, E[B] denotes the average back-
off window expressed as E[B] = (CWmin − 1)/2, and R, δ are the current trans-
mission rate and propagation delay, respectively.
We plot the theoretical throughput attained by DCF MAC with different
packet sizes in Figure 2.5.a. Table 4.3 lists the values of DIFS, SIFS, ACK, MAC
header, physical-layer preamble and header according to the specifications in [7,
42]. Note that DCF MAC delivers at most 40Mbps throughput without RTS/CTS
at 216Mbps, which further degrades to 30Mbps when the RTS/CTS option is on.
Such unscalable performance is due to two factors. First, as the link capacity in-
creases, the signaling overhead ratio grows disproportionately since the time of
transmitting data packets reduces considerably. Second, the current MAC adopts
a static channel sharing model that only considers transmission demands of sta-
tions. The channel is monopolized by low-rate stations. Hence the network
throughout is largely reduced. Figure 2.5.b shows results from both analysis
1 and simulation experiments as the number of users increases from 15 to 315.
The users transmit UDP payloads at 54Mbps. The network throughput obtained
with DCF reduces by approximately 50% as the user population reaches 300. The
significant throughput degradation is mainly caused by dramatically intensified
collisions and increasingly enlarged contention window (CW).




Polling-based MAC schemes [40, 43, 88] generally do not possess capacity
and protocol overhead scalability due to the excessive polling overhead. To illus-
trate the percentage of overhead, we analyze the polling mode (PCF) in 802.11b.
In PCF, AP sends the polling packet to initiate the data transmission from wire-
less stations. A station can only transmit after receiving the polling packet. Idle
stations response the polling message with NULL frame, which is a data frame
without any payload.
We use the method proposed in [80] to analyze the polling mode (PCF) in
802.11b, which specifies the percentage of protocol overhead as
Po = 1− E[P ]
R(p · Tw/(1− p) + Ts) ,
and the average delay as Davg = N(Ts − (Ts − Tw)p), where p represents the
possibility of having no pending data upon receiving the polling. N is the num-
ber of stations on the polling list. Tw = Tpoll + SIFS + Tnull + SIFS and Ts =
Tpoll + SIFS + E[P ]/R + SIFS + ACK + SIFS, where Tpoll and Tnull are the
time for sending polling and null frame, respectively. Table 2.2 lists the protocol
overhead as the fraction of idle stations increases. We compute the results using
the values of DIFS, SIFS, ACK, MAC header, physical-layer preamble and header
listed in Table 4.3, and the packet size used in this study is 1.2Kb.
Note that the overhead ratio reaches 52.1% even when all stations are active
at the physical-layer rate of 54Mbps, and continue to grow considerably as more
idle stations present. Furthermore, as the link capacity increases to 216Mbps,
over 80% of channel time is spent on signaling messages.
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Table 2.2: Polling overhead vs. percentage of idle stations
0 15% 30% 45% 60%
54Mbps 52.1% 55.2% 59.1% 64% 70.3%
216Mbps 81.6% 83.2% 85.5% 87.3% 90.4%
2.1.2.3 Cognitive Radios for WLAN
These examples motivate the need for a dynamic spectrum allocation and a
scalable MAC design in IEEE 802.11 networks to cope with various spatial distri-
butions of load as well as temporal changes of the load due to mobility.
However, the existing wireless systems, such as Wi-Fi, are designed with
the fixed channelization in heart. Although the agility of the their physical lay-
ers is improved, for example, a wireless device can switch from one channel to
the other in less than 80 ms [76], these wireless systems still do not support vari-
able bandwidths and have limited reconfigurability. To underpin the potentials
of the dynamic spectrum allocation, a new radio system and a dynamic chan-
nelization structure are required. Cognitive radio, whose operating parameters
can be adjusted in real-time, is a promising technology for improving WLANs.
Since cognitive radio is a new concept, we need to not only set up the radio plat-
form, but design algorithms of dynamic spectrum allocation to configure the ra-
dio parameters based on the local environment. At the same time, the enhanced
MAC scheme should scale to the increase of user population and physical-layer
rate with certain fairness notion, as some AP with larger bandwidth may serve
a large number of clients and client devices may have different communication
capabilities.
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2.2 Cognitive Radio Platform
Through previous discussions, we show that a cognitive radio is a promis-
ing technology to improve spectrum utilization by dynamically accessing and
allocating spectrum. Since there is no standardized design for such a new radio
system, we develop our cognitive radio platform based on the requirements of
our proposed dynamic spectrum allocation. In brief, the radio platform can op-
erate in the TV spectrum and the 2.4 GHz ISM band. A scanner is incorporated
in the platform to detect primary signals in the TV spectrum, such as DTV oper-
ations and microphones; and the upper layer, i.e., MAC, can directly control ra-
dio operating parameters, such as center-frequency, bandwidth and power. The
platform is designed to provide a great flexibility in order to support dynamic
spectrum allocation schemes.
In the section, we sequentially present the physical-layer design, the imple-
mentation and the performance of our cognitive radio platform.
2.2.1 Cognitive Radio Design
Figure 2.6 shows the hardware platform we have built as basis for support-
ing dynamical access and allocation of available spectrum. The platform consists
of four main function blocks, namely the reconfigurable radio, the scanner radio,
the GPS receiver, and the x86 embedded processor.
The reconfigurable radio has a set of operational parameters that can be
adjusted with low time overhead. The current implementation of the reconfig-
urable radio uses a commodity IEEE 802.11g card to generate the OFDM signals
at 2.4GHz. We use a wide band frequency synthesizer to convert the received sig-
nals to the specified frequency. To control the reconfigurable radio, the interface
to the MAC layer is a list of register values that specifies the operating frequency,
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Figure 2.6: Cognitive radio development platform
bandwidth, and transmission power level. The operating frequency can be set
from 400 to 928 MHz and from 2.412 GHz to 2.484 GHz in 0.5 MHz steps. The set
of bandwidth options is 5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz. The narrow bandwidth options,
such as 5 MHz, are provided to use white-space spectrum in between the incum-
bent operators. The maximum output power is 200 mW and the power level is
controllable from -8 to +23 (dBm). The threshold for packet reception in the TV
band is -85 (dBm). The time overhead for adjusting the radio parameters, e.g. fre-
quency, bandwidth, and power level, is within 100 µs in the current development
board.
The scanner periodically scans the spectrum and locates the vacant pockets
of spectrum without primary signals. The scanning algorithm is prototyped in
the C programming language with a Python-based interface and will be imple-
mented on DSPs (digital signal processor) or FPGAs (field programmable gate
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array) in the future. The scanner measures the signal power at a frequency range
with a typical resolution of 3 KHz. On average, the scanner takes at most 10 ms
to scan one 6 MHz TV channel. The current setting of the DTV pilot tone de-
tection sensitivity is -115 dBm. As required by the FCC, the TV spectrum needs
to be scanned once every 30 minutes, since the TV signal arrives and leaves in a
very coarse time level (several hours). Therefore, for most of the time, the scan-
ner works as a receiver operating on the control channel. The upper layer can
control the scanning schedule and set the frequency range to scan by configuring
the registers in the scanner.
Additionally, a GPS receiver is incorporated in the hardware board for load-
ing location information and performing time synchronization. Based on the es-
timated location, the node could identify the unused spectrum in case a database
with TV program information was available. This is an alternative approach sug-
gested by the FCC for detecting incumbent users. Therefore, the GPS receiver
extends the flexibility of our development platform.
The x86 embedded processor controls all radios on the platform. It takes
instructions from the device driver to configure the radios, and passes packets
between the host computer and the development board. The driver implements
the MAC design and the spectrum allocation algorithm.
2.2.2 Radio Development Board and A Scanning Result
We are building a prototype based on the design of cognitive radio for con-
ducting field experiments. We have currently implemented the radio design in
the development boards, and conducted experiments to examine the functional-
ity of the scanner in the San Diego area.
Figure 2.7 show the development boards for the scanner radio and the re-
configurable radio. The interface to the host computer is USB. Figure 2.8 shows
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Figure 2.7: KNOWS radio system development board: scanner receiver develop-
ment board (top) and reconfigurable radio development board (bottom)
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Detected White Spaces
Figure 2.8: Sample scanning results in the San Diego Area: scanning the 6MHz-
wide window (top) and scanning the UHF spectrum (bottom)
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one sample output of the scanning operations conducted in the San Diego area.
The scanner measures the signal strength of the spectrum. The top figure in Fig-
ure 2.8 shows one detected DTV pilot tone and the peak, average and minimal
signal strength in the sliding 6 MHz-wide window. The bottom figure in Fig-
ure 2.8 illustrates the aggregated information for the whole TV bands using the
accumulated peak and average values. We save all white spaces that are larger
than 1 MHz and display white windows with at least 5 MHz bandwidth. Our
measurement results confirm that the TV spectrum is fragmented especially in
the metropolitan areas, while in rural areas more contiguous spectrum is avail-
able [85].
2.2.3 Other Implementation of Cognitive Radios
Since cognitive radio is a new concept, there is no consensus on how to im-
plement it. Our platform is a simple and practical design to enable our proposed
dynamic spectrum allocation, which we will explain in the next section.
Now we discuss another interesting implementation of cognitive radio: so-
called software-defined radio. Software-defined radio system is a radio commu-
nication system that can tune to any frequency band and receive any modulation
using programmable hardware controlled by software. It is the technique of get-
ting code as close to the antenna as possible. The fundamental characteristic of
software-defined radio is that software defines the transmitted waveforms and
demodulates the received waveforms. The hardware of a software-defined radio
typically consists of a superheterodyne RF (Radio Frequency) front end which
converts RF signals from (and to) analog IF (Intermediate Frequency) signals,
and analog to digital converter and digital to analog converters which are used
to convert a digitized IF signal from and to analog form, respectively. This is in
contrast to most radios in which the processing is done with either analog cir-
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cuitry or analog circuitry combined with digital chips.
GNU Radio [36] is a free software toolkit for building software-defined ra-
dios. The existing platforms [24, 83] are built based on the GNU Radios. Since
in this dissertation we focus on an efficient scheme for dynamically allocating
spectrum, we develop our radio platform to support the allocating scheme. In
stead of drilling down to the detail of defining radio waveforms, we build the
radio platform using the existing hardware solution, and enhance the platform
with scanning function and reconfigurability. Our cognitive radio platform can
be easily reconfigured and controlled by the upper layer, which implements the
dynamic spectrum allocation. Nevertheless, the software-defined radio also can
exploit our allocation scheme to regulate spectrum access and allocations.
2.3 Dynamic Spectrum Allocation in Cognitive Ra-
dio Networks
In this section, we elaborate the hypothesis that our proposed dynamic
spectrum allocation improves spectrum efficiency. Section 2.3.1 presents the
background. Particularly, we illustrate the spectrum allocation schemes used in
the cellular networks and the differences between allocating spectrum in the cel-
lular networks and in the cognitive radio networks. Section 2.3.2 explains the
concept of dynamic spectrum allocation we propose for cognitive radio networks.
Finally, Section 2.3.3 discusses prerequisites to enable the dynamic spectrum al-
location for cognitive radio networks.
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2.3.1 Background
Assume that the cognitive radios can reliably detect the white spaces. Due
to the deficiencies of adopting fixed channels, the cognitive radio network needs
to solve the key problem of spectrum allocation: Which node should use how wide
a spectrum-band at what center-frequency and for how long?. Since the MAC protocol
regulate the access sequence of competing nodes, the spectrum allocation prob-
lem boils down to the problem of deciding, for each cognitive radio, the operating
band defined by the center-frequency and the bandwidth, and the time duration
of using the defined band. The efficiency of spectrum allocation determines both
the network’s throughput and the overall spectrum utilization.
Our hypothesis is that the proposed dynamic spectrum allocation improves
spectrum efficiency. Dynamic spectrum allocation has been widely adopted in
wireless networks. For example, in the cellular networks, many heuristic algo-
rithms have been proposed to solve various flavors of spectrum allocation prob-
lem using simulated annealing [60], tabu search [45], evolutionary algorithms [46],
neural networks [72] and graph coloring algorithms [58]. In the existing WLANs,
the spectrum allocation problem within the fixed channelization structure is ac-
tually the channel assignment problem. Since the spectrum is divided into fixed
channel of equal bandwidth in both the cellular networks and WLANs, the no-
tion of colors is suitable to model the pre-defined channels.
However, in cognitive radio networks, we tackle the problem of dynamic
spectrum allocation without the pre-allocated channels. The center-frequency,
the bandwidth, and the life time of the defined channel are dynamic depending
on the perceived local radio environment. We summarize the differences between
the dynamic spectrum allocation in the cognitive radio networks and the alloca-
tion schemes in the cellular networks as follows.
• The cellular networks have the dedicated and licensed spectrum, which is
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static and always available. However, the white spaces are dynamic de-
pending on operations of primary usages in the licensed band. In such a
dynamic environment, the fixed allocation schemes constraint network ca-
pacity and fairness. In particular, using fixed channels with a wider band-
width causes many channels invalid due to the primary operations, while
adopting the channels with a smaller bandwidth may leave a few channels
unoccupied, which reduces spectrum utilization.
• The cellular networks are optimized to serve voice applications. The voice
flow is typically treated as constant-bit-rate traffic with a very low bit-rate
(50 kbps ∼ 150 kbps). Hence, each channel only requires a small segment
of spectrum, and the channels of equal bandwidth can serve a voice flow
well. In contrast, wireless data communications have much more diversi-
ties in terms of traffic loads, application types, and delay requirements. In
catering to data communications, the spectrum allocation needs to maxi-
mize spectrum efficiency by adjusting frequency assignments according to
application requirements and local contention intensity.
• The cellular networks adopt a centralized solution, where a base station
schedules frequency or channel assignments. The base station has the full
knowledge of the number of associated stations, their activities and chan-
nel qualities. The decision of how to allocate channels can be made based
on the collected information. However, in the cognitive networks, we do
not assume the existence of the central coordinator, and thus the spectrum
allocation has to be decided by each cognitive radio in a distributed manner.
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2.3.2 The Concept of Dynamic Spectrum Allocation
Our proposed dynamic spectrum allocation for cognitive radio networks
works as follows. First, the spectrum allocation can only use the white spaces or
the unlicensed spectrum; thus it mitigates interferences caused to primary users.
Second, the amount of spectrum, i.e., the bandwidth, assigned to a pair of com-
municating nodes depends on the total available spectrum, the contention inten-
sity, and the user traffic demand. Intuitively, when there are few users, each user
is assigned a wide bandwidth for a higher data rate; when there are a number of
competing users, the total spectrum is divided to accommodate more concurrent
transmissions.
Determining the value of bandwidth is the key aspect of our dynamic spec-
trum allocation, and also poses an interesting challenge. It is fairly intuitive that
when there are only few disjointed transmissions, each one uses a large band-
width to avoid wasting the resource. The two transmissions are disjointed if they
do not share either end point. However, when there are a number of users, it
might not be straightforward to understand why the allocation divides the spec-
trum among all users, instead of allocating the total spectrum to only one user at
a time. We provide three justifications for dividing the spectrum into segments
of smaller bandwidth when the number of users is large.
1. A smaller bandwidth decreases the physical-layer data rate and increases
the radio between the data transmission duration and the overall transmis-
sion time. Therefore, the overall spectrum efficiency is increased due to the
reduced percentage of signaling overhead associated with every data trans-
mission. For example, suppose there is a fixed 100 µs 2 overhead associated
with each transmission and the actual data transmission takes 200 µs in a
1 MHz band and 100 µs in a 2 MHz band. If we define the spectrum ef-
2µs stands for microsecond.
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ficiency as the fraction between the data transmission time and the overall
transmission duration, then two parallel transmissions in two 1 MHz bands
yields the spectrum efficiency of 67%, whereas a transmission in one 2 MHz
band yields the efficiency of 50%.
2. The reduced bandwidth allows more parallel transmissions. Thus it effec-
tively handles the fragmentation in white spaces and reduces interferences
among concurrent transmissions. Due to the operation of primary users,
the white spaces are often highly fragmented, and the contiguous segments
may have different bandwidths. When the number of contending users
is large, it is particularly important to exploit every segment of the white
spaces. The reduced bandwidth according to the user population offers an
effective approach to fill up all segments of idle spectrum, even the narrow
ones. Moreover, allocating the spectrum segments of different frequencies
to the contending transmissions reduces the interferences among them. The
allocated spectrum segments provide a natural separation for the concur-
rent transmissions. Compared with the fixed channelization scheme, the
dynamic allocation adaptively creates the adequate number of channels to
maximize the parallel transmissions and reduce the interferences in achiev-
ing high spectrum efficiency.
3. The fine control of bandwidth provides the sufficient number of channels
and offers high accessibility to the spectrum. As a result, every flow obtains
a timely transmission opportunity to exchange packets. A side effect is that
the flow takes a smaller bandwidth of spectrum when the number of con-
tending users is large. By adaptively adjusting the allocation, the dynamic
spectrum allocation achieves better delay and jitter performance, which is
preferable for TCP traffic. Through simulation studies in Section 3.5, we
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demonstrate that the performance gain is up to 60% as compared to the
fixed allocations.
2.3.3 Enabling Dynamic Spectrum Allocation
To enable the proposed concept of dynamic spectrum allocation, several
supporting mechanisms are required.
First, the cognitive radios have to reliably detect the white spaces. However,
a single scanner has limited detecting capability. It may miss a primary signal due
to deep fading, shadowing effects, or existences of obstacles. Therefore, to realize
the robust white space detection, it is important to combine the scanning results
from the cognitive radios in the network. In this way, the chance of missing a
primary signal can be largely reduced [93].
Second, since the dynamic spectrum allocation only decides the parameters
of spectrum segments for communicating nodes, which node should access the
spectrum segment is regulated by the MAC protocol. Therefore, it is critical to
provide a scalable MAC design to support the dynamic spectrum allocation. In
particular, when the number of contending users increases, the MAC protocol
should not become the bottleneck of the system. It needs to be efficient to gen-
erate the access sequence to fill out the available spectrum, and delivers a stable
performance in terms of the network throughput. Moreover, because the physical
layers of client devices provide various and increasingly high transmission rates,
it requires the MAC protocol to accommodate the different communications ca-
pabilities and exploit the rate diversities.
Third, the dynamic spectrum allocation decides the allocations depending
upon the number of competing flows, the available spectrum and the prevailing
allocations. Cognitive radios, therefore, need to collect such information to en-
able the dynamic spectrum allocation. The process of collecting the information
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should be light-weighted, and provide up-to-date results. Furthermore, since the
allocation separates the disjointed flows by assigning them different segment of
spectrum, it poses challenges to maintain the connectivity in the network and to
timely exchange allocation information.
Based on the proposed concept of dynamic spectrum allocation, we have
built the cognitive radio systems for operating in white spaces, and the unli-
censed bands. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 describe the system designs for using
white spaces and improving WLAN respectively. Each system includes the de-
sign of the supporting mechanisms described above. Through extensive simu-
lations and analysis studies, we have shown the efficiency of adopting the pro-
posed concept of dynamic spectrum allocation.
2.4 Chapter 2.3 In Nutshell
This chapter first explains the two recent trends in a great detail. First, white
spaces in the TV bands are great resources for wireless data communications.
The features of white spaces, including dynamic availability and fragmented fre-
quencies, make existing wireless systems that are based upon fixed allocations,
incapable of exploiting white spaces. Second, recent measurements of WLANs
consistently show significant spatial and temporal variations of user and traffic
load. The fixed channel structure and the IEEE 802.11 MAC offer very limited
flexibility and scalability in handling such variations
To tackle these problems, we propose the dynamic spectrum allocation con-
cept, and our hypothesis is that the dynamic spectrum allocation improves spec-
trum efficiency. Our proposed allocation scheme dynamically assigns to a wire-
less node an amount of spectrum as a function of total bandwidth of available
spectrum, the number of contending nodes, and traffic load distribution in a lo-
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cal network environment. It creates the appropriate number of channels to max-
imize potential parallel transmissions, and adjusts bandwidth assigned to each
node for balancing traffic load variations across a network.
To support our dynamic allocation scheme, we exploit the advanced radio
technology, so-called cognitive radios. These radios can sense the environment
to identify primary operations, and adjust operating parameters to fill in unused
spectrum. We have built the radio development board as the platform for en-





Science is a way of thinking much more than
it is a body of knowledge.
— Dr. Carl Sagan
The art and science of asking questions is
the source of all knowledge.
— Thomas Berger
In this chapter, we present KNOWS, a cognitive wireless networking sys-
tem, as the first part of our solution. KNOWS is a hardware-software platform
that includes a spectrum-aware Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol and
spectrum allocation algorithms. The KNOWS system improves the spectrum uti-
lization by efficiently exploiting the white spaces in the licensed TV bands. We
describe the system architecture and design of KNOWS in Section 3.1. We then in
Section 3.2 describes the MAC protocol that enables nodes to reserve portions of
the spectrum. A key challenge in the design of such a system is that of Spectrum
Allocation, which enables nodes to reserve chunks of the spectrum for certain pe-
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riods of time. In Section 3.3 we introduce the concept of time-spectrum block to
model spectrum reservations, and use it to present a theoretical formalization of
the spectrum allocation problem. We also present a centralized and a distributed
protocol for spectrum allocation and show that these protocols are close to opti-
mal in most scenarios. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 present the analysis and simu-
lation studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of KNOWS. We have implemented
the distributed protocol in QualNet and show that our analysis closely matches
the simulation results. We also show that in common scenarios KNOWS accom-
plishes a remarkable 200% throughput improvement over systems that use fixed
allocation schemes. We discuss the alternative designs in Section 3.6 and compare
the KNOWS design with other relevant schemes in Section 3.7. Finally, Section 3.8
summarizes the chapters and extracts the main contributions.
3.1 System Architecture and Design
The goal of the KNOWS system is to enable the dynamic spectrum alloca-
tion in cognitive radio networks. The nodes in KNOWS self-organize into a net-
work without coordination from a central controller, and through the dynamic
spectrum allocation, they maximize the overall spectrum utilization. This goal
poses three main challenges that we address in our design.
• Robust white space detection: Unlicensed users need a robust way to discover
the available white spaces. We note that different bandwidth chunks could
be available at the sender and the receiver, therefore the goal is to use a
spectrum chunk that is free for both of them.
• Parallelism and connectivity: There is a tradeoff between parallelism of flows
and connectivity in the network. To enable parallelism, different flows
should be active in different chunks of the spectrum. However, this might
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prevent two nodes (users) that are part of the same network from commu-
nicating with each other. One approach to solve this problem is to use
schemes that have been proposed by multi-channel MACs [76, 86]. How-
ever, these approaches incur extra overhead as described in Section 3.7.
• Adaptive bandwidth selection: The amount of bandwidth assigned to a pair of
communicating nodes should depend on the total available spectrum, the
contention intensity, and user traffic demand. Intuitively, when there are
few users, each user should be assigned a wide bandwidth for a higher data
rate; when there are more users in communication range, the total spectrum
should be divided to accommodate more concurrent transmissions.
KNOWS addresses the above challenges as follows. First, KNOWS uses a
collaborative scanning algorithm to detect incumbent operators in the TV bands.
Therefore, only those portions of the spectrum that are detected to be available
at all users are used for data communication. To address the second challenge,
KNOWS uses a common signalling channel (in the ISM band) to maintain connec-
tivity among nodes, even when they are transmitting or receiving on a different
spectrum chunk. Parallelism is ensured by simultaneous data communication
on the reconfigurable radio. KNOWS addresses the final challenge by allowing
nodes to opportunistically use available spectrum resources by reserving chunks
of bandwidth at a fine time-scale. The width of an allocated chunk depends on
the amount of available spectrum and the number of contending nodes.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the architecture of KNOWS, which includes the hard-
ware, the MAC (CMAC), and the spectrum allocation scheme (b-SMART). The
hardware platform includes a dual-mode scanner and a reconfigurable radio. The
scanner radio alternates between functioning as a scanner and a receiver. It scans
the TV spectrum at least once every 30 minutes, as required by the FCC [74]. The

















Figure 3.1: The components of KNOWS, which includes the hardware, a spec-
trum allocation engine and a MAC protocol.
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channel. For most of the time, the scanner radio works as a receiver and is tuned
to the 902–928 MHz unlicensed ISM band, which is used as a control channel.
To enable efficient spectrum sharing, each node stores the spectrum usage
information in a local data structure, which we call the spectrum allocation table.
The spectrum allocation engine in Figure 3.1 uses the spectrum allocation table to
determine the portion of unused spectrum the node should reserve for its com-
munication.
The spectrum allocation table records spectrum usage of neighboring un-
licensed users in units of time-spectrum blocks. We define a time-spectrum block
to be the time duration and the portion of spectrum that is reserved by a node
for its communication. Figure 3.2 depicts one snapshot of time-spectrum block
allocations stored in a spectrum allocation table. The bandwidth and time of the
time-spectrum block is tuned according to the perceived contention intensity, the
total available resources, and the queue length for each neighbor. The reconfig-
urable radio is then configured to operate in the defined time-spectrum block. It
switches back to the control channel after the time-spectrum block is consumed.
Together with the scanner/receiver, CMAC builds the spectrum allocation
table and implements a reservation-based mechanism that regulates spectrum ac-
cess. Two communicating nodes first contend for spectrum access on the control
channel. Upon winning contention, a handshake is performed, which enables b-
SMART at the sender and the receiver to collaboratively agree on a time-spectrum
block. The reservation is announced on the control channel to inform neighbor-
ing nodes. Accordingly, nodes populate their spectrum allocation tables with










Figure 3.2: A snapshot of time-spectrum block allocations stored in a spectrum
allocation table
3.2 CMAC: Spectrum Aware MAC
CMAC implements two main functions: it achieves collaborative sensing
by combining scanning results in the one-hop neighborhood, and it realizes a
spectrum reservation scheme using a common control channel.
When a node has packets to send it first contends for access to the control
channel using CSMA/CA and random backoff mechanisms of IEEE 802.11 [40].
The pair of communicating nodes, upon winning access to the control channel,
perform a three-way handshake. During the handshake process, the sender and
the receiver exchange their local view of spectrum usage, decide on the spectrum
block to use for the communication, and announce the reservation to their neigh-
bors. On receiving a reservation packet, neighboring nodes store the reservation
information in their local spectrum allocation table structure. At the start of the
reserved time period, CMAC tunes the reconfigurable radio to the selected spec-
trum band and initiates the exchange of packets without any backoff.
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3.2.1 Handshake
CMAC uses a three-way handshake, which builds on IEEE 802.11’s two way
RTS (request-to-send) and CTS (clear-to-send) handshake. In the handshake pro-
cess, the senders contend for spectrum access on the control channel using the
random backoff mechanism of IEEE 802.11. In particular, a transmitting node
must first sense an idle channel for a time period of Distributed Inter-Frame
Spacing (DIFS). After that it generates a timer chosen uniformly from the range
[0, w − 1], where w is referred to as the contention window. Initially, w is set
to CWmin. After each unsuccessful transmission, the value of w is doubled, up
to the maximum value CWmax = 2mCWmin. The winning node sends a modified
RTS packet to carry traffic load information and several proposed “time-spectrum
blocks” to the receiver. A time-spectrum block is specified by the frequency inter-
val (f0, f0 + ∆f) and the time interval (t0, t0 + ∆t). The regular control packets
and our extended versions are shown in Figure 3.3. The modified RTS packet
format incorporates the fields of queue length (1 byte) and average packet size
(2 bytes) to describe the traffic load at the sender to the corresponding receiver.
It also includes multiple time-spectrum blocks, each denoted by four fields: the
starting frequency f0 (1 byte), the bandwidth ∆f (1 byte), the start time t0 (4
bytes), and the duration ∆t (2 bytes). The start frequency field records the off-
set value from the start frequency of the TV spectrum, which is 470 MHz in our
system. We use 1 byte to denote frequency and bandwidth; this provides a reso-
lution of 1 MHz. The start time and duration fields provide a timing resolution
of one microsecond.
On receiving the RTS packet, the receiver chooses a time-spectrum block
and informs the sender using a modified CTS packet after the Short Inter-frame
Space (SIFS). The extended CTS packet contains address fields of the sender and
the receiver, and details of the selected time-spectrum block. We introduce a new
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control packet, DTS (Data Transmission reServation). The sender uses DTS to
announce the spectrum reservation after receiving the CTS packet. CTS and DTS
packets have the same format. Every node actively collects CTS and DTS packets
to build the spectrum allocation table, which is a local view of spectrum usage
in frequency and time. An entry in the structure corresponds to one reservation,
denoted by the source and destination addresses and the time-spectrum block.
The spectrum allocation table is updated each time the node receives a new CTS
or DTS. The new entry is added to reflect the received reservation. Entries that
expire or that share the same sender or receiver with the new entry are removed.
To reduce the time overhead caused by reservation nodes are allowed to
make advanced reservations. Therefore, the handshakes are conducted in paral-
lel with data transmissions. However, for design simplicity, each node is only
allowed to have at most one valid outstanding reservation [56].
Note that the RTS packet can carry more than one time-spectrum block to
convey more spectrum usage information to the receiver. However, the more
information RTS carries, the higher will be the overhead on the control channel,
and potentially higher loss rate. Our simulation study shows that using 1–2 time-
spectrum blocks works best in most cases.
3.2.2 Data Transmission
A sender uses the reserved time-spectrum block to send data to the in-
tended receiver. When a pair of communicating nodes switch to the selected
segment of spectrum, they first perform physical-layer carrier sensing. If the se-
lected spectrum is clear, nodes exchange packets without further back-off. Since
the sender has exclusive access to the time-spectrum block, it can choose to trans-
mit multiple packets back to back during the defined period.
Note that it is possible that after switching, the sender or the receiver find
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Figure 3.3: RTS/CTS/DTS packet format
the selected band to be busy; this may happen for three reasons:
1. The selected band may suffer from interference from transmissions in adja-
cent frequency bands.
2. The sender or the receiver may experience deep fading in the selected band,
and/or
3. Conflicting reservations may occur due to loss of control packets.
If the sender or the receiver senses the selected band to be busy, it gives
up the current time-spectrum block, and switches back to the control channel. If
the other node does not sense the medium to be busy, and is unable to send or
receive, it will wait for a pre-defined interval before switching back to the control
channel.
3.2.3 Collaborative Sensing
Ideally, there should be no communication by unlicensed users in a spec-
trum chunk when it is being scanned for TV signals. This increases the accu-
racy of a scan reported by KNOWS. To achive this goal, i.e. prevent a neighbor
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from sending a packet in the spectrum chunk being scanned, a node reserves the
spectrum it wants to scan by sending a DTS packet with this information. There-
fore, other nodes do not send a packet in that spectrum chunk, while it is being
scanned by another node. During the scanning period, the reconfigurable radio
of the node resides on the control channel, and collects control packets until the
scanner finishes its task.
Collaborative sensing in KNOWS has two components. First, it creates a
quiet period (i.e., not in use by peer devices in the vicinity) for a node to sense a
segment of the TV spectrum. To do so, the scanning node sends a DTS packet to
reserve the spectrum segment. When the reserved time arrives, the scanner scans
the selected spectrum. During the scanning period, the reconfigurable radio re-
sides in the control channel and collects control packets until the scanner finishes
the task.
CMAC aggregates scanning results from neighbors for better detection of
incumbent operators. It extends the beacon frame format used in 802.11 with a
bitmap field that carries local scanning results. A bit represents the occupancy
status of the corresponding TV channel, with 0 for occupied and 1 for empty. In
our case, CMAC can use up to 30 TV channels from channel 21 to channel 51
(except channel 37) [74]. The bitmap field, therefore, requires 4 bytes to reflect
the activities in the UHF spectrum. Each node transmits the beacon message
every beacon interval (typically 100–200 ms). A node receiving a beacon message
updates the stored scanning results by applying a bit-wise AND operation.
3.2.4 Time Synchronization
CMAC performs spectrum allocation via a reservation-based mechanism;
hence it is critical to ensure that the nodes have synchronized clocks. The times-
tamp field in the aforementioned beacon message is used for time synchroniza-
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tion. The timestamp field is 64 bits and offers microsecond time resolution. To
synchronize the system clock, upon receiving the beacon, the node records its lo-
cal time, TL, extracts the timestamp field, TB, estimates the transmission time of
the beacon, t, and then synchronizes its system clock by adding (TB + t) − TL.
To avoid cyclic synchronization, nodes only synchronize to the faster clock in the
system. The accuracy of time synchronization is affected by the interrupt handler
and the estimation of propagation delay, which vary across different systems. In
our system, nodes make reservations only with their one-hop neighbors. There-
fore, we need to focus on the clock skew among one-hop neighbors. As shown
in [44, 54], the clock skew among nodes within one hop can be controlled to less
than 1 µs using beacon messages.
3.2.5 Bootstrap
To join the network, a new node performs the following operations. It first
uses the scanner to generate a list of unused TV channels, and at the same time
tunes the reconfigurable radio to the control channel, waiting for beacon mes-
sages from other nodes for time synchronization. After scanning completes, the
node combines the scanning results obtained from beacons, and sends out a bea-
con frame every beacon interval.
3.2.6 Other Considerations
In order to avoid the control channel from becoming a bottleneck and to
ensure fairness among contending nodes, appropriately adjusting the random
back-off mechanism is crucial. In particular, it is well-known that even in the ba-
sic 802.11 protocol and even for a single communication channel, the problem of
setting the back-off window to its minimum size upon completion of a transmis-
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sion causes unfairness. A node v that has just finished transmitting has a higher
chance of recapturing the channel than other nodes, because v’s back-off window
is smaller and hence, its probability of sending an RTS is higher.
Whereas this fundamental problem has a relatively minor impact in single-
channel scenarios, it becomes much more dramatic in multi-channel settings or
cognitive radio networks. In such scenarios, a large number of nodes can si-
multaneously transmit data on a band other than the control channel and hence,
the rate of nodes returning to the control channel is significantly higher than in
single-channel environments. If each of these returning nodes sets its contention
window to the minimum size, other nodes have virtually no chance of gaining
access to the channel and starve.
In order to alleviate this problem, our protocol implements the following
enhancement to the 802.11-based back-off protocol: When returning to the con-
trol channel upon completion of a transmission, a node chooses the smallest possible
back-off window size larger than N , i.e., the smallest window for which its transmis-
sion probability is smaller than 1/N . This improvement of the protocol prevents
an over-increase of the sum of transmission probabilities of all nodes, which, in
turn, guarantees that the control channel does not become a bottleneck even when the
number of nodes n becomes very large and significantly exceeds the maximum
number of available channels. This is also backed by our analysis in Section 3.4.
3.3 Dynamic Spectrum Allocation in White Spaces
A key challenge in the KNOWS design is to implement the dynamic spec-
trum allocation, which enables cognitive radio nodes to reserve chucks of the
spectrum for a certain period of time. In this section, we elaborate the concept of
a time-spectrum block for modeling spectrum spectrum and develop a comprehen-
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sive framework to study the problem of spectrum allocation over white spaces.
We first use time-spectrum blocks to formulate a theoretical problem of the spec-
trum allocation in cognitive radio networks in Section 3.3.1. We present a cen-
tralized and a distributed protocol for spectrum allocation in Section 3.3.3 and
Section 3.3.4 respectively. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 show that these protocols
achieve the performance close to optimal in most scenarios.
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
Our problem formulation for dynamic spectrum allocation in a cognitive
radio is based on the radio platform we describe in Section 2.2. The prototype
consists of a reconfigurable transceiver and a scanner. The parameters of the
transceiver, such as the center frequency and bandwidth, can be adjusted within
10s of microseconds. The transceiver can only tune to a contiguous segment of
spectrum. Due to hardware limitations, the possible bandwidth values are a dis-
crete set in the range of [bmin, bmax], where bmin and bmax denote the lower and
upper bounds of the supported bandwidth, respectively. The largest usable band-
width is typically below 40 MHz. We are also including an extra receiver radio
in the prototype to enable a common control channel for exchanging spectrum
usage information. In our previous discussion 2.2, we have shown that the extra
receiver can be implemented using the scanner radio.
While our model and problem formulation is specifically tuned to capture
the physical capabilities of our KNOWS prototype, it is general enough to al-
low for a wide range of analytical and algorithmic studies of spectrum alloca-
tion problems in cognitive radio networks. The model is primarily intended to
capture the novel algorithmic challenges arising from the nodes’s capability to
adaptively change their bandwidth (in addition to their center-frequency).
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Definitions and Notation:
We model the cognitive radio network as a set of n nodes V = {v1, . . . , vn}
located in the two-dimensional Euclidean plane. Let d(vi, vj) denote the Eu-
clidean distance between vi and vj . Let fbot and ftop denote the lower and upper
end of the accessible target spectrum, e.g., fbot = 470MHz and ftop = 698MHz in
the TV spectrum [31]. Each node vi ∈ V is equipped with a radio transceiver that
is capable of dynamically accessing any contiguous frequency band [f, f +∆f ] for
all fbot ≤ f ≤ f + ∆f ≤ ftop, as long as bmin ≤ ∆f ≤ bmax.
For each pair of nodes (vi, vj) ∈ V within mutual communication range,
Dij(t, ∆t) denotes the demand in bit/s that vi would like to transmit to vj during
time interval [t, t + ∆t]. This link-based demand subsumes the traffic of all flows
that are routed over this particular link1 and our definition captures the fact that
demands may vary both between different links and also on a single link over
time.
The crucial difference between the spectrum access using predefined chan-
nels of fixed channel-width and the dynamic access in cognitive radio networks is
that (i) the bandwidth (channel-width) of the spectrum allocated to different links
becomes an additional variable, and (ii) the radio parameters can be adjusted in a
fine timescale. We say that a time-spectrum block Bkij = (tk, ∆tk, fk, ∆fk) is assigned
to link (vi, vj) if sender vi is assigned the contiguous frequency band [fk, fk +∆fk]
of bandwidth ∆fk during time interval [tk, tk+∆tk]. We can therefore view the dy-
namic spectrum allocation problem as dynamic packing of time-spectrum blocks
into a three-dimensional resource, consisting of time, frequency, and space. Sup-
pose node vi ∈ V transmits to receiver vj using a time-spectrum block Bkij . The
1Our definition essentially describes a link-based notion of scheduling. All definitions and theoretical results in this
paper can easily be extended to broadcast scheduling problems, in which demands are determined per node, instead of
per link.
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amount of data vj receives in [tk, tk + ∆tk] can be expressed as [49]:
Cij(B
k
ij) = ∆fk · A(fk, ∆fk) ·∆tk · B(∆tk). (3.1)
The function A(fk, ∆fk) characterizes how well the band [fk, fk + ∆fk] can be
utilized, which depends on the frequency, the bandwidth, the spectrum condi-
tion as well as on the hardware. The function B(∆tk) captures the hardware and
protocol-specific overhead incurred when accessing the spectrum (for example
the overhead incurred by contentions and sending acknowledgements). We call
Cij(B
k
ij) the capacity of the allocated time-spectrum block. Under ideal channel
conditions and disregarding any potential overhead, the “ideal” capacity sim-
plifies to Cij(Bkij) = γ∆fk∆tk for some constant γ. However, this definition is
oversimplified in the sense that it allows for an overhead-free slicing of time into
infinitely fine-grained blocks. Therefore, in this paper, we study a more realistic
capacity definition that precludes this possibility. We assume spectrum utiliza-
tion to be linear in the bandwidth, but B(∆tk) = (1 + β/∆tk), i.e.,
Cij(B
k
ij) = α∆fk(∆tk − β), (3.2)
for a constant β, that represents the overhead incurred when accessing the spec-
trum band. This overhead may include the time overhead of switching frequency
or the time used for medium access contention.
Interference Model:
In principle, the dynamic spectrum allocation problem can be analyzed using a
variety of underlying network and communication models, for instance the clas-
sic protocol and physical models [38]. In this paper, we consider a cognitive radio in-
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terference model based on the simple protocol model.2 In this model, each sender
vi is associated with a transmission range Rti and a (larger) interference range Rinti .
A message sent over a link (vi, vj) is possible if there is no simultaneous transmit-
ter vz such that vj is in vz’s interference range Rintz . That is, two time-spectrum
blocks Bkij(tk, ∆tk, fk, ∆fk) and B`gh(t`, ∆t`, f`, ∆f`) are mutually non-interfering if
one of the following conditions is satisfied.
• d(vj, vg) > Rintj and d(vi, vh) > Rinti (space separation)
• max{fk, f`}≥min{fk+∆fk, f`+∆f`} (freq. separation)
• max{tk, t`} ≥ min{tk + ∆tk, t` + ∆t`} (time separation)
Since a cognitive radio incorporates a scanner to detect primary signals,
mitigating interference among secondary users is the key challenge facing the
dynamic spectrum allocation. We define a set of prohibited bandsP = {P1, . . . , PL},
where every P` ∈ P denotes a spectrum band P` = [fy, fz] that is used by a
primary station and detected by the scanner. A spectrum allocation schedule S is
an assignment of time-spectrum blocks Bkij to links (vi, vj) ∈ E, such that no
two assigned blocks Bkij, B`gh ∈ S interfere and no prohibited spectrum is used.
Formally, a schedule is S feasible if the following conditions hold.
• No two assigned time-spectrum blocks interfere
• [fi, fi + ∆fi] ∩ P` = ∅ for every assigned block Bkij and every P` ∈ P .
Dynamic Spectrum Allocation Problem:
Equipped with these definitions, we now state the dynamic spectrum allo-
cation problem.
2Even in classic single-channel networks, the protocol and physical models allow for vastly different communica-
tion patterns [70] if transmission powers very between nodes. In case of uniform transmission powers, however, the
two models exhibit similar characteristics. Studying the spectrum allocation problem with varying transmission powers
significantly adds to its complexity and is an interesting avenue for future research.
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Given dynamic demands Dij(tk, ∆tk), a dynamic spectrum allocation protocol com-
putes a feasible spectrum allocation schedule S that assigns non-interfering dynamic
time-spectrum blocks to links such that demands are satisfied as much as possible, i.e.,
the spectrum is efficiently utilized.
Numerous specific measures and combinatorial optimization problems can
be derived from the above formulation. The first such measure of interest that
characterizes the performance of protocols is throughput. As Cij(Bkij) is the max-
imum amount of data that can be sent over link (vi, vj) in time-spectrum block
Bkij , the throughput of link (vi, vj) in [tk, tk + ∆tk] is
Tij(B
k
ij) = min{Dij(tk, ∆tk), Cij(Bkij)} (3.3)










As the throughput measure does not account for any notion of fairness,
we want to maintain proportionally-fair throughput among different demands. For
some demand Dij(tk, ∆tk), let Iij denote all time intervals [t, t + ω] for some fixed






Tij(t, t + ω)
ω ·Dij(tk, ∆tk) ,
where Tij(t, t+ω) is the throughput achieved during interval [t, t+ω]. A high min-
imum proportionally-fair throughput therefore guarantees that in every time-
interval of length ω, every demand gets its fair share of throughput. The shorter
ω is chosen, the more short-term and fine-grained this notion of fairness be-
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comes. In particular, a protocol that guarantees good minimum proportionally-
fair throughput for very small values of ω (say, in the order of a few milliseconds)
leads to low latencies and minimizes jitter.
3.3.2 Problem Complexity Analysis
As it turns out, even simple and highly restricted variants of the dynamic
spectrum allocation problem are computationally hard. In particular, the through-
put problems are hard even if demands have infinite duration (i.e., ∆t = ∞), and
sometimes even in single-hop scenarios or when there are no prohibited bands,
i.e., |P| = 0.
Theorem 3.3.1. The proportionally-fair throughput maximization problem is NP-complete
even if |P| = 0.
Proof. The proof is by reduction to the NP-complete 3-chromatic number problem
in unit disk graphs, which is to determine whether a given unit disk graph has a
feasible vertex coloring using at most 3 colors [37]. More precisely, we consider a
slightly more restricted family of unit disk graphs in which every node appears
in a clique of size 3. The proof of [37] can be adjusted to show that the 3-chromatic
number problem remains hard in such graphs. The reduction works as follows:
Given an instance of the 3-chromatic number problem in unit disk graph G =
(V , E) in which every node appears in a clique of size 3, we create the following
instance of the dynamic spectrum allocation problem: For each node vi ∈ V , there
are two cognitive radio nodes, a sender wi and a receiver w′i. Node locations of
nodes wi in the plane correspond to the positions of vi in V , but are scaled in such
a way that Rinti corresponds to the unit distance of G. Finally, each node w′i is
placed such a way that it sees the same set of interfering nodes as wi, i.e., for all
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wj , i 6= j,
d(wi, wj) ≤ Rintj ⇐⇒ d(w′i, wj) ≤ Rintj .
A close inspection of the hard instances derived in [37] reveals that finding such
a placement is always possible. Finally, let the demand D′ii of (wi, w′i) be D′ii =
(ftop − fbot)/3, and all other demands Dij = 0. All demands are invariable in
time. It holds that G is 3-colorable exactly if the maximum total throughput is
Tmax = ftop − fbot. In particular, if G is 3-colorable, each sender wi with color ci in
the original graph is assigned a time-spectrum block (0,∞, fbot + (ci − 1)(ftop −
fbot)/3, (ftop − fbot)/3). By definition of the reduction to the coloring problem
and the placement of receivers w′i, all these blocks are non-interfering and hence,
every demand has a proportional throughput of exactly Tij/Dij = 1 − β/∆t. On
the other hand, if G is not 3-colorable, every solution to the dynamic spectrum
allocation problem assigns a time-spectrum block of bandwidth at most 1/4 to at
least one link at every time. Hence, for at least one node, Tij/Dij > 1 − β/∆t.
Unless P = NP , no efficient algorithm can distinguish these two cases, which
concludes the proof.
The following theorem can be proven analogously.
Theorem 3.3.2. The total throughput maximization problem is NP-complete even if
|P| = 0.
Finally, the problem becomes NP-hard even in single-hop networks if there
are forbidden spectrum bands.
Theorem 3.3.3. For any |P| > 0, the proportionally-fair throughput maximization prob-
lem is NP-complete even in a single-hop environment.
Proof. This proof follows by reduction to the PARTITION problem. Given a set
A of numbers ai, the question is whether A can be partitioned into two sets
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i∈A ai. Given an instance
of the PARTITION problem, define a single-hop instance of the dynamic spec-
trum allocation problem such that each value ai corresponds to two nodes wi, w′i
with demand D′ii = ai · (ftop − fbot + x)/
∑
i∈A ai. Additionally, let P = P with
P = (ftop − fbot − x)/2, (ftop − fbot + x)/2. In this setting, it is easy to see that an
optimally porportionally fair allocation is possible if and only if the set of de-
mands can be divided into two equal partitions.
3.3.3 A Centralized Allocation Scheme
In order to shed light into the fundamental nature of the problem, we first
study a simple centralized algorithm whose performance with regard to (short-
term) proportionally-fair throughput is provably good even in worst-case net-
works. Based on our studies, we derive three desirable properties of a practical,
distributed solution, which we investigate in subsequent sections.
The centralized algorithm assume that each node only has one outgoing
demand and that |P| = 0. Without loss of generality, we also assume that fbot = 0.
For notation, let ∆min be the minimum duration of any demand and let χ =
∆min/β be the ratio between the minimum demand’s duration and the switching
overhead time. In practice, χ is a large constant. Let Dij(t) denote the current
demand of link (vi, vj) at time t, and let Sij(t) be the sum of demands of all links
in Eij at time t. For a link (vi, vj), we denote by Eij the set of links that cannot
be scheduled together with (vi, vj) at the same time using the same frequency
band. According to our definition, a solution which assigns to each node blocks
of bandwidth Dij(t)(ftop − fbot)/Sij(t) is proportionally-fair at time t.
In a nutshell, Algorithm 1 works as follows. Periodically, after a time-
interval of size Γ = χβ/k, it attempts to readjust the current spectrum assignment
and assigns new time-spectrum blocks to each active link. The idea is that, on
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Algorithm 1 Centralized Spectrum Allocation Algorithm
1: Define the constants Γ = χβ/k for some 3 ≤ k < χ.
2: Schedule at time tcur:
3: Let Acur = {Dij(t, ∆t) | t + ∆t ≥ tcur + Γ} be the
set of active demands.
4: Let D′ij =min{2i, i∈Z|2i ≥ Dij(t, ∆t)} for each
demand in Acur.
5: for each Dij(t,∆t)∈Acur in nonincreasing order of D′ij :
6: Let Icur be the set of intervals already assigned at
time tcur. For Dij(t, ∆t), assign a frequency
interval Iij = [`ij, `ij + D′ij] such that it does not
overlap with any previously assigned interval in
Icur. By definition of D′ij , such an interval
always exists and can be found easily.
7: end for
8: Let Φmax be the highest upper boundary `ij + D′ij of
any interval Iij assigned to any active demand in Acur.
9: Set ϕ = (ftop − fbot)/Φmax and assign to each link
(vi, vj) with active demand the time-spectrum block
Bcurij = (tcur, Γ, ϕ`ij, ϕD
′
ij).
10: tcur = tcur + Γ.
the one hand, the algorithm should adjust quickly enough to response in the de-
mand variation, but on the other hand, too frequent reallocation of time-spectrum
blocks is inefficient due to the overhead time β. The definition of Γ ensures a good
balance between these two contradictory aims.
Within a single time-interval, the algorithm tries to maximize proportionally-
fair spectrum usage by greedily assigning frequency intervals to nodes with active
demands. A demand is called active if its duration spans the entire time-interval
[tcur, tcur + Γ]. Particularly, demands are rounded to the next higher power of
2. In non-increasing order of this demand-size, frequency-intervals Iij are then
allocated to links with active demands in a simple greedy fashion. The underly-
ing reason for thus rounding demands in Line 4 is that, in combination with the
greedy allocation of bandwidths, this avoids fragmentation of the spectrum (cf the
proof of Lemma 3.3.5) even in multi-hop scenarios. This guaranteed absence of
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unwanted fragmentation in the greedy-allocation phase is the key design princi-
ple of the algorithm.
The initial allocation typically leads to an infeasible solution, and in order
to fix this, all assigned frequency intervals are linearly scaled down by a factor of
ϕ = (ftop − fbot)/Φmax, where Φmax is a scaling factor that ensures feasibility. We
now show that our algorithm is within a constant ratio of the optimal solution
with regard to Tminfair(∆) for any value between 3β ≤ ∆ ≤ χβ.
Lemma 3.3.4. All assigned time-spectrum blocks in the resulting schedule are mutually
non-interfering.
Proof. Blocks allocated in different time-intervals [t, t+Γ] clearly do not interfere.
Within a given [t, t+Γ], Line 6 guarantees that the intervals Iij are non-interfering.
As all links use the same scaling factor ϕ, the lemma follows.
The next lemma states that in each time-interval [t, t + Γ], every active de-
mand receives a time-spectrum block whose bandwidth is close to the optimal
proportionally-fair one.
Lemma 3.3.5. Let κ be a constant. Let OPTij(tcur, Γ) denote the (minimal) throughput
of (vi, vj) in [tcur, tcur + Γ] in an optimally proportionally-fair solution. For every link
(vi, vj) with active demand Dij(t, ∆t) ∈ Acur, it holds that
Tij(tcur, Γ) ≥ κ
2
·OPTij(tcur, Γ) · Γ− β
Γ
.
Proof. Each time a node is assigned a new time-spectrum block, it incurs an over-
head of time β. It follows that for an active node,





A key ingredient for the proof is now that
Φmax ≤ 2Sgh(t) (3.5)
for the neighborhood Egh with maximal Sgh(t). This inequality is true because in
Line 4, every demand is increased by at most a factor of 2 and—crucially—there is
no fragmentation: Because demands are all powers of 2, and time-spectrum blocks
are assigned greedily in non-increasing order, it holds that when a demand D′ij
is assigned, every available non-overlapping free space has size at least D′ij . That
is, in the neighborhood of link (vg, vh) with maximal Sgh(t), the only reason why
Φmax may be larger than Sgh(t) is the rounding.
Furthermore, it holds that in each time-window [tcur, tcur +Γ] only active de-
mands are considered, i.e., demands that span the entire interval. By standard ge-
ometric arguments that hold in the protocol model as long as Rinti /Rti = O(1) [65],
we obtain for some constant κ ∈ O(1) that
OPTij(tcur, Γ) ≤ 1
κ
· Γ · ftop − fbot
Sgh(t)
. (3.6)
Plugging (3.5) and (3.6) into inequality (3.4) concludes the proof.
Finally, we are ready to derive the theorem. The volatility-ratio Ψ denotes the
largest possible ratio between minimum and maximum Sij(t) of any link (vi, vj) ∈
E during a time interval of duration β.






of the optimal solution with regard to Tminfair(∆), where ∆ =
3χβ/k.
Proof. By the definition of χ < ∆min/β and Γ = χβ/k, we know that every de-
mand dij(t, ∆t) appears in at least three consecutive time-windows [tcur, tcur +
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Γ], at least one of which it spans entirely. In this time-interval, Dij(t, ∆t) be-
comes active and therefore, Lemma 3.3.5 implies that the throughput Tij(tcur, Γ)
is close to the optimum. The first and last time-window Dij(t, ∆t) appears in, it
is not scheduled by the algorithm, but an optimal schedule may have assigned
a time-spectrum block to this link. By the definition of volatility, we know that
OPTij(tcur, 2Γ) ≤ (Ψ + 1)OPTij(tcur, Γ) and, similarly, OPTij(tcur − Γ, 2Γ) ≤ (Ψ +
1)OPTij(tcur, Γ). Because this holds for every tcur, it follows from Lemma 3.3.5,








The proof of the theorem is now concluded by deriving the ratio OPTij(tcur, 3Γ)/Tij(tcur, 3Γ)
and replacing β/Γ by k/χ.
Notice that the bound in Theorem 3.3.6 gets tighter as k increases. That
is, the smaller the fairness interval, the looser the proportionally-fair throughput
guarantee. Setting k = χ/2, for instance, we obtain an O(Ψ) approximation of the
optimum for an interval as small as 6β.
3.3.4 b-SMART: A Distributed Scheme
The centralized algorithm discussed in this section does not lend itself for
practical application in real multi-hop cognitive radio networks. The purpose of
our studies has been to gain a deeper understanding of the inherent algorithmic
challenges that a practical protocol for the dynamic spectrum allocation problem
faces, and consequently, what desirable properties such a protocol should have.
Opportunistic usage: Spectrum allocation should divide the overall band-
width B of white spaces to accommodate the contending links by tuning the op-
erating bandwidth. In the centralized solution, the bandwidth assigned to the
transmission is DijB/Sij , which allows the spectrum to be adaptively bundled
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together to deliver high throughput for heavy traffic from few users, or be oppor-
tunistically fragmented and shared among a large number of contending devices.
Fine-timescale control: Links should share the spectrum in fine timescale in
order to adapt to instantaneous traffic demand and control latency. Γ = χβ/k is
defined to achieve a balance between the agility of solutions and the time over-
head associated with each allocation.
Non-interfering allocation: All time-spectrum blocks are mutually non-interfering.
The exclusive access to a time-spectrum block largely reduces time overhead of
contentions in the given band, mitigates the hidden terminal problem after fre-
quency switching [86], and encourages packet aggregation for high efficiency.
We now present b-SMART, a distributed and practical spectrum allocation
scheme. In order to realize dynamic and fine-timescale allocation, nodes running
the b-SMART protocol maintain the instantaneous spectrum usages of all their
neighbors. The sender and the intended receiver coordinate with each other to
reserve a time-spectrum block that is available at both nodes. The size of the
block is determined using a local algorithm that is executed at the sender and the
receiver.
The CMAC scheme discussed previously only regulates which sender-receiver
pair may reserve some time-spectrum block at a specific time. At the heart of our
protocol is the dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm that decides on the four
variables t, ∆t, f , and ∆f to shape the block. The algorithm is invoked when a
sender sends a RTS packet to an eligible receiver. The sender considers the overall
bandwidth of the white spaces B = ftop − fmin − |P|, the local spectrum alloca-
tion table, and the corresponding queue size qLen, to decide on a time-spectrum
block.
This dynamic decision is guided by the following principles, which are de-
rived in Section 3.3.3. First the bandwidth ∆f should be determined based on
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Algorithm 2 Distributed Spectrum Allocation Algorithm
1: Let the available bandwidth options be: {b1, b2, ..., bn}, with b1 < b2 < . . . < bn.
2: I := min{i|bi ≥ B/N};
3: for i = I, . . . , 1 do
4: ∆f = bi; ∆t := min{Tmax, Tx Duration(bi, qLen)}
5: if ∆t == Tmax or i == 1 then
6: Find the best placement of the ∆f ×∆t block in the local spectrum allo-
cation table that minimizes the finishing time and is compatible with the
existing allocations and prohibited bands.
7: if the block can be placed in the local spectrum allocation table then




the current demand; it must be large enough to achieve a high data-rate, but it
should not be too large considering the fragmentation in the white spaces and
the fairness expectation. Hence, b-SMART attempts to assign to each sender-
receiver pair (vi, vj) a time-spectrum blocks with bandwidth B/N , where we de-
fine N is the number of current disjoint transmissions in the interference range of
(vi, vj). Two transmissions are considered disjoint if they do not share either end-
point. This definition of N aims at achieving per-node fairness and is particularly
appealing because it can easily be implemented in the distributed setting. The
second design trade-off involved is the block duration ∆t. While using a shorter
block reduces delay and improves connectivity, it results in higher contention on
the control channel. Our approach sets an upper bound Tmax on the maximum
block-duration and nodes always try to send for duration Tmax. As we motivate
later, our choice of Tmax amortizes the incurred overhead in the control channel,
thereby preventing the control channel from becoming a bottleneck.
The details of this algorithm are presented in Algorithm 2. The algorithm
evaluates the available bandwidth options in decreasing order, starting with the
bandwidth option just exceeding B/N . For each bandwidth option ∆f = bi in
consideration, the algorithm estimates its corresponding transmission time ∆t
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based on the current queue size (i.e., how long it uses the specific bandwidth to
empty the queue). If the resulting transmission time exceeds Tmax, then ∆t is
set to Tmax. Given ∆t and ∆f , we optimize the placement of the time-spectrum
block in the local allocation table. This is done by minimizing the finishing time
while not overlapping with the existing allocations and prohibited bands. If the
time-spectrum block of size ∆t × ∆f cannot be placed due to the existence of
prohibited bands, then the next smaller bandwidth option is considered.
We next discuss our choice for the two important parameters, Tmax and N ,
which greatly influences the efficiency and accuracy of b-SMART .
Setting Tmax: Let Λ
∆
= B/bmin denote the maximum number of parallel
transmissions that the white spaces of bandwidth B can accommodate, where
bmin is the smallest bandwidth option. In b-SMART , Tmax is set to satisfy the
following condition:
Tmax = Λ · To = B · To/bmin, (3.7)
where To denotes the average time spent on one successful handshake in
the control channel. Before validating our choice by means of analysis and sim-
ulation in Sections 3.4, we briefly explain the main intuition behind the formula.
In order to keep the white spaces fully utilized, we need to prevent the control
channel from becoming the bottleneck. Therefore, it is important to ensure that
the rate at which handshakes are generated, Rl, is not less than the rate at which
nodes return to the control channel, Rr, i.e., Rl ≥ Rr. The handshake is gener-
ated at the rate of 1/To, thus Rl = 1/To. Since the maximal number of parallel
transmissions in the spectrum is Λ and each regular transmission lasts for Tmax,
the maximal returning rate is Λ/Tmax. The definition of Tmax now follows from
the fact that in a fully utilized spectrum, we want Λ/Tmax to exceed 1/To. The
empirical formula indicates that by increasing Tmax or reducing the handshake
overhead, more parallel transmissions can be supported by the control channel.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the spectrum allocation of 20MHz white spaces. Band-
width options are 10 and 5 MHz. At time t1, Links L3, L4, L5 join L1 and L2. All
links are disjoint, blacklogged and within each other’s transmission range. The
bracket denotes the link ID and the number of valid reserved blocks N , at the
time of the handshake.
Estimating N : The algorithm chooses the bandwidth ∆f for a link L based
on N , the instantaneous number of disjoint transmissions in the interference
range of link L. In the distributed scenario, however, it is almost impossible to
get a perfect estimation of N considering such a process is repeated in a fine
timescale. We therefore approximate N using the number of valid time-spectrum
blocks stored in the local table. At time tcur, a block is valid if t + ∆t > tcur. Fig-
ure 3.4 depicts an example of this online approximation of N . Initially, L1 and L2
each get a half of the spectrum, because the number of pending blocks is 1, hence
N is 2 and ∆f for each link is 10MHz. As three more links join the network,
the number of valid blocks increases. Accordingly the protocol forces each link
to reduce its bandwidth share ∆f to 5 MHz in order to increase parallelism. In
the initial stage when many new links join the network, it takes a time period to
collect relevant reservations and learn the existence of the local contending trans-
missions. As we show in the simulation section, this learning period is short for
various traffic types and even large number of new nodes.
Notice that since N is derived based on the up-to-date reservations, b-SMART is
responsive to user and traffic dynamics. The number of disjoint transmissions
is effectively tracked especially when flows are long-lived and backlogged with
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packets. In the unsaturated case, we find that the method is conservative since
B/N constrains the upper limit of the bandwidth. Hence, in such cases, more
complex greedy strategies could potentially achieve better performance. Deriv-
ing different strategies for deciding the time-spectrum blocks is interesting future
work.
Receiver Scheduling: To meet the Tmax duration requirement, our solu-
tion incorporates a packet aggregation procedure and implements a round-robin
scheduler to handle the packet queues in a node. A node periodically examines
the output packet queues for its neighbors. A neighbor becomes eligible if (i) it
does not have an outstanding reservation, and (ii) the output packet queue for
this neighbor has accumulated enough packets to satisfy the Tmax requirement,
or the queue has timed out for packet aggregation.
3.4 Performance Analysis
Here we establish a theoretical model that describes the throughput achieved
by the KNOWS design in fully connected topologies. We also validate the choice
of Tmax in (3.7) and motivate our selection of control channel bandwidth.
We first analyze the throughput achieved by KNOWS. In line with the rich
literature on Markov-based performance modeling and analysis of randomized
back-off protocols initiated by Bianchi [34], we focus on the saturation throughput.
We assume N disjoint flows in a single-hop network in which each sender has
backlogged queues with packets of equal size. The minimum bandwidth option
is bmin and that the white space of bandwidth B can accommodate at most Λ
parallel transmissions. To show that even for large number of stations (N >
Λ), the control channel can be prevented from becoming a bottleneck by setting
Tmax according to inequality (3.7), we model the control channel using a Markov
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model, and verify the model using simulations.
At any given time, let Q denote the number of stations that contend on the
control channel. Conversely, the number of stations that are currently transmit-
ting in the white spaces is N − Q. In order to make the Markov system ana-
lyzable, consider the following simplification. In the saturated case, every time-
spectrum block used by a station is of duration ∆t = Tmax. Because nodes obtain
such a block only after a successful handshake on the control channel, the time
between two consecutive nodes return to the control channel is at least To, the
average time overhead spent on one successful handshake. Instead of taking
into account these complex timing-dependencies between different nodes send-
ing in white spaces, we assume that in any (small enough) time-interval of du-
ration t, the probability that a transmitting node returns to the control channel
is λret(Q) = (N − Q) · t/Tmax. On the other hand, the probability that in a time-




psuc(Q)tsuc + pcol(Q)tcol + pidle(Q)tidle
.
In this formula, the probabilities psuc(Q), pcol(Q), pidle(Q) denote the respective
likelihood of a successful handshake on the control channel, a collision, or an
idle time-slot, given that Q nodes currently contend on the control channel. Fur-
ther, tsuc, tcol, tidle denote the respective duration of such a time-slot. Specifically,
it follows from our discussion in Section 3.2 that in b-SMART , tidle equals the
empty slot-time σ and
tcol = tRTS + tDIFS + σ
tsuc = tcol + tCTS + tDTS + 2tSIFS + 2σ.
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We now interpret the probabilities λret(Q) and µsuc(Q) as transition probabili-
ties in a one-dimensional birth-death Markov process {s(t)} with Λ + 1 states
CN−Λ, . . . , CN . In this process, state Ci signifies a state in which i nodes are con-
tending on the control channel and consequently, Λ− i nodes are currently in the
midst of a transmission. Let q = (qN−Λ, . . . , qN) be the stationary distribution of
the chain. It is easy to show by induction that for all N − Λ + 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,





As the t cancel out in the above formulas and because of the additional condition
∑N
i=N−Λ qi = 1, the only remaining unknowns are the relative success, collision,
and idle probabilities psuc(j), pcol(j), pidle(j) for all values of N − Λ ≤ j ≤ N .
For each such j, we approximate these probabilities in the steady state using the
respective probabilities in a regular 802.11 DCF system consisting of j nodes as
derived by Bianchi in [34]. In particular, if W and m denote the minimal size of





where θ(j) = (1−τ)j and τ follows from the unique solution to the nonlinear sys-
tem of equations in the two unknowns τ and p defined by τ = 2(1−2p)
(1−2p)(W+1)+pW (1−(2p)m)
and p = 1−(1−τ)j−1. Finally, every time slot is either a success, a collision, or idle
and hence, pidle(j) = 1 − psuc(j) − pcol(j). This completely specifies the Markov
process.
Ideally, the process should always be in state CN−Λ or at least remain in
states Ci with low i for most of the time, because the throughput achieved in
state Ci is proportional to (N − i) · bmin. Taking this into account, the saturated
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Figure 3.5: Network throughput v.s Λ
throughput H of KNOWS can be described by the expression





(N − j) · qj.
Figure 3.5 plots the saturation throughput predicted by this model and compares
it with our simulation results. The figure shows that the model closely matches
our empirical findings.
Our model allows us to study the impact of Tmax and control channel band-
width on network throughput. Figure 3.5 shows the throughput performance as
Λ increases with different Tmax settings. In particular, the plot shows a setting
with N = Λ + 1; and other parameters are listed in Section 3.5.
As pointed out, our analytical result matches well with the simulations. The
reason why the choice of Tmax is crucial is because it determines the number of
parallel transmissions Λ, in line with the bandwidth of white spaces B. When
Tmax is sufficiently large, b-SMART’s throughput increases proportionally with
B. In this specific example, Tmax = 20ms can support up to 50 parallel transmis-
sions or 250 MHz white spaces. On the other hand, with smaller settings of Tmax,
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the network throughput stops from increasing as Λ grows over a certain point. At
that specific point, the value of Tmax is the minimal setting of Tmax to support the
corresponding number of Λ. Further extensive simulation results give strong val-
idation of this relationship between Tmax and Λ and, consequently, the definition
of formula (3.7).
The choice of 5 MHz control channel bandwidth tries to balance the fol-
lowing two contradicting aims. The first is to minimize the spectrum resource
consumed by the control channel. The other goal is to minimize the average
handshake overhead, To, to control Tmax within the fine timescale, say tenths of
a millisecond. In this sense, the control channel bandwidth determines To and
hence, contributes to the length of Tmax. Our choice of 5MHz control channel
bandwidth to regulate the white spaces in the TV bands has been guided by thor-
ough analysis and simulation study.
3.5 Simulation Study
We have implemented the KNOWS design in QualNet [81] and evaluate
it extensively in this section. We study two main performance metrics: net-
work throughput and time-spectrum block fairness. We present the results in
three phases. First, we microbenchmark the throughput performance of KNOWS,
and compare it against SSCH [76], which is a recently proposed multichannel
MAC. Second, we show the need of adaptive spectrum allocation by comparing
b-SMART against fixed spectrum allocation schemes. Our results show that b-
SMART significantly outperforms any single fixed allocation scheme. We then
evaluate the impact of spectrum fragmentation on KNOWS, and show that our
scheme is able to cope with fragmented white spaces. Finally, we stress test

































KNOWS in Fragmented Spectrum
KNOWS in Contiguous Spectrum
Figure 3.6: System throughput with disjoint UDP flows
results confirm that KNOWS performs reasonably under most scenarios.
In all our simulations, we set the bandwidth of all available white spaces to
be 80 MHz. We restrict the bandwidth usable by cognitive radios to be 5, 10, 20
and 40 MHz 3. Tmax is set to 5 ms and the control channel bandwidth is 5 MHz.
We assume that every 1 MHz of spectrum delivers 1.2 Mbps [49]. Without loss of
generality, we adopt the interframe spaces and the physical-layer overhead speci-
fied in 802.11a [42]. Unless otherwise noted, all flows are disjoint and backlogged
and all nodes are within transmission range of each other. Furthermore, we use
a packet size is 1500 bytes unless specified otherwise.
3.5.1 Benchmarking Throughput Improvements
We first quantify the throughput achieved by KNOWS. We place all nodes
in communication range of each other, and set the flows to be always backlogged.
The total vacant spectrum is set to 80 MHz wide, which is approximately half of
































KNOWS in Fragmented Spectrum































KNOWS in Fragmented Spectrum
KNOWS in Contiguous Spectrum
Figure 3.7: Network throughput performance with non-Disjoint flows
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the entire UHF spectrum. We run KNOWS in both fragmented and contiguous
spectrum. In the first case, the spectrum is fragmented by incumbent TV signals
and all the vacant bands are one TV channel wide, i.e. 6 MHz. The contiguous
case offers 80 MHz spectrum without any overlapping incumbent operation. For
comparison, we simulate SSCH, which is designed to utilize multiple pre-defined
channels with one transceiver.4 SSCH assigns a pseudo random seed to each node.
The node switches across channels based on the hopping sequence generated by
the random seeds. By synchronizing one or more random seeds, SSCH ensures
two nodes to meet on certain channel(s) and exchange packets. In this case, nodes
in SSCH hop across the vacant TV channels. As a reference, we also run 802.11
MAC in one common TV channel.
3.5.1.1 Disjoint UDP Flows
We first study the throughput as the number disjoint UDP flows increases
from 1 to 16. Figure 3.6 shows the system throughput. KNOWS utilizes all vacant
TV channels in the fragmented spectrum when increasing the number of flows in
the system. Within contiguous spectrum, nodes in KNOWS adjust their band-
width based on the experienced contention intensity. For example, when there is
only one flow in the system, KNOWS assigns it the maximum bandwidth offered
by the cognitive radio, i.e. 40 MHz. As we increase the number of flows in the
network, each flow uses a smaller bandwidth.
As shown in the figure, KNOWS achieves much higher throughput than
SSCH. There are two primary reasons for the increased throughput. Firstly, the
adaptive spectrum allocation enables nodes to tune the bandwidth based on the
number of disjoint flows. On the other hand, any MAC design using fixed chan-
nels cannot adjust the bandwidth to opportunistically exploit the contiguous spec-
4We do not know of any MAC protocol that is designed for our radio model of one transceiver
and one receiver.
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trum. Secondly, KNOWS leverages the extra receiver to perform more optimal
spectrum scheduling than the randomized scheduling used by SSCH.
3.5.1.2 Non-Disjoint Flows
We now benchmark the throughput on increasing the number of non-disjoint
flows, i.e. flows that may share the same sender or receiver. Figure 3.7 shows the
aggregate throughput of UDP and TCP traffic, as the number of flows increases
from 2 to 20. The source and destination is chosen randomly for each flow.
In case of contiguous spectrum, the system throughput quickly reaches the
maximum throughput. This is because the adaptive spectrum allocations effec-
tively manages the bandwidth across contending nodes. When the spectrum is
fragmented, KNOWS takes more time to fully utilize the available bandwidth.
This can be explained by senders or receivers shared by different flows, which in
turn reduces the possible number of parallel transmissions. However, note that
KNOWS still outperforms SSCH because of the reasons described earlier.
3.5.2 Effectiveness of Adaptive Bandwidth
We now evaluate the effectiveness of our adaptive bandwidth allocation
scheme, b-SMART, in both single-hop and multi-hop mesh networks. We com-
pare against 4 fixed allocation schemes, which assign flows a pre-defined band-
width block of 5, 10, 20 and 40 MHz respectively. We vary the number of flows
in the network and plot the total throughput in the system (a sum of individual
flows) in Figure 3.8. In the case of a mesh network, we randomly place 100 nodes
in a 500 m x 500 m area, and initiate flows between randomly selected source-
destination pairs. We use AODV [79] to discover routes, and the average hop
count is 2.5. Figure 3.9 shows the network throughput gain of b-SMSART com-

































































































Figure 3.9: b-SMART vs. fixed allocations in mesh networks
As shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, no single fixed allocation scheme
works best under all scenarios. When there are few flows in the network, fixed
allocations with larger bandwidth chunks perform much better since they offer
better spectrum utilization. However, when there are more flows in the network,
a fixed allocation scheme with smaller bandwidth chunks performs better. In
fact, a 5 MHz fixed allocation scheme achieves higher network throughput than
a 40 MHz scheme when there are more than 16 flows in the network. This can be
explained by the lower data rate used by a smaller bandwidth scheme, which re-
duces the ratio of per-packet signalling and control overhead (SIFS, DIFS, ACKs)
due to longer data transmissions. In contrast, the adaptive bandwidth allocation
scheme of b-SMART adapts to use the best among possible bandwidth alloca-
tions.
Note that with TCP flows, the proposed spectrum allocation algorithm is
slightly worse than the best static allocation in some cases. The reason arises
from short ACK packets used by TCP, which are sometimes not big enough to
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occupy the minimum-sized time spectrum block. However, in most cases, this
does not lead to significant throughput degradation. We also evaluate the time
taken by nodes to learn of new TCP and UDP flows and accordingly adapt their
bandwidth. In our single hop experiment, we measured the time for 40 nodes to
adapt to 20 new flows to be 10 ms for UDP and around 90 ms for TCP traffic.
3.5.3 Impact of Fragmentation
We now study the impact of fragmentation in white spaces in simplified
cases, where each spectrum fragment has identical bandwidth. Pattern 1, 2, 3, and
4 refers to fragment sizes of 5, 10, 20 and 40 MHz. We evaluate the throughput
performance in single-hop networks for increasing number of non-disjoint UDP
or TCP flows. In chain networks, where a UDP flow originates at the first node
and packets are forwarded to the last node, we vary the number of hops.
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 shows the network throughput achieved by b-
SMART in different fragment patterns. In single-hop networks, in every pattern,
the throughput increases linearly as the number of flows increase, since b-SMART
arranges more parallel transmissions in the fragmented segments. As the frag-
ment size increases, the significant throughput gain is obtained especially when
the flow population is less than 12 in this specific case. b-SMART extracts such
gain by adaptively bundling the white space when the contiguous spectrum ex-
ists. Moreover, the patten with 5 MHz spectrum fragment obtains the lowest
throughput because flows are non-disjoint (two flows may share either endpoint)
and there is no enough parallel transmission to occupy all 5 MHz fragments. The
throughput obtained in the chain network shows a similar trend: b-SMART adap-
tively adjusts bandwidth for achieving higher performance or for handling frag-
mentation. In addition, b-SMART achieves a stable throughput after first 2 hops,
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Figure 3.11: Network throughput achieved in different fragmentation patterns in
chain network
blocks and transmit in parallel.
3.5.4 Impact of Traffic Density and Mobility
Figure 3.12 illustrates the network throughput as the load per flow varies
from 100 Kbps to 20 Mbps. We repeat the experiment for the flow populations
of 6 and 20 in different fragmentation patterns. In case of 6 flows, when the
traffic density is low, the network throughput is identical among different pat-
terns. As the per-flow load increases over 5 Mbps, b-SMART achieves much
higher throughput performance in the pattern with large fragment sizes by op-
portunistically bundling spectrum. With 20 flows, b-SMART obtains similar net-
work throughput by adaptively adjusting bandwidth to enable as many parallel
transmissions in white spaces. We also evaluate the fairness in terms of time-
spectrum block using Jain’s fairness index [27]. The block fairness corresponds
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Figure 3.14: Network throughput vs. mobility
Jain’s index in every case is close to 1, which validates the block fairness provided
by b-SMART.
We next quantify the impact of low-load traffic on the performance of b-
SMART in a contiguous 80 MHz white space. We start two backlogged flows
together with a number of low-load flows. To stress the design, we reduce the
packet size of low-load flows to 512 bytes. Figure 3.13 shows that the network
throughput decreases (up to 12%) as the number of low-load flows increases.
This is because the control overhead for the low-load flows is not sufficiently
amortized by the ensuing data transmission.
Finally, we study the impact of the mobility. We use the same multi-hop
network as in Section 3.5.2, but allow nodes to move using the Random Waypoint
Model. Each node selects a random point, and move towards it with a speed
chosen randomly from an interval,(Vmin; Vmax]. Upon reaching its destination,
the node moves to a new destination after it pauses for a random period between
0 and 10 seconds. We set Vmin at 0.01 m/s and vary the Vmax from 0.2 to 1.2
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m/s. Figure 3.14 shows the overall throughput using 8 flows when run for over
5 minutes. The throughput experiences minor degradation because b-SMART
allocates spectrum at a fine-timescale.
3.6 Discussion
We discuss some design choices made for KNOWS and some directions for
future work.
In this paper, we propose a new scheme for adaptive spectrum allocation.
This scheme is different from the conventional method of spectrum allocation,
which divides the available spectrum into fixed channels of equal bandwidth.
For example, in IEEE 802.11a, there are 13 orthogonal channels of 20 MHz band-
width. This fixed channelization structure is simple and incurs low implemen-
tation cost. However, such a structure creates hard boundaries for utilizing the
entire spectrum. One implication is that it prevents users from bundling vacant
channels to obtain higher data rates. Moreover, in the TV spectrum, the spec-
trum is fragmented by the incumbent signals, leaving various sizes of spectrum
segments available for sharing. The adaptive spectrum allocation adopted by
KNOWS deviates from this channel concept. The operating frequency and the
bandwidth is adaptively determined based on local information.
We use a narrow-band control channel for disseminating spectrum usage
information. In contrast to systems that use a central spectrum controller with
global knowledge of user activities and spectrum allocations, KNOWS uses a
distributed approach for efficient spectrum sharing. Each node constantly listens
on the control channel to keep track of spectrum availability in real time. In recent
work [56], we have explored the tradeoffs involved in separating control traffic
from data, and use the results to set the control channel bandwidth to be 5 MHz.
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Our current design uses a 5 MHz band in the unlicensed ISM spectrum (902–928
MHz) as the control channel.
We note that using one fixed control channel raises security concerns. The
nodes in KNOWS cannot operate in the TV spectrum if the control channel is oc-
cupied or jammed. To improve the robustness, we are investigating the use of
a common hopping sequence to build the control channel. The control channel
can hop across the vacant TV channels according to a negotiated sequence at a
coarse-time level (several seconds). Hence, the single point of failure caused by
using a single control channel can be largely reduced. In addition, the control
channel is different from the frequency band used for data communications. Dif-
ferent bands may have different propagation proprieties, especially in terms of
the transmission range. We are conducting experimental studies using our pro-
totype radios to quantify the effect of transmission range mismatch. We expect
our results to be consistent with prior work [56].
3.7 Related Work
We summarize and compare prior work relevant to KNOWS mainly from
the spectrum sharing perspective, which defines how the vacant spectrum should
be shared among unlicensed users.
There are two different approaches for supporting spectrum sharing: cen-
tralized control and distributed coordination. In the centralized control category,
IEEE 802.22 [41] is the first standardization effort to define unlicensed operations
in the TV spectrum. In 802.22, a base station serves multiple Consumer Premise
Equipments (CPEs) and determines the availability of a TV channel by combin-
ing scanning results from the CPEs. The base stations are allowed to combine
three contiguous TV channels to generate an 18 MHz-wide operating band. Two
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other centralized systems are DIMSUMnet [62] and DSAP [92]. In DIMSUMnet,
the spectrum brokers coordinate spectrum usage in relatively large geographic
region; in DSAP [92], the centralized controller manages the spectrum access by
offering long-term leases to secondary users. In contrast to the above systems,
KNOWS is based on distributed coordination, and is not lease based.
Within the distributed category, several MAC protocols have been proposed
to utilize the overall spectrum. However, to the best of our knowledge, all of
them are based on static, evenly-divided channels. For example, SSCH [76],
MMAC [86], and LCM-MAC [64] use a single radio to exploit multiple fixed
channels. DCA [94], xRDT [64], HMCP [78] are proposed to use multiple chan-
nels in parallel with multiple radios. The existing MAC solutions assume a fixed
channel as the default spectrum allocation unit. However, channels are not well
defined in the TV bands due to the dynamic nature of white spaces. Should the
bandwidth be the size of a TV channel or should it be smaller or larger? Where
should we set the center frequency? These questions have motivated KNOWS to
reconsider the essence of spectrum allocation. In our system, nodes adaptively
utilize different frequencies and bandwidth based on spectrum availability and
contention in the network.
Several MAC proposals have addressed different issues in cognitive radio
networks. HD-MAC [103] maintains connectivity in a large network using a set
of control channels, where each control channel manages a different local group.
This is in contrast to using a global control channel. Coordination between local
groups merges different groups into a connected network. In contrast, KNOWS
uses a narrow channel in the unlicensed band as the common control channel.
DC-MAC [104] conducts a theoretical study to derive decentralized strategies for
unlicensed users to sense and access fixed channels. DOSS [63] allows nodes to
use a variable bandwidth channel based only on the spectrum availability. In
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comparison, KNOWS provides a detailed algorithm to adapt the bandwidth at a
fine-time-scale and decides the time duration considering the traffic load infor-
mation.
3.8 Chapter 3 In Brief
The advent of advanced radios and the prospect of abundant free spectrum
has spurred a flurry of research activities in cognitive radio networks. To ad-
dress the challenges posed by the dynamic nature of white spaces, we have pre-
sented KNOWS, which is a system encompassing new hardware, an enhanced
MAC protocol and spectrum sensing capabilities, for efficiently utilizing unused
portions of the licensed spectrum. KNOWS cooperatively detects incumbent
operators and efficiently shares the vacant spectrum among unlicensed users.
Our hardware consists of a development board with a scanner/receiver radio
and a reconfigurable transceiver. We propose a new MAC design called CMAC,
which enables a spectrum reservation scheme in addition to the virtual sensing
approach of IEEE 802.11.
We then introduce the time-spectrum blocks as the units of spectrum reser-
vation, and use them to formalize the spectrum allocation problem over white
spaces. We show that this problem is radically different from any existing wire-
less systems based on the fixed channelization. We also propose and evaluate a
centralized algorithm and a distributed solution called b-SMART, which enables
nodes to share the white spaces in a fine timescale. b-SMART maintains up to
date information about spectrum usages of all its neighbors, and stores it in a
local table. And then b-SMART uses the collected information to dynamically
decide on the portion of the spectrum assigned to a given transmission to max-
imize parallelism and reduce interferences. Using the analysis and simulation
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studies, we have shown that KNOWS significantly increases network capacity as
compared to IEEE 802.11 based systems.
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Chapter 4
Improving WLAN via Cognitive
Radios
That which we persist in doing becomes easier,
not that the task itself has become easier,
but that our ability to perform it has improved.
— Unknown
To change and to improve are two different things.
— German Proverb
IEEE 802.11-based WLANs use a simple, fixed channelization structure,
which divides the available spectrum into a set of channels of equal bandwidth.
The fixed channelization has severely constrained the total capacity and fairness
of WLANs. More specifically, recent measurements of WLANs in real world [18,
23, 25] show significant spatial and temporal variations in user and traffic load.
User populations served by different access points (APs) in a WLAN fluctuate
considerably over time, and are extremely unbalanced. Certain APs become
hotspots while others remain unused. The fixed channel structure offers very
limited flexibility in handling such variations.
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In this chapter, we first propose a radically new channelization structure in
Section 4.1. Our scheme dynamically creates the appropriate number of channels
to accommodate all interfering APs, and adjusts the channel bandwidth (channel-
width) depending on the instantaneous traffic loads at the AP and its the neigh-
boring APs. The dynamic channelization is enabled by recent advances in radio
technologies, such as cognitive radios, which make it possible to reconfigure the
key operating parameters of radios, including center-frequency, bandwidth, and
power, with a very low time overhead [98]. In Section 4.2, we propose a scalable
MAC design to cope with variations of clients who operate in the same channel
and compete for channel access. Results from analysis and extensive simula-
tions demonstrate that our proposed channelization structure and the scalable
MAC design effectively handle variations of user and traffic load. The proposed
schemes of dynamically allocating variable-width channels and scalable MAC
work together to improve network capability and fairness in WLANs.
4.1 Adaptive Channel-width Assignment
We envision a network architecture in which the bandwidth of different APs
can be adapted according to their respective traffic intensity. Hotspots with many
clients will get wider channels at the cost of neighboring APs with little load,
which will receive less bandwidth. We begin the section with an overview of our
assumptions regarding our system and architecture. Based on this, we formulate
a theoretical model which allows us to go on and formulate our algorithms in
Sections 4.1.3 through 4.1.5.
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4.1.1 System Assumptions
We primarily consider enterprise networks in which all APs are connected
via a backbone network. Each access point is capable of obtaining some measure
that represents its current load. A simple measure could be the number of clients
currently associated with this AP, but more sophisticated and accurate measures
that take into account the traffic demands of each client may be preferable. At
any rate, each AP periodically reports its load to a centralized server that is at-
tached to the network’s backbone network and maintains a view of the traffic
distribution across the network in a local database.1 Periodically, the central-
ized server—based on information stored in its database—runs an algorithm that
computes an optimal or near-optimal allocation of channel-widths and center-
frequencies to APs. Once computed, it sends the allocations to the respective APs
which, along with their associated clients, switch to the new center-frequency
and channel-width.
Besides the flexibility to assign more bandwidth to certain APs, bandwidth
allocation must also be adaptive in a temporal sense. That is, in order to react
to mobility and the dynamic nature of user demand at different APs, bandwidth
allocation should not be static in time, as it is in the standard IEEE 802.11 archi-
tecture. The centralized server therefore reassigns new bandwidths and center-
frequencies to APs periodically, say in intervals of 10 minutes. Alternatively, the
spectrum allocation may be updated whenever a threshold of suboptimality is sur-
passed. That is, APs switch to a new bandwidth assignment only when the effi-
ciency of the currently used assignment degrades below a certain point in com-
parison to the optimal reassignment.
1Alternatively, using more decentralized, distributed solutions are also possible and an inter-
esting direction for future research. Since the main focus of this work is to identify and quantify
the potential gain when abandoning fixed bandwidth channels in IEEE 802.11, we focus on the
conceptually simpler centralized solution.
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Efficiently setting up and managing a Wireless LAN network poses chal-
lenging and complex problems. Several degrees of freedom may be tuned to op-
timize the network’s throughput and/or fairness, including transmission ranges
(cell breathing [17]), data rates, load balancing schemes, modulation schemes,
density of deployment, and even the locations of the APs. In the sequel, we as-
sume these variables to be fixed (e.g., we assume that each AP has configured the
transmission power to obtain the uniform transmission range in different band-
width settings.), which allows us to more closely study the impact of flexible and
dynamic bandwidth allocation on WLAN efficiency. Doing so keeps our results
clean from complex inter-dependencies. On the other hand, it is clear that by
simultaneously optimizing over multiple tuning parameters (e.g., by combining
our adaptive-bandwidth allocation with cell-breathing), even better results are
achievable.
Further assumptions we make is that the achievable data rate is linear to the
available bandwidth [22]. Also, we make the conservative assumption that over-
lapping bandwidths always interfere. That is, we seek to assign non-overlapping
frequency interval to any two interfering access points.
Clearly, numerous problems of utmost practical importance remain. For
instance, since bandwidths of different APs are variable and dynamic in time,
there needs to be an efficient method for clients to discover the bandwidth and
center frequency of its neighboring access points. Also, the process of an AP
(along with its associated clients) switching to a different center-frequency and
bandwidth must be smooth and seamless. A more detailed discussion of these
and other important practical issues (including the issue of legacy clients) follows
in Section 4.1.7.
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4.1.2 Problem Formulation and Notation
The main algorithmic problem involved in the system architecture sketched
in the previous section is the selection of appropriate channel-widths and center-
frequencies. We study a simple network model that allows us to characterize the
potential gain of our novel channelization approach. It also allows us to ana-
lyze and understand the respective merits of different allocation algorithms. The
model makes several simplifying assumptions, but manages to capture those
characteristics that govern the design of appropriate algorithms for our band-
width selection problem. As we focus on the impact of having different channel-
widths at APs, we assume each AP to have a fixed (but not necessarily uniform)
transmission power Pi and fixed location.
Let the network consist of n access points AP1, . . . , APn. Given the fixed
locations and transmission powers, we can determine a conflict-graph G = (V, E)
of the wireless network as follows [48, 53]: Every AP is represented by a node
i ∈ V and there is an edge between two APs if they have significantly over-
lapping coverage regions and should therefore avoid transmitting on the same
frequency. Practically, we model an edge (i, j) ∈ E if simultaneous transmission
of both APi and APj could result in harmful interference at some client in the net-
work. Clearly, this binary model of interference is a tremendous simplification
of physical reality [71]. In the context of our work, however, it is justified as it
is conservative and ignores additional optimizations that could further enhance
our system.
In our practical system, the interference relationship between neighboring
access points can be determined in an ad hoc fashion (e.g., by APs using beacon
messages to probe their proximity to other APs, or by client feedback) as pro-
posed for instance in [48]; or it may be statically provided as part of the network
planning. In any case, the conflict graph is static and needs to be updated only
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rarely, therefore posing no serious practical problem on our system design. For
an APi, we denote by N(i) the set of all neighboring APs that are potentially in
conflict with APi, N(i) = {APj | (i, j) ∈ E}.
Let the total demand of clients that are associated to APi be denoted by Di
bit/s. This demand, along with the interference graph, forms the input to the
spectrum assignment algorithm running in the centralized server. The load that
an AP can serve depends on its clients’ demand and, crucially, on its channel-
width. Let Bi be the channel-width allocated to APi and let Btot be the total system
bandwidth available. As pointed out, it can be modeled as
Li = min{χBi, Di}, (4.1)
where χ is a constant that captures how efficiently the available frequency spec-
trum can be utilized [22]. With standard modulation techniques, this constant is
roughly χ ≈ 1.2
Dynamic-Width Channel-Assignment Problem: The dynamic-width channel-
assignment problem in infrastructure-based wireless networks asks for a non-
interfering assignment of a start frequency Si and a bandwidth Bi to each access
point APi. The access point APi uses the frequency band Ii = [Si, Si + Bi] for
serving its clients and satisfies a load of Li = min{χBi, Di}. The assignment is
non-interfering if the assigned intervals Ii and Ij of any two neighboring APs i
and j, (i, j) ∈ E, is non-overlapping.
A practical algorithm for the dynamic-width channel-assignment problem
should achieve two goals: high throughput and fairness. The former is achieved
by maximizing system throughput LSys =
∑
i∈V Li. For fairness, various defini-
tions can be considered and the optimization criterion can be defined appropri-
2Formula 4.1 abstracts away the fact that different frequency bands have different signal prop-
agation characteristics. Within the spectrum and bandwidth range studied in this paper, however,











Figure 4.1: Network in which a throughput-optimal solution is unfair. T and F
denote the allocations in a throughput-optimal and fair solution, respectively.
ately. The difficulty is that in many cases, achieving high system throughput and
fairness are contradicting aims. Consider the star graph with uniform demands
shown in Figure 4.1. An allocation maximizing system throughput assigns each
leaf AP the entire spectrum, while giving no bandwidth to the center AP. While
achieving maximum throughput, such a solution starves clients associated to the
AP in the center. A completely fair solution, on the other hand, consists of assign-
ing each AP a channel-width spanning half of the totally available spectrum. In
this paper, we address this fairness vs. throughput trade-off by a simple practical
solution: We fix a lower bound on the degree of fairness that must be maintained
between different APs and strive to optimize the system throughput under this
condition.
4.1.3 Optimal Solution
The dynamic-width channel-assignment problem is fundamentally different from
coloring problems or multicoloring problems that have been extensively studied in
the networking community. The reason is that, unlike in (multi)coloring prob-
lems, the interval assigned to each AP must consist of a contiguous chunk of spec-
trum of various sizes. This contiguity constraint that does not exist in coloring
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problems can lead to fragmentation of the spectrum. When spectrum becomes
fragmented, APs may be unable to reserve a large contiguous part of the spec-
trum even though the totality of unused spectrum would be sufficiently high.
Besides its practical importance, the problem is thus of great theoretical impor-
tance as it combines the complexity of both coloring and packing problems.
It is possible to characterize the optimal solution of a problem instance by
means of an integer linear program (ILP). Let bi and si be variables that denote
the bandwidth and start frequency allocated to APi. Further, for each pair of
APs i and j with (i, j) ∈ E, we use two binary indicator variables fij and fji. The
following ILP determines the optimal system throughput achievable in a network





si + bi − sj − fij ·B < 0 , ∀(i, j) ∈ E
sj + bj − si − fji ·B < 0 , ∀(i, j) ∈ E
fij + fji ≤ 1 , ∀(i, j) ∈ E
si + bi ≤ Ftop , ∀ APi ∈ V
si ≥ Fbottom , ∀ APi ∈ V
χ · bi ≤ Di , ∀ APi ∈ V
fij, fji ∈ {0, 1} , ∀(i, j) ∈ E
The first two constraints force the auxiliary variables fij and fji to behave
as follows. The variable fij is 1 if and only if the top-frequency si + bi of APi’s
spectrum interval is “above” (higher frequency) than the lower end sj of APj’s
interval. Conversely, fji = 1 if and only if sj + bj > si. Considering two intervals
[si, si + bi] and [sj, sj + bj], it is easy to observe that these intervals overlap if and
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only if si + bi > sj and sj + bj > si, i.e., if the top-frequency of both intervals
are higher than the start-frequencies of the respective other interval. The third
constraint therefore guarantees that no two neighboring intervals in the graph
overlap, i.e., the resulting channel assignment is non-overlapping. The remain-
ing constraints are straightforward. The first two ensure that the assigned inter-
val is located within the available spectrum [Fbottom, Ftop]. And finally, the sixth
one expresses that raising the bandwidth above the demand does not increase
throughput.
The important aspect missing in this ILP formulation is fairness. However,
fairness conditions can easily be integrated into our ILP by adding additional
constraints. In our evaluation section, for instance, we consider a fairness con-
dition in which every AP is guaranteed to receive at least its fair share of band-
width in its neighborhood. In particular, we define φ(i) = Di/(Di +
∑
j∈N(i) Dj)
as the minimum fair spectrum-share that APi should receive. We can then en-
force this notion of fairness by adding the following constraint to the ILP: bi ≥
αφ(i) · Btot, ∀ APi ∈ V. The constant α characterizes the trade-off between fair-
ness and throughput. The smaller α, the more flexibility the ILP solver has to
sacrifice fairness in order to improve throughput. Other notions of fairness can
similarly be included into our ILP formulation.
The ILP formulation assumes start-frequencies and channel-widths to be ar-
bitrarily tunable. This is in contradiction to existing hardware platforms which
typically have a small limited number of bandwidth options, a set of available
channel-widths to which the transceiver can be tuned. Discrete sets of band-
widths can easily be incorporated in our ILP formulation by restricting the vari-
ables bi to belong to a corresponding set of integers. In Section 4.1.8, we examine
the impact of this discrete set of bandwidth options.
While the ILP formulation describes the theoretical optimum of any prob-
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lem instance, it is computationally practicable only in small networks. Specif-
ically, the dynamic-width channel-assignment problem is NP-hard and hence,
unless P = NP , there exists no efficient solution for its ILP formulation. For
the sake of simplicity, we present a simplified version of the theorem that proves
hardness only for α > 2/3.
Theorem 4.1.1. The dynamic-width channel-assignment problem problem is NP-hard
for any fairness parameter α > 2/3. This holds even in restricted geometric graph models
such as the unit disk graph.
Proof. The proof is by reduction to the 3-coloring problem of a graph, which
is known to be NP-complete even in unit disk graphs [37]. Given an instance
G = (V, E) of the 3-coloring problem, construct an instance G′ = (V ′, E ′) of the
dynamic-width channel-assignment problem as follows. For each vi ∈ V , cre-
ate 7 APs AP 1i , . . . , AP 7i and connect them to build three triangles as (AP 1i , AP 2i ),
(AP 1i , AP
3
i ), (AP 2i , AP 4i ), (AP 2i , AP 5i ), (AP 3i , AP 6i ), and finally, (AP 3i , AP 7i ) (cf Fig-
ure 4.2). Further, assume that for each i, AP 2i and AP 3i have 1/(α − 2/3) back-
logged clients, and all other APs have one client. When scaling, D2i = D3i =
α − 2/3 and all other demands are 1. Finally, for each (vi, vj) ∈ E, add a link
(AP 1i , AP
1
j ) to E ′. Observe that due to the fairness condition, every feasible solu-




!≥ αφ(i)Btot ≥ α/(α− 2/3)Btot




We first show that if G is 3-colorable (yes-instance), the total system through-
put is at least T yesSys ≥ 7|V |Btot/3. Since G is 3-colorable, the graph induced by
the APs AP 1i can also be colored using three colors. Since each gadget itself can
also be colored using three colors (regardless of the specific color assigned to its











Figure 4.2: The gadget representing a node in G.
bound on T yesSys is now easily obtained by assigning each AP with colors 1, 2, and
3 the spectrum [Fbottom, Fbottom + Btot/3], [Fbottom + Btot/3, Fbottom + 2Btot/3], and
[Fbottom + 2Btot/3, Fbottom + Btot], respectively.
Next, we show that if G is not 3-colorable (no-instance), the total system
throughput T noSys is strictly less than 7|V |/3. Since the subgraph induced by APs
AP 1i is not 3-colorable, there must exist at least one AP, say AP 1x , that is as-
signed a channel-width of at most Btot/4. The total throughput achieve by APs
AP 1x , . . . , AP
7
x is then at most (2 + 1/4)Btot. Also, because all APs AP 2i and AP 3i
have a bandwidth of at least Btot/3, no AP AP 1i in G′ can have a higher bandwidth
than Btot/3. Hence, the total throughput is at most |V −1|Btot ·7/3+(2+1/4)Btot <
T yesSys. This concludes the proof.
While the ILP formulation can thus be used to compute optimal assign-
ments in small-scale networks, this approach does not scale. Therefore, we now
investigate computationally efficient approximate solutions.
4.1.4 LP-Based Approximation
As mentioned earlier, whereas the problem of channel assignment in the
conventional channelization framework can be modelled as graph coloring, a key
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new flavor in our problem is the need for avoiding fragmentation. Specifically,
we need to assign one interval to each node, which does not overlap with the
intervals assigned to its conflicting nodes (neighbors in the conflict graph). We
have degrees of freedom in deciding how long the intervals should be and in
deciding where to put them.
4.1.4.1 A Packing Algorithm that avoids Fragmentation
We start by first studying the packing problem in isolation. Assume that the
widths of the bandwidth interval allocated to each AP was already determined.
How should we efficiently place these intervals? Intuitively, adhering to the fol-
lowing rules of thumb may help:
R1. Pack large items first.
R2. Try to fill up from one end.
Besides being a packing problem, our channel-bandwidth assignment prob-
lem also has the flavor of a complex (interval) coloring problem. In greedy color-
ing algorithms, nodes are visited one-by-one, and each node tries to reuse some
existing color if possible selecting a new color only if necessary. Clearly, this pro-
cedure colors any graph using at most ∆(U) + 1 colors, where ∆(U) is the max-
imum node-degree. Similarly, if we were not constrained to assign a contiguous
interval to each AP, we could assure that all required bandwidth can be packed in












which is essentially the continuous counterpart of the ∆(U) + 1 upper-bound.
That is, without the contiguity constraint, the greedy coloring algorithm assures
that the total bandwidth requirement is δ(b).
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We now present an approximation algorithm that combines both the pack-
ing and coloring aspects of the problem. Assume that the sizes of all bandwidth
intervals followed a power series, i.e., each interval has length 2k for some inte-
ger k. Applying rule of thumb #1, we sort the items in decreasing order of their
sizes and try to pack them one by one into the real axis [0, +∞]. Applying rule
of thumb #2, when packing each item, we always try to fill up from one end,
closer to the origin. When packing in this way, it can be proven by induction that
whenever an interval of size 2k is packed, all available intervals (the spectrum
gaps still available) are of size at least 2k (in fact, they are an integer multiple of
2k). Hence, in this case, we do not suffer from fragmentation and as pointed out
before, the total bandwidth required to pack all intervals is at most δ(b). There-
fore, this method achieves for the joint packing and coloring problem the same
performance that one can achieve for coloring.
If the bandwidth intervals to be packed do not follow a power series, we can
round them accordingly. Suppose the given interval lengths are b0 ≥ b1 . . . ≥ bN .
Then we round each bi to b̃i = dbi/b0e ∗ b0, where the dxe = 2−k, for some integer










Finally, we can linearly map the assigned frequencies in [0, 2δ(b)] to the entire
available spectrum interval [Fbottom, Ftop]. Doing so, we have packed demands
b in a maximum interval of 2δ(b), which is at most by a factor of 2 (due to the
rounding) worse than applying the greedy coloring algorithm to a relaxed prob-
lem where each node can make use of non-contiguous bands.
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4.1.4.2 Optimizing the interval lengths
The packing algorithm presented in the previous subsection is effective in
assuring the performance for the worst AP (with maximum demand in its neigh-
borhood). While this is good from the fairness perspective, it may harm through-
put in scenarios in which some parts of the graph are dense, and others are sparse.
(Consider for instance a dense clique and a line-network attached to it. Due to the
linear scaling at the end of the packing procedure, APs on the line will not utilize
the available spectrum efficiently). In this section we present a method for en-
hancing the overall throughput without sacrificing fairness. We use the packing
algorithm as a building block that packs any demand vector b into an spectrum
of width [0, 2δ(b)]. The idea is to employ linear programs to search for a demand
vector with good worst-case performance δ(b) and good overall throughput. We
then run the packing algorithm over the resulting demand vector b to pack it into
[0, 2δ(b)].







bu, subject to: (4.4)




bv ≤ B, ∀u. (4.6)
Constraint (4.6) ensures that the computed vector b results in a feasible solution
with a greedy coloring algorithm. Constraint (4.5) maintains fairness by guaran-
teeing node u a resource share of αbu. By varying the constant scaling parameter
α from 0 to some maximum value α∗, different tradeoffs between fairness and
throughput efficiency can be achieved. Using the maximum value α∗ maximizes





α, subject to: (4.5)(4.6) (4.7)
Practical Deployment: Our LP-based algorithm leaves open various parame-
ters for tuning the involved fairness vs. throughput trade-off. A simple way
of employing it in practice is the following: First, determine the optimal fairness
parameter α = α∗ using LP 4.7. Then, using this α, use the first LP to com-
pute Btotal(α). This amounts to a conservative approach that maximizes the sum
throughput (by “flattening” the demands at the nodes) while assuring the max-
imum level of fairness at the worst node. The LPs can either be solved directly
using an LP solver, or we can apply efficient approximation algorithms for so-
called packing LPs [35].
4.1.4.3 Greedy Tuning Step for Discrete Bandwidth Options
The LPs and the packing algorithm together present a method for allocating
frequency intervals while avoiding fragmentation. It is designed from the outset
for the case where the intervals can be arbitrarily placed. As hardware advances,
eventually the hardware may achieve full flexibility in adjusting the center fre-
quency and bandwidth. If instead only a discrete set of bandwidth options are
available (as is the case in most currently available hardware), we can round the
resulting assignment to comply with the available bandwidth options. In our
implementation, we use an additional simple greedy tuning step in order to in-
crease bandwidth wherever possible. The tuning step considers all the APs one
by one. If for an AP there exists a wider band that is available, use it; if there is a
band with lower-start position, switch to it (recall rule of thumb #2). Repeat thus
iterating over all APs until no more improvement are possible.
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4.1.5 GreedyRaising: Simple Greedy Heuristics
The LP-based approximation algorithm presented in the previous chapter
provides provable performance guarantees with regard to both fairness and sys-
tem throughput. In this section, we propose three simpler heuristic solutions that
is both easier to deploy (it does not require solving a linear program) and, as we
show in Section 4.1.8 still manages to achieve an excellent performance.
All three algorithms are based on the greedy-packing subroutine shown in
Algorithm 3. This greedy packing routine takes as its input an ordering of the
APs (for example, from heaviest to lightest load) and a bandwidth requirement
for each AP. It then proceeds in order of the given ordering and, when consid-
ering APi, greedily attempts to pack a non-overlapping frequency interval of
channel-width Bi into the spectrum. As in the packing scheme of Section 4.1.4,
intervals are packed at the lowest possible frequency at which the interval is non-
overlapping with any previously assigned interval at a neighbor.
Depending on the given ordering and bandwidth input, the greedy-packing
scheme may not succeed. If the desired channel-widths are too wide, it becomes
theoretically impossible to correctly pack. However, even if it is theoretically
possible to achieve a valid assignment of bandwidth intervals to APs, the greedy
allocation may make suboptimal decisions and get stuck in the process. In this
case, the subroutine returns false, thereby indicating the the caller should retry
using narrower channel-widths.
The basic idea of our so-called GreedyRaising heuristics is the following.
Starting from a feasible initial assignment, the heuristics “probes” APs one-by-
one and checks whether greedy-packing remains successful if the AP’s channel-
width is raised. More specifically, GreedyRaising considers all APs in a given
sequence O. When considering an AP, its channel-width is increased to the next
higher bandwidth option, and the greedy-packing subroutine is called in order
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Algorithm 3 GreedyPack(B1, . . . , BN ,O) Routine
Input: Bandwidths B1, . . . , BN and an ordering O of APs
Output: If possible, a non-overlapping packing of
bandwidths into the available spectrum.
Return false if no packing is found.
1: In the order of O: for each APi ∈ V do
2: pack an interval of channel-width Bi in the lowest
possible non-overlapping frequency.
3: end for
4: if the interval of all APs was successfully packed
within the total bandwidth [Fbottom, Ftop] then
5: return for each APi ∈ V its starting frequency Si in
the successful packing.
6: else return false
7: end if
Algorithm 4 GreedyRaising Algorithm
Input: An ordering O of APs
Output: A non-overlapping packing of bandwidth
intervals in the available spectrum.
1: Set parameter θ := 1 and let successful := FALSE;
2: while not successful do
3: Let φ′i := θ ·Di/(Di+
∑
j∈N(i)Dj) for each APi ∈ V .
4: Let Bi be the largest bandwidth option s.t. Bi ≤ φ′i ·B
5: successful := GreedyPack(B1, . . . , BN ,O).
6: θ := θ/2;
7: end for
8: In the order of O: for each APi ∈ V do
9: Let B̂i be the next higher bandwidth option of Bi.
10: successful := GreedyPack(B1, . . ., B̂i, . . ., BN ,O).
11: if successful = TRUE then Bi := B̂i.
12: end for
to see whether it still succeeds. If it does, the higher bandwidth is adopted; if not,
its channel-width is reset to its original value.
The only thing that remains to be defined is the ordering O in which the
access points are considered in both the greedy packing subroutine and the main
algorithm. In our studies, we distinguish three possible orderings and evaluate
their relative merits. The three orderings are:
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• Most-Congested-First: In this ordering, APs are sorted in decreasing order
of their load.
• Random: In this ordering, APs are ordered randomly.3
• Smallest-Last: Consider an ordering O and let τi be the number of APs
that are neighbors of APi and that appear before APi in O. The smallest-last
ordering is an ordering which minimizes the maximum τi over all APs in
the network [66]. This ordering has been studied in the context of color-
ing problems and is based on the following observation. When considering
APi in the greedy-packing routine, τi reflects the number of potentially in-
terfering intervals that have already been packed in APi’s neighborhood.
Intuitively, the fewer such intervals, the easier it is to pack APi’s allocated
bandwidth chunk. Considering the APs in smallest-last order minimizes
the maximum obstruction that any AP faces when its bandwidth interval
is packed. It has been shown in [66] that the smallest-last ordering can be
computed efficiently in a single pass:
1. j := N ; H := G;
2. Let APj be a minimum degree AP in H ;
3. Remove APj from H and set j := j − 1;
4. Return to step 2 until H is empty;
5. Output O = (AP1, . . . , APN).
As our evaluations in Section 4.1.8 will show, all three GreedyRaising heuris-
tics have the potential of significantly outperforming the scheme based on fixed
3When using this ordering, we slightly adapt our heuristic in the following way. Instead of
initially computing a single ordering O that is used throughout the procedure’s execution, we
generate a new random ordering O whenever the greedy packing subroutine is called. This re-
























































Figure 4.3: Ring network with bandwidth options B/2 and B/3 and uniform
load. The smallest-last (SL) packing heuristic performs better (LSys = 3B) than
the heavy-first (HF) and random (R) heuristics (LSys = 2B). In the example, the
ordering of HF and R is O = (1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6).
channels currently employed in IEEE 802.11. The evaluations further indicate
that of the three heuristics, the one based on smallest-last orderings consistently
achieves the best results.
The tendency of smallest-last to perform better than other orderings can be
illustrated using simple scenarios. Consider for instance a network whose APs
have (close to) uniform load and are deployed such that the resulting interference
graph forms a ring (a line would yield the same results) as shown in Figure 4.3.
In such a network, an optimal allocation would be to assign half of the total
bandwidth to each AP, alternating between the upper and lower half. Assume
that the ordering of the heavy-first and random orderings are O = (1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6)
(in the case of heavy-first, this can be the case if the loads are slightly different
among APs, or simply by random tie-breaking). After the initial packing (Line 7
of Algorithm 4), all APs are assigned a bandwidth of B/3. When attempting to
greedily increase some these bandwidths in the second phase, however, no fur-
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ther progress is possible. In particular, regardless of which interval is increased,
the packing gets stuck in the process. With the smallest-last ordering, however,
the optimal allocation will be reached. Assume for instance that AP3 is the first
AP to be selected (possibly using a random tie-breaking rule). The next AP is
one of the two having the least number of neighbors in G \ {AP3}, i.e., either
AP2 or AP4. Whichever the algorithm selects, the next AP to be selected must be
one that has just one neighbor left in the graph. All possible resulting orderings
therefore have the characteristics that the ring is considered “in sequence”. In the
initial allocation of the smallest-last ordering, every AP is allocated a bandwidth
of B/3 as in the other heuristics (SL-Init). But, due to the efficient packing, the
channel-width of all APs can be raised to the next higher bandwidth option, B/2.
4.1.6 Discussion
One of the assumptions made in our theoretical modeling is that the fre-
quency bands assigned to neighboring APs should never overlap, which may be
overly conservative in many cases [69]. However, both our model and all our
algorithms can easily be adapted to incorporate co-channel interference. Partic-
ularly, if it is known how much spectrum overlap between neighboring APs is
tolerable, our algorithms can be adjusted as follows. For OPT, the first two condi-
tions of the ILP have to be adapted. In the LP-based algorithm packing algorithm
it suffices to round up to a power of less than 2, and finally, the packing scheme of
all our heuristic approaches will be able to pack the bandwidths more tightly. Fi-
nally, notice that both the LP-based algorithm and the GreedyRaising heuristics




Adaptively changing the center frequency and bandwidth allocated to an
AP poses several interesting systems challenges. We need to design a new scan-
ning mechanism for clients to discover the APs, since it might be infeasible for
them to explore all possible values of center frequencies and bandwidths. Our de-
sign should be backward compatible, and the APs should also work with legacy
(unmodified) Wi-Fi network cards. In this section, we present some initial thoughts
on how these problems can be addressed in a real deployment.
We propose adding an extra radio to each AP, similar to a few commercially
available two-radio APs [1, 67]. One radio will operate on the first channel of the
band, for example channel 1 for IEEE 802.11b/g networks, or channel 36 for IEEE
802.11a networks. The other radio will adaptively adjust its center frequency
and bandwidth to operate in the frequency spectrum that is not occupied by the
first radio. Each AP will use the first radio to broadcast beacons and provide
service to legacy clients. The beacons will also contain information about the
center frequency and bandwidth of the second radio. Clients can then discover
the center frequency and bandwidth of the APs by listening to beacons on the
channel of the first radio. Even legacy clients will eventually go to channel 1 or
36 as part of the normal scanning process, and discover the APs.
The above architecture has multiple benefits beyond discovery and back-
ward compatibility. For example, it enables fast handoff among clients by allow-
ing a client to quickly discover the nearby APs, by switching to the first channel,
and discovering the operating frequency and bandwidth of nearby APs (using
Probe Requests and Responses).
Another practical concern is the feasibility of dynamically changing the
bandwidth and central frequency of wireless cards. We are currently implement-
ing a proof-of-concept on a wireless card based on the USB and MiniPCI Atheros
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ar5523 chipset [2]. We have modified the firmware to tune the bandwidth of the
wireless card to 5 MHz and 20 MHz, and change the frequency to any value in
the 2.4 GHz band. To change the bandwidth, we reduced the speed of the crystal
clock by tuning a register value of the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) in the firmware.
Consequently, our approach requires the card to go through a firmware reset,
which takes a few milliseconds. However, we strongly believe that a firmware
reset is unnecessary given the evidence that the same chipset can change the
bandwidth to 40 MHz using Turbo mode [2] without a firmware reset.
4.1.8 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we quantify the benefits of dynamic-width channels us-
ing simulations QualNet [81]. We compare our schemes, including ILP, LP, and
GreedyRaising, against a recently proposed channel assignment algorithm based
on fixed channels, called RaC [14]. We analyze the performance using two met-
rics: aggregate throughput of all clients in the WLAN and per-client fairness. The
fairness metric reflects the uniformiy of throughput achieved by all clients, and





C2i , where Ci is the through-
put obtained by client i, and n is the total number of clients.
We first confirm the assumption that the bandwidth, and in turn through-
put, achieved by an AP is proportional to the bandwidth allocated to it. We tested
this assumption for two bandwidth values: 5 MHz and 20 MHz, on a Netgear
AWG132 USB wireless card, which has the Atheros ar5523 chipset, with our mod-
ified firmware. In the 5 MHz case, we confirm that the data rate of the packets
when the client and the AP were close to each other was 54/4 = 13.5 Mbps. The
UDP throughput when using 5 MHz bandwidth was 5.9 Mbps, which is slightly
less than 1/4th the throughput when using 20 MHz bandwidth (25.7 Mbps at
54 Mbps data rate). A more accurate reference clock and better frequency align-
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ment mechanisms are required to further improve the effective throughput for
smaller bandwidths. We believe that the advances in current radio devices, such
as software defined radios [36], will greatly improve these throughput numbers.
4.1.8.1 Simulation Settings
We simulate three real-world usage scenarios: a small-scale enterprise WLAN,
a large enterprise/campus WLAN deployment, and a network with user mobil-
ity. For a small scale enterprise WLAN, we use the wireless usage data from [20].
This dataset contains monitoring information of 6 APs on the floor of an office
building. The floorplan and location of APs is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The
dataset includes the location of all the clients and their wireless usage over a
5-day work week from 8 AM to 8 PM everyday. For our simulations, we feed
the coordinates of the APs and the clients in QualNet, and use our algorithms to
decide the center frequency and bandwidth of each AP.
In the second set of simulations, we consider a larger enterprise network
of 20 to 50 APs. We use the data from [18] that analyzed a network across three
buildings comprising 177 APs to determine the number of clients associated to
each AP. Since we did not have information about the clients’ location, we sim-
ulate scenarios in which the associated clients are randomly placed within the
transmission range of the AP.
Finally, we consider the impact of user mobility on our AP bandwidth allo-
cation scheme. We use the model, called Model T [51], which is based on traces
collected across 2 years from the large WLAN deployment in Dartmouth College,
and incorporate it with the Random Waypoint Model, to model the mobility pat-
tern of each client.
In our simulations, we study two sets of bandwidth possibilities to show
the impact of bandwidth settings on our proposed approach. The first set of
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Figure 4.4: Floor plan and AP locations on the floor of an office building. The
solid lines represent two interfering APs, and dashed lines indicate that the APs
interfere at one of the clients.
bandwidths includes 5, 10, 20 and 40 MHz. The second set includes a wider range
of bandwidths: 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 20, 24, 28 and 40 MHz. We assume that each 1
MHz spectrum delivers 1.2 Mbps data rate [49]. The overall available spectrum is
86 MHz, i.e. the size of 2.4 ISM band. When using channels of 20 MHz, we have 4
non-overlapped channels. Without loss of generality, we neglect the overhead of
guide band between two adjacent channels. In our proposed schemes, the clients
always associate to the nearest AP and the weight of APs in our algorithms is
measured by the number of clients served by the AP. In addition, to stress test
the system, we set each client to have at least one backlogged CBR flow to the
associated AP. The MAC layer we use is IEEE 802.11 [40]. We use the two-ray
propagation model to model path loss. Furthermore, to isolate the impact of
varying channel width, we assume no rate or power control.
4.1.8.2 Small WLAN Deployment
We first study the effect of our scheme on a small, but real, WLAN deploy-
ment. The floorplan of the office building is illustrated in Figure 4.4. We extract
the user activities from the dataset of [20]. Figure 4.5 shows the maximum num-
ber of clients that are simultaneously associated to each AP during every hour
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Figure 4.5: # active clients at different time of day
from 8 AM to 8 PM on Monday and Tuesday of a work week. 4 Clearly, there is
a spatial and time disparity in network usage across different APs. At any given
time, APs at some locations serve a significantly larger number of clients then the
others. For example, from 11 AM to 2 PM on Monday, AP 4 had up to 22 clients
during the peak period since it is located close to several conference rooms. Fur-
thermore, the client populations at the APs varies significantly over time. The set
of heavily-loaded APs also changes at various times of the day across different
days.
Using this trace, we studied the performance of four schemes: ILP, LP,
GreedyRaising (using smallest-last order), and RaC using 4 bandwidth options.
Figure 4.6 depicts the throughput and the fairness index of each AP across 5 days.
In all cases, ILP achieves the highest performance, up to 45% higher throughput
than RaC, which is based on the fixed channels. The fairness index achieved by
ILP is about 0.8, while RaC’s fairness index is less than 0.5. This result shows that
adaptively assigning the bandwidth to each AP not only improves the capacity
of the WLAN, but also ensures more uniform service to all associated clients. On
4The plots for the other 3 days are omitted due to the space limitations, but they all show a
similar trend.
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Figure 4.6: Throughput and fairness index of different allocation schemes
the other hand, when using 4 fixed channels, RaC uses coloring on the AP con-
flict graph, such that no two interfering APs use the same channel. However,
the service received by each client is heavily biased based on their location. The
clients associated to a crowded AP suffers from degraded performance, which is
reflected as a suboptimal fairness index.
Compared with ILP, GreedyRaising obtains comparable performance since
it emulates the operation of ILP. Based on a certain order, it attempts to raise the
bandwidth for each AP starting from the initial feasible assignment. The advan-
tage of GreedyRaising is that it is fast as it benefits from a small set of available
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Figure 4.7: Average number of clients associated to each AP and the correspond-
ing bandwidth allocated by our scheme.
bandwidth possibilities. The worst case complexity of the GreedyRaising algo-
rithm is O(n3), where n is the number of APs. These properties make GreedyRais-
ing a practical solution. LP reduces the throughput by up to 14% since it evaluates
all contiguous bandwidth possibilites. Consequently, it loses some throughput as
it rounds the bandwidth to the nearest permissible value.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the number of clients associated to each AP and the
corresponding throughput achieved by each AP. The graph shows the average
and standard deviation for these values, which demonstrate that dynamic-width
channels give more bandwidth to the AP that serves more clients, and the as-
signed bandwidth varies depending on the variance of the number of associated
clients. RaC uses fixed channels, and therefore the amount of bandwidth allo-
cated to each AP does not depend on the number of clients associated to it.
We also studied our algorithms with a larger set of bandwidth options. We
observe that in this simple scenario, adding more bandwidth options does not
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noticeably improve the performance. We also varied the packing schemes and
compared their performance. Among them, the smallest-last scheme consistently
achieve 5 –10% throughput gain compared to the other two schemes. The gain
can be explained by the intuition that assigning the least congested APs last has
a higher chance to fit all APs in the available spectrum.
4.1.8.3 Large Wireless Networks
We now study the performance of dynamic-width channel allocation in
large campus WLAN deployments. We use observation of the number of clients
associated to each AP from a previous study [18]. In this trace, 50% of APs serve
less than 5 users, while 10% of APs serve over 15 users. The average number
of clients served by each AP is 8. Since the traces provide no information about
the location of APs and clients, we randomly place the APs in a flat area of 1000
x 1000 meters. For each AP, we randomly place the client within the transmis-
sion range of the AP. The clients are assumed to be static during the experiment.
We study our bandwidth allocation scheme for two different scenarios: a 20 AP
WLAN and a 50 AP WLAN. For each scenario, we varied the interference among
APs by changing the transmission power from -1.6 dbm to 4.2 dbm. All our re-
sults are averaged over 20 simulation runs.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the throughput and fairness index of all clients in sparse
and dense deployments when using 20 APs. We emulate a sparse deployment by
changing the transmit power of each AP to -1.6 dbm, such that each AP has 2 to 3
neighboring APs. In this scenario, ILP achieves 47% more throughput than RaC.
This can be explained by ILP’s attempt to allocate all the available bandwidth to
the APs. In contrast, RaC is unable to utilize all the channels, as each AP might
not have sufficient interfering neighbors. Furthermore, ILP allocates bandwidth




























































Figure 4.8: Throughput and fairness in a WLAN of 20 APs
proves system throughput. In fact, it assigns each AP with 40 MHz of bandwidth,
as there is little contention among the APs. We note that the fairness index of ILP
in the sparse deployment is less than 0.6 since even APs with fewer clients are
allocated the maximum of 40 MHz. This appears to be the right behavior as it
maximizes spectrum utilization.
We also analyzed a dense AP deployment by setting the transmission power
of each AP to be 4.2 dbm (each AP has 5 to 6 interfering APs on average). In this
scenario, ILP achieves 53% more throughput than RaC, and improves the fairness
index to about 0.9. However, the total throughput of the system is much lesser
due to increased interference. ILP allocates separate bandwidths to interfering
APs, and therefore it is able to obtain better spectrum utilization. Further, since
there is more contention in the system, the lightly loaded APs do not get allocated
a 40 MHz bandwidth, and hence the fairness index for ILP is much higher. We
note that LP and GreedyRaising obtain near optimal throughput.
We now compare the GreedyRaising algorithm with RaC in a larger WLAN
of 50 APs. As we see in Figure 4.9, the system throughput achieved by GreedyRais-
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Figure 4.9: System throughput and per-client collisions in a WLAN of 50 APs
ing and RaC decreases with increased interference among APs. However, GreedyRais-
ing gets much higher throughput. This can be explained by the second graph,
which plots the number of collisions per client with an increase in the number
of interfering APs. GreedyRaising allocates separate chunks of the spectrum to
interfering APs, and hence the number of per-client collisions stays the same.
However, there are not enough non-overlapping channels available to RaC, and
hence increased interference among APs increases the number of collisions at
each client.
4.1.8.4 Handling User Mobility
Given the recent growth of mobile applications, such as VoIP, over WLANs,
we study the effectiveness of our approach in handling user mobility. We stress
test our system by having 40% of wireless clients mobile. We combine the regis-
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Figure 4.10: Fairness Index of 160 clients in a 25 AP WLAN when aggregated
over 20 second intervals over 700 seconds.
tration and mobility pattern defined in Model T [51] with the Random Waypoint
Model. Model T captures the popular APs towards which most of the client
movements are directed. Each node selects an AP using Model T, and moves
towards it with a speed chosen randomly from an interval, (Vmin, Vmax]. Upon
reaching its destination, the node moves to a new destination after it pauses for a
random period between 0 and 10 seconds. We set Vmin at 0.01 m/s and vary Vmax
from 0.2 to 1.2 m/s.
We consider a WLAN with 25 APs deployed uniformly in a 500 m x 500
m area. The transmission power of each AP set to -1.6 dbm, which gives an
approximation transmission range of 100 meters. The number of interfering APs
varies from 3 to 8. Initially, clients are uniformally distributed across each AP.
At the start of the simulation, clients begin to move towards the APs defined
by model T. RaC reassigns the channel every 50 seconds. GreedyRaising adjusts
the bandwidth allocation if a new assignment improves the fairness index or the
system throughput by more than 10%.
Figure 4.10 shows the fairness index for the WLAN over time. Each point
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in the graph is an aggregate fairness value computed over a 20 second inter-
val. Initially, GreedyRaising has a worse fairness index than RaC. This is because
GreedyRaising assigns more bandwidth to APs on the edge, and lesser band-
width to APs in the middle to create enough channels. As clients begin to move,
their distribution across all the APs gets skewed as the popular APs serve a much
larger number of clients. GreedyRaising captures this change and dynamically
adjusts the channel widths, therefore, achieving consistent fairness over time. On
the other hand, RaC is based on the fixed channels, and consequently it is unable
to handle skewed client AP distributions.
We also measured the overall system throughput aggregated over the entire
700 second interval. Our approach delivers a total throughput of 273 Mbps while
RaC delivers 195 Mbps throughput. The reason for the difference is similar to
observations in the previous subsections.
4.1.9 Related Work
AP load balancing in WLANs attempts to evenly distribute the number of
clients across all APs in a region. One way to solve this problem is to use Cell
Breathing [17]. In this approach the APs in a region adjust their transmission
power to force some of its’ associated clients to handoff to neighboring APs. Sim-
ilarly, APs might also increase their transmission power to induce clients to asso-
ciate to them. This technique is very useful in hotspot and flash crowd scenarios,
where many users associate to the same AP, even when the neighboring APs
are lightly loaded. Although this scheme is useful is balancing the load across
APs, it can potentially worsen the performance if clients associate to far away
APs and send the packets at a lower data rate. An alternate approach is client-
based, where Wi-Fi devices take smart decisions and associate to the more lightly
loaded AP [87]. However, this scheme does not completely solve the user unfair-
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ness problem. For example, many clients close to an AP might be contending for
resources on a channel of fixed bandwidth, while fewer clients on a neighboring
AP might be contending on the same bandwidth.
Another approach to solving the user unfairness problem is to assign more
APs to the WLAN [13, 68]. Each user will have a dedicated AP in most scenar-
ios, and so every user gets around the same throughput. However, the benefits
of these schemes are limited because of fixed bandwidth channels. First, in ex-
tremely dense hotspots, the number of clients might outnumber the number of
APs and user unfairness might be unavoidable. Second, when there are very few
clients in the network, this technique will waste a large amount of bandwidth.
We overcome the shortcomings of the above schemes by attacking the fun-
damental problem of fixed-width channels. We allocate variable size contiguous
spectrum to the APs as a function of its load. There are several schemes that are
complementary to ours and can be integrated with our proposed approach to fur-
ther enhance the performance of the WLAN. For example, each AP may allocate a
different spectrum slice to every client that is associated to it. This will minimize
interference from nearby transmitters and give better throughput.
4.2 Scalable Medium Access Control
In this section, we present the two-tier design of TMAC framework, which
incorporates centralized, coarse-grained regulation at the higher tier and dis-
tributed, fine-grained channel access at the lower tier. Token-coordinated chan-
nel regulation provides coarse-grained coordination for bounding the number of
contending stations at any time. It effectively controls the contention intensity
and scales to various population sizes. Adaptive distributed channel access at
the lower tier exploits the wide range of high data rates via the adaptive ser-
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vice model. It opportunistically favors stations under better channel conditions,
while ensuring each station a adjustable fraction of the channel time based upon
the perceived channel quality. These two components work together to address
the scalability issues. We present these two components in Section 4.2.1 and Sec-
tion 4.2.2, respectively.
4.2.1 Token-coordinated Channel Regulation
4.2.1.1 Higher-Tier Design Overview
TMAC employs a simple token mechanism in regulating channel access at
the coarse-time scale (e.g., in the order of 30∼ 100 ms). The goal is to significantly
reduce the intensity of channel contention incurred by a large population of active
stations. The base design of the token mechanism is motivated by the observation
that polling-based MAC works more efficiently under heavy network load [88,
96], while random contention algorithms better serve bursty data traffic under
low load conditions [9, 34]. The higher-tier design, therefore, applies a polling
model to multiplex traffic loads of stations within the token group.
Figure 4.11 schematically illustrates the token mechanism in TMAC. An AP
maintains a set of associated stations, S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}, and organizes them
into g number of disjoint token groups, denoted as V1, V2, ..., Vg. Apparently,
⋃g
i=1 Vi = S, and Vj ∩ Vj = ∅ ( 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g and i 6= j). Each token group,
assigned a unique Token Group ID (TGID), accommodates a small number of
stations, NVi , and NVi ≤ N̄V , where N̄V is a pre-defined upper bound. The AP
regularly distributes a token to an eligible group, within which the stations con-
tend for channel access via the enhanced random channel procedure in the lower
tier. The period during which a given token group Vk obtains service is called
















Figure 4.11: Token distribution model in TMAC
secutive token groups is the switch-over period. The token service time for a token
group Vk is derived using: TSPk = (NVk/N̄V )TSP , (1 ≤ k ≤ g), where TSP rep-
resents the maximum token service time. Upon the timeouts of TSPk, the AP
grants channel access to the next token group Vk+1.
To switch between token groups, the higher-tier design constructs a to-
ken distribution packet (TDP), and broadcasts it to all stations. The format of
TDP, shown in Figure 4.12, is compliant with the management frame defined in
802.11b. In each TDP, a timestamp is incorporated for time synchronization, g
denotes the total number of token groups, and the token is allocated to the token
group specified by the TGID field. Within the token group, contending stations
use CWt in random backoff. The Rf and Tf fields provide two design parame-
ters employed by the lower tier. The optional field of group member IDs is used
to perform membership management of token groups, which can be MAC ad-
dresses, or dynamic addresses [90] in order to reduce the addressing overhead.
The length of TDP ranges from 40 to 60 bytes (NV = 20, each ID uses 1 byte),
taking less than 100us at 6Mbps rate. To reduce the token loss, TDP is typically
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Figure 4.12: Frame format of Token Distribution Packet
transmitted at the lowest rate.
We need to address three concrete issues to make the above token opera-
tions work in practice, including membership management of token groups, pol-
icy of scheduling the access group, and handling transient conditions (e.g., when
TDP is lost).
4.2.1.2 Membership Management of Token Groups
When a station joins the network, TMAC assigns it to an eligible group,
then piggybacks TGID of the token group in the association response packet [75],
along with a local ID [90] generated for the station. The station records the TGID
and the local ID received from the AP. Once a station sends a de-association mes-
sage, the AP simply deletes the station from its token group. The groups are reor-
ganized if necessary. For performing membership management, the AP generates
a TDP carrying the optional field that lists IDs of current members in the token
group. Upon receiving the TDP with the ID field, each station with a matched
TGID purges its local TGID. The station, whose ID appears in the ID field, ex-
tracts the TGID value from the TDP and updates its local TGID.
The specific management functions are described in the pseudo code listed
in Algorithm 5. Note that we evenly split a randomly chosen token group if all
the groups contain N̄V stations, and merge two token groups if necessary. In
this way, we keep the size of token group above N̄V /4 to maximize the benefits
from traffic load multiplexing. Other optimizations can be further incorporated
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into the management functions. At present, we keep the current algorithm for
simplicity.
Algorithm 5 Group Membership Management Functions
Function 1: On station s joining the network
if g == 0 then
create the token group V1 with TGID1
V1 = s, set the update bit of V1
else
search for Vi, s.t., NVi < N̄v,
if Vi exists then
Vi = Vi ∪ s,set the update bit of Vi
else
randomly select a token group Vi
Split Vi evenly into two token groups, Vi, Vg+1
Vi = Vi ∪ s
set the update bit of Vi and Vg+1, g = g + 1
end if
end if
Function 2: On station s, s ∈ Vi, leaving the network
Vi = Vi − s
if NVi == 0 then
delete Vi, reclaim TGIDi, g = g - 1
end if
if NVi < N̄v/4 then
search for Vj, s.t., NVj < N̄v/2,
if Vj exists then
Vj = Vj ∪ Vi
delete Vi, reclaim TGIDi
set the update bit of Vj , g = g - 1
end if
end if
4.2.1.3 Scheduling Token Groups
Scheduling token groups deals with the issues of setting the duration of
TSP and the sequence of the token distribution.
The TSP is chosen to strike a balance between the system throughput and
the delay. In principle, the size of the TSP should allow for every station in a
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token group to transmit once for a period of its temporal share Ti. Ti is defined
in the lower-tier design and typically in the order of several milliseconds. The
network throughput performance improves when Ti increases [97]. However,
increasing Ti enlarges the token circulation period, g ∗ TSP , thus affecting the
delay performance. Consequently, TSP is a tunable parameter in practice, de-
pending on the actual requirements of throughput/delay. The simulation results
of Section VI provide more insights of selecting a proper TSP .
To determine the scheduling sequence of token groups, TMAC uses a sim-
ple round-robin scheduler to cyclicly distribute the token among groups. It treats
all the token groups with identical priority.
4.2.1.4 Handling Transient Conditions
Transient conditions include the variation in the number of active stations,
loss of token messages, and stations with abnormal behaviors.
The number of active stations at an AP may fluctuate significantly due to
bursty traffic load, roaming, and power-saving schemes [96] [29]. TMAC exploits
a token-based scheme to limit the intensity of spatial contention and collisions.
However, potential channel wastage may be incurred due to under-utilization of
the allocated TSP when the number of active stations sharply changes. TMAC
takes a simple approach to adjust the TSP boundary. The AP announces the new
TGID for the next group after deferring for a time period TIFS = (DIFS +
m ∗ CW t ∗ σ), where CW t is the largest CW in the current token group, m is the
maximum backoff stage, and σ is the mini-slot time unit (i.e., 9µs in 802.11a). The
lower-tier operation in TMAC ensures that TIFS is the maximum possible back-
off time. In addition, if a station stays in the idle status longer than the defined
idle threshold, the AP assumes that it enters the power-saving mode, records it in
the idle station list, and performs the corresponding management function for a
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leaving station. When new traffic arrives, the idle station executes the routine de-
fined in the second transient condition to acquire a valid TGID, and then returns
to the network.
Under the second transient condition, a station may lose its transmission
opportunity in a recent token service period or fail to update its membership
due to TDP loss. In this scenario, there are two cases. First, if the lost TDP
message informs group splitting, the station belonging to the newly generated
group, continues to join TSP matches its original TGID. The AP, upon detecting
this behavior, unicasts the station with the valid TGID to notify its new member-
ship. Second, if the lost TDP message announces group merging, the merged
stations may not be able to contend for the channel without the recently as-
signed TGID. To retrieve the valid TGID, each merged station sends out reas-
sociation/reauthentication messages after timeouts of g ∗ TSP .
We next consider the station with abnormal behaviors, i.e., the station trans-
mits during the TSP that it does not belong to. Upon detecting the abnormal
activities, the AP first re-assigns it to a token group if the station is in the idle
station list. Next, a valid TGID is sent to the station to compensate the potentially
missed TDP. If the station continues the behavior, the AP can exclude the station
by transmitting it a de-association message.
4.2.2 Adaptive Distributed Channel Access
The lower-tier design addresses the issues of capacity scalability and proto-
col overhead scalability in high-speed wireless LANs with an Adaptive Service
Model (ASM). The proposed ASM largely reduces channel access overhead and
offers differentiated services that can be adaptively tuned to leverage high rates of
stations. The following three subsections describe the contention mechanism, the
adaptive channel sharing model, and the implementation of the model.
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4.2.2.1 Channel Contention Mechanism
Channel contention among stations within an eligible token group follows
the carrier sensing and random backoff routines defined in DCF [75, 77] mecha-
nism. Specifically, a station with pending packets defers for a DIFS interval upon
sensing an idle channel. A random backoff value is then chosen from (0, CW t).
Once the associated backoff timer expires, RTS/CTS handshake takes place, fol-
lowed by DATA transmissions for a time duration specified by ASM. Each station
is allowed to transmit once within a given token service period to ensure the va-
lidity of ASM among stations across token groups. Furthermore, assuming most
of stations within the group are active, AP can estimate the optimal value of CW t
based on the size of the token group, which will be carried in the CWt field of
TDP messages. CW t is derived based on the results of [34]:
CW t =
2
ζ(1 + pΣm−1i=0 (2p)i)
(4.8)
where p = 1− (1−ζ)n−1 and the optimal transmission probability ζ can be explic-
itly computed using ζ = 1/(N̄V ·
√
T ∗c /2), and T ∗c = (RTS + DIFS + δ)/σ. m de-
notes the maximum backoff stage, which has marginal effect on system through-
put with RTS/CTS turned on [34], and m is set to 2 in TMAC.
4.2.2.2 Adaptive Service Model
The adaptive sharing model adopted by TMAC extracts the multiuser di-
versity by granting the users under good channel condition proportionally longer
transmission durations. In contrast, the state-of-the-art wireless MACs do not ad-
just the time share to the perceived channel quality, granting stations with either
identical throughput share [75] or equal temporal share [16, 26, 43], under ideal-
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ized conditions. Consequently, the overall network throughput is significantly
reduced since these MAC schemes ignore the channel conditions when specify-
ing the channel sharing model. ASM works as follows. The truncated function
(2) is exploited to define the service time TASM for station i, which transmits at





(ri/Rf )Tf ri ≥ Rf
Tf ri < Rf
(4.9)
The model differentiates these two classes of stations, high-rate and low-
rate stations, by defining the reference parameters, namely, the reference trans-
mission rate Rf and the reference time duration Tf . Stations with transmission
rates higher than or equal to Rf are categorized as high-rate stations, thus granted
proportional temporal share in that the access time is roughly proportional to the
current data rate. For low-rate stations, each of them is provided equal tempo-
ral share in terms of identical channel access time Tf . Thus, ASM awards high-
rate stations with a proportional longer time share and provides low-rate stations
equal channel shares. In addition, the current DCF and OAR MAC become the
specific instantiations of ASM by tuning the reference parameters.
4.2.2.3 Implementation Using Adaptive Batch Transmission and Block
ACK
To realize ASM, AP regularly advertises the two reference parameters Rf
and Tf within a TDP. Upon receiving TDP, stations in the matched token group
extract the Rf and Tf parameters, and contend for the channel access. Once a sta-
tion succeeds in contention, adaptive batch transmission allows for the station to
transmit multiple concatenated packets for a period equal to the time share com-
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puted by ASM. The adaptive batch transmission can be implemented at either the
MAC layer as proposed in OAR [16] or the physical layer as in MAD [102]. To fur-
ther reduce protocol overhead at the MAC layer, we exploit the block ACK tech-
nique to acknowledge Af number of back-to-back transmitted packets in a single
Block-ACK message, instead of per-packet ACK in the 802.11 MAC. The refer-
ence parameter Af is negotiated between two communicating stations within the
received-based rate adaptation mechanism [8] by utilizing RTS/CTS handshake.
4.2.3 Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the scalable performance obtained by TMAC in
high-speed wireless LANs, under various user populations. We first characterize
the overall network throughput performance in TMAC, then analytically com-
pare the gain achieved by ASM with existing schemes. Also, we provide analysis
on the three key aspects of scalability in TMAC.
4.2.3.1 Network Throughput
To derive the network throughput in TMAC, let us consider a generic net-
work model where all n stations are randomly located in a service area Ω centered
around AP, and stations in the token groups always have backlogged queues of
packets at length L. Without loss of generality, we assume each token group
accommodates NV number of active stations, and there are total g groups. We
ignore the token distribution overhead, which is negligible compared to the TSP




Pt · E[P ]
Pt · Tt + Pc · Tc + Pi · TSLOT (4.10)
Pt = NV · ζ · (1− ζ)NV −1 (4.11)
Pc = 1− Pt − Pi (4.12)
Pi = (1− ζ)NV (4.13)
ζ =
2





p = 1− (1− ζ)NV (4.15)
E[P ] is the expected payload size; Tc is the average time the channel is
sensed busy by stations due to collisions; Ts denotes the duration of busy channel
in successful transmissions. Suppose that the physical layer offers M options of
the data rates as r1, r2, · · · , rM , and P (ri) is the probability that a node transmits
at rate ri. When TMAC adopts the adaptive batch transmission at the MAC layer,




P (rm) · L · TASM(ri)
TEX(ri)
Tc = TDIFS + TRTS + δ
Ts = Tc + TCTS +
M∑
i=1
P (ri)TASM(ri) + TSIFS + 2δ
TEX(ri) is the time duration of the data packet exchange at rate ri, specified by
TEX(ri) = TPH +TMH +L/ri+2 ·TSIFS +TACK , with TPH , TMH being the overhead
of physical-layer header and MAC-layer header, respectively. δ is the propagation
delay.
Next, based on the above derivations and results in [16, 34], we compare
the network throughput obtained with TMAC, DCF, OAR. The parameters used
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Table 4.1: Comparison of TMAC, DCF, and OAR
Analysis Simulation
S(Mbps) Ts(µs) E[P ](bits) S(Mbps) Sf (Mbps)
DCF MAC 18.41 404.90 8192 18.79 20.24
OAR MAC 31.50 781.24 20760 32.11 26.52
TMACRf=108 38.46 2119.42 83039 38.92 39.31
TMACRf=54 41.64 1763.27 75093 42.13 42.59
TMACRf=24 46.31 1341.61 62587 46.85 47.37
to generate the numerical results are chosen as follows: n is 15; g is 1 and L is 1K;
Tf is set to 2ms; the series of possible rates are 24, 36, 54, 108, and 216 in Mbps,
among which a station uses each rate with equal probability; other parameters
are listed in Table 4.3. The results from numerical analysis and simulation exper-
iments are shown in Table 4.1 as the Rf parameter in ASM of TMAC varies. Note
that TMAC, with Rf set to 108Mbps, improves the transmission efficiency, mea-
sured with Sf = E[P ]/Ts, by 22% over OAR. On further reducing Rf , the high-
rate stations are granted with the proportional higher temporal share. Therefore,
TMAC with Rf = 24Mbps achieves 48% improvement in network throughput
over OAR, and 84% over DCF. Such throughput improvements demonstrate the
effectiveness of ASM by leveraging high data rates perceived by multiple sta-
tions.
4.2.3.2 Adaptive Channel Sharing
Here, we analyze the expected throughput of ASM, exploited in the lower
tier of TMAC, as compared with those of the equal temporal share model pro-
posed in OAR [16] and of the equal throughput model adopted in DCF [75].
Let φASMi , φOARi be the fraction of time that station i transmits at rate ri dur-
ing a time duration T , where 0 ≤ φi ≤ 1. During the interval T , n denotes the
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number of stations in the equal temporal sharing policy, and n′ is the number of
stations transmitting within the adaptive service model, clearly n′ ≥ n Then, we






φASMi = 1 (4.16)




i . We obtain the following result, using the above notations:
Proposition 4.2.1. SASM , SOAR and SDCF are the total expected throughput attained
by ASM, OAR and DCF, respectively. We have:
SASM ≥ SOAR ≥ SOAR
Proof From the concept of equal temporal share, we have φOARi = φOARj , (1 ≤

























φASMi ri ≤ SASM
Similarly, we can show that SDCF ≤ SOAR. ¤
4.2.3.3 Performance Scalability
We analytically study the scalability properties achieved by TMAC, while
we show that the legacy solutions do not possess such appealing features.
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Scaling to user population: It is easy to show that TMAC scales to the user
populations. From the throughput characterization of (4.10)∼(4.15), we observe
that the throughput of TMAC is only dependent on the token group size NV ,
instead of the total number of users n. Therefore, the network throughput in
TMAC scales with respect to the total number of stations n.
To demonstrate the scalability constraints of the legacy MAC, we examine
the DCF with RTS/CTS handshakes. Note that DCF can be viewed as a special
case of TMAC, in which all n stations stay in the same group, thus NV = n. We
measure two variables of ζ and Tw. ζ is the transmission probability of a station at
a randomly chosen time slot and can be solved using the equations of (4.14) and
(4.15) with NV = n. TW denotes the time wasted on the channel due to collisions
per successful packet transmission, and can be computed by:
TW = (TDIFS + TRTS + δ)(
1− (1− ζ)n
nζ(1− ζ)n−1 − 1),
where δ denotes the propagation delay.
As the number of stations increases, the values of ζ and TW in the DCF are
listed in Table 4.2 and the network throughput is shown in Figure 2.5.b. Although
ζ decreases as the user size expands because of the enlarged CW in exponential
backoff, the channel time wasted in collisions, measured by TW , increases almost
linearly with n. The considerable wastage of channel time on collisions leads to
approximately 50% network throughput degradation as the user size reaches 300,
as shown by simulations.
Scaling of protocol overhead and physical-layer capacity: Within a token
group, we examine the protocol overhead at the lower tier as compared to DCF.
At a given data rate r, the protocol overhead To denotes the time duration of ex-
ecuting the protocol procedures in successfully transmitting a E[P ]-bytes packet,
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Table 4.2: Analysis results for ζ and TW in DCF
n 15 45 105 150 210 300
ζ 0.0316 0.0177 0.0110 0.0090 0.0075 0.0063
TW (µs) 21.80 43.24 72.78 92.75 119.61 163.34
which is given by:
TDCFo = T
p




+ TEXo . (4.18)
Tidle and Tcol represent the amount of idle time and the time wasted on
collisions for each successful packet transmission, respectively. T po specifies in
DCF the protocol overhead spent on every packet, which is equal to (TRTS +
TCTS + TDIFS + 3TSIFS + TACK + TPH + TMH). TEXo denotes the per-packet
overhead of the adaptive batch transmission in ASM, which is calculated by
(2TSIFS + TACK + TPH + TMH). Bf is the number of packets transmitted in TASM
interval and Bf = TASM/TEX . From (4.17) and (4.18), we note that the protocol
overhead in ASM is reduced by the factor of Bf as compared with DCF, and Bf is
a monotonically increasing function of data rate r. Therefore, TMAC effectively
controls its protocol overhead and scales to the channel capacity increase, while
DCF suffers from fixed per-packet overhead, throttling the scalability of its net-
work throughput. Moreover, TEXo is the fixed overhead in TMAC, incurred by
physical-layer preambles, inter-frame spacings, and protocol headers. It is the
major constraint to further improve the throughput in the MAC layer.
Scaling to physical-layer capacity: To demonstrate the scalability achieved
by TMAC with respect to the channel capacity R, we rewrite the network through-
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put as the function of R, and obtain
SDCF =
L








+ 1)(R · TEXo + L)
·R (4.20)
Note that TASM is typically chosen in the order of several milliseconds,
thus having TASM À TDCFo . Now, the limiting factor of network throughput is
L/(R · TDCFo ) in DCF, and L/(R · TEXo ) in ASM. Since TEXo ¿ TDCFo and TEXo is in
the order of hundreds of microseconds (for example, TEXo = 136µs in 802.11a/n),
ASM achieves much better scalability as R increases, while the throughput ob-
tained in DCF is restrained by the increasingly enlarged overhead ratio. In ad-
dition, the study shows transmitting packets at larger size L can greatly im-
prove network throughput. Therefore, the technique of packet aggregation at
the MAC layer and payload concatenation at the physical layer is promising in
next-generation high-speed wireless LANs.
4.2.4 Simulation Study
We conduct extensive simulation experiments to evaluate scalability per-
formance, channel efficiency and sharing features achieved by TMAC in wire-
less LANs. Five environment parameters are varied in the simulations to study
TMAC’s performance, including user population, physical-layer rate, traffic type,
channel fading model, and fluctuations in the number of action stations. Two de-
sign parameters, Tf and Af , are investigated to quantify their effects (Rf has been
examined in the previous section). We also plot the performance of the legacy
MACs, 802.11 DCF and OAR, in demonstrating their scaling constraints. We use
TMACDCF and TMACOAR to denote TMAC employing DCF or OAR in the lower
tier, which are both specific cases of TMAC,
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Table 4.3: PHY/MAC parameters used in the simulations
SIFS 16µs DIFS 34µs
Slot Time 9µs PIFS 25 µs
ACK size 14 bytes MAC Header 34 bytes
Peak DataRate (11a) 54Mbps Basic DataRate (11a) 6Mbps
Peak DataRate (11n) 216Mbps Basic DataRate (11n) 24Mbps
PLCP Preamble 16µs PLCP Header Length 24bytes
The simulation experiments are conducted in ns-2 with the extensions of
Ricean channel fading model [84] and the receive-based rate adaptation mech-
anism [8]. Table 4.3 lists the parameters used in the simulations based on IEEE
802.11b/a [42, 75] and the leading proposal for 802.11n [7]. The transmission
power and radio sensitivities of various data rates are configured according to
the manufacturer specifications [3] and 802.11n proposal [7]. The following pa-
rameters are used, unless explicitly specified. Each token group has 15 stations.
Tf allows 2ms batch transmissions at MAC layer. Each block ACK is sent for
every two packets (i.e. Af = 2). Any packet loss triggers retransmission of two
packets. Token is announced approximately every 35ms to regulate channel ac-
cess. Each station generates constant-bit-rate traffic, with the packet size set to
1K bytes.
4.2.4.1 Scaling to User Population
We first examine the scalability of TMAC in aspects of network throughput
and average delay as population size varies. Network throughput: Figure 4.13
shows that both TMACASM and TMACOAR achieves scalable throughput, expe-
riencing less than 6% throughput degradation, as the population size varies from
15 to 315. In contrast, the network throughput obtained with DCF and OAR does
not scale: the throughput of DCF decreases by 45.9% and 56.7% at the rates of
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Figure 4.13: Network throughput vs. the number of stations at at 54Mbps and
216Mbps link capacity
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Table 4.4: Average delay (in second) at 216Mbps
Num. 15 45 75 135 165 225 285
DCF MAC 0.165 0.570 0.927 1.961 3.435 4.539 5.710
TMACDCF 0.163 0.822 1.039 1.654 2.400 2.590 2.870
TMACASM 0.053 0.169 0.359 0.620 0.760 0.829 1.037
54Mbps and 216Mbps, respectively, and the throughput in OAR degrades 52.3%
and 60%, in the same cases. The scalable performance achieved in TMAC demon-
strates the effectiveness of the token mechanism in controlling the contention in-
tensity as user population expands. Moveover, TMACASM consistently outper-
forms TMACOAR by 21% at 54Mbps data rate, and 42.8% at 216Mbps data rate,
which reveals the advantage of ASM in supporting high-speed physical layer.
Average delay: Table 4.4 lists the average delay of three protocols, DCF,
TMACDCF , and TMACASM in the simulation scenario identical to the one used in
Figure 4.13(b). The table shows that the average delay in TMAC increases much
slower than that in DCF, as the user population grows. In specific, the average
delay in DCF increases from 0.165s to 5.71s as the number of stations increases
form 15 to 285. TMACDCF , adopting token mechanism in the higher tier, reduces
the average by up to 39%, while TMACASM achieves approximately 70% average
delay reduction over various population sizes. The results demonstrate that the
token mechanism can efficiently allocate channel share among a large number
of stations, thus reducing the average delay. Moveover, ASM improves channel
efficiency and further decreases the average delay.
4.2.4.2 Scaling to Different Physical-layer Rates
Within the scenario of 15 contending stations, Figure 4.14 depicts the net-
work throughput obtained by DCF, OAR, and TMAC with the different settings
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in the lower tier, as the physical-layer rate varies from 6Mbps to 216Mbps. Note
that TMACASM , with Tf set to 1ms and 2ms, achieves up to 20% and 42% through-
put improvement over OAR, respectively. This reveals that TMAC effectively
can control protocol overhead at MAC layer especially within the high-capacity
physical layer. Our study further reveals that, the overhead incurred by the
physical-layer preamble and header is the limiting factor for further improving
the throughput achieved by TMAC.
4.2.4.3 Interacting with TCP
In this experiment, we examine the throughput scalability and the fair shar-
ing feature in TMAC when stations, exploiting the rate of 54Mbps, carry out a
large file transfer using TCP Reno. The sharing feature is measured by Jain’s fair-







i ). For station i using the
rate of ri,
xi = Si ∗ Tf/(ri ∗ TASM(ri)),
where Si is the throughput of station i. Figure 4.15 plots the network through-
put and labels the fairness index obtained with DCF, OAR and TMACASM in var-
ious user sizes. TMAC demonstrates scalable performance working with TCP.
Note that both OAR and DCF experience less than 10% throughput degradation
in this case. However, as indicated by the fairness index, both protocols lead to
severe unfairness in channel sharing among FTP flows as user size grows. Such
unfairness occurs because in DCF and OAR, more than 50% of FTP flows expe-
rience service starvation during the simulation run, and 10% flows contribute to
more than 90% of the network throughput, as the number of users grows over 75.
On the other hand, TMAC, employing the token mechanism, preserves the fair
sharing feature while attaining scalable throughput performance at various user
sizes.
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Figure 4.14: Network throughput vs. physical-layer data rates


























































Figure 4.15: Network throughput in TCP experiments
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Figure 4.16: Network throughput in Ricean fading channel
4.2.4.4 Ricean fading channel
We now vary channel fading model and study its effects on TMAC with
the physical layer specified by 802.11a. Ricean fading channel is adopted in the
experiment with K = 2, where K is the ratio between the deterministic signal
power and the variance of the multipath factor [84]. Stations are distributed uni-
formly over 400mx400m territory (AP is in the center) and move at the speed of
2.5m/s. The parameter Rf is set at rate of 18Mbps. Figure 4.16 shows the network
throughput of different MAC schemes. These results again demonstrate the scal-
able throughput achieved by TMACASM and TMACOAR as the number of users
grows. TMACASM consistently outperforms TMACOAR by 32% by offering adap-
tive service share to stations in dynamic channel conditions. In contrast, OAR
and DCF experience 72.7% and 68% throughput reduction, respectively, as the
user population increases from 15 to 255.
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Figure 4.17: Network throughput vs. the number of stations
4.2.4.5 Active station variation and token losses
We examine the effect of variations in the number of active stations caused
and of token losses. During the 100-second simulation, 50% stations periodically
enter 10-second sleep mode after 10-second transmission. Receiving errors are
manually introduced, which causes loss of the token message in nearly 20% of
active stations. The average of network throughput in TMAC and DCF is plotted
in Figure 4.17 and the error bar shows the maximum and the minimum through-
put observed in 10-second interval. When the user size increases from 15 to 255,
DCF suffers from throughput reduction up to approximately 55%. It also expe-
riences large variation in the short-term network throughput, indicated by the
error bar. In contrast, TMAC achieves stable performance and scalability in the
network throughput, despite the fact that the throughput degrade by up to 18%
in the same case. Several factors that contribute to the throughput reduction in
TMAC include the wastage of TSP, the overhead of membership management
and the cost of token loss.
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Table 4.5: Throughput (Mbps) and fairness index
MAC type 802.11MAC TMAC (Rf = 216 Mbps) TMAC (Rf = 108 Mbps) TMAC (Rf = 54 Mbps) TMAC (Rf = 24 Mbps)
24Mbps flows 6.649 4.251 1.922 1.198 0.910
54Mbps flows 6.544 8.572 11.282 5.004 4.695
108Mbps flows 6.655 12.660 15.489 20.933 10.649
216M/bs flows 6.542 17.795 20.986 28.811 45.136
All flows 26.490 43.278 49.679 55.946 61.390
Fairness Index 0.6246 0.9297 0.9341 0.9692 0.9372
Table 4.6: Network throughput (Mbps) vs. Tf and Af
Tf 0ms 1ms 2ms 3ms 4ms 5ms
54Mbps 20.40 25.33 28.91 32.10 32.93 33.40
216Mbps 35.16 70.70 76.19 78.35 79.31 79.88
Af 1 2 3 4 5 6
216Mbps 78.35 93.92 95.91 97.29 98.94 101.72
4.2.4.6 Design parameters Af and Tf
We now evaluate the impacts of the design parameters Tf and Af . We adopt
scenarios similar to the case A, and fix the number of users as 50. The reference
transmission duration Tf varies with Af set to 1, where Tf of 0ms grants one
packet transmission as in the legacy MAC. Next, to quantify the effect of the
block ACK size, we tune Af from 1 to 6, with 3ms Tf .
Table 4.6 presents the network throughput obtained with TMAC as the de-
sign parameters of Tf and Af vary. When Tf changes from 0ms to 5ms, the aggre-
gate throughput improves by 63.7% at 54Mbps data rate, and 127% with 216Mbps
rate. Tuning the parameter Af can further improve the throughput to more than
100Mbps. The improvements show that the overhead caused by per-packet con-
tention and acknowledgement has been effectively reduced in TMAC.
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4.2.4.7 Exploiting rate diversity
In the final set of experiments, we demonstrate that TMAC can adaptively
leverage multirate capability at each station to further improve the aggregate
throughput. We use the fairness index defined in Section 4.2.4.3. We consider
the simulation setting of eight stations in one token group. Each station carries
a UDP flow to fully saturate the network. There are four transmission rate op-
tions, 24Mbps, 54Mbps, 108Mbps and 216Mbps. Each pair of stations randomly
chooses one of the four rates. The results are obtained from averaging over 5
simulation runs.
Table 4.5 enumerates the aggregate throughput and the fairness index for
flows transmitting at the same rate, using the 802.11 MAC, and TMAC with dif-
ferent Rf settings. TMAC enables high-rate stations to increasingly exploit their
good channel conditions by granting the high-rate nodes more time share than
the low-rate stations. This is realized by reducing a single parameter Rf . TMAC
acquires 65%, 87%, 111% and 133% overall throughput gains compared with the
legacy MAC as adjusting Rf to 216Mbps, 108Mbps, 54Mbps and 24Mbps, respec-
tively.
Moreover, The fairness index for TMAC design is close to 1 in every case,
which indicates the effectiveness of the adaptive sharing scheme. The fairness in-
dex of DCF MAC is 0.624 in temporal units. DCF results in such a severe bias be-
cause it neglects the heterogeneity in channel quality experienced by stations and
offers them equal throughput share. In summary, by lowering the access priority
of low-rate stations that are nevertheless not in good channel conditions, TMAC
provides more transmission opportunities for high-rate stations perceiving good
channels. This feature is important for high-speed wireless LANs and mesh net-
works to mitigate the severe aggregate throughput degradation incurred by low-
rate stations. The lower channel sharing portion by a low-rate station also moti-
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vates it to move to a better spot or to improve its reception quality. In either case,
the system throughput is improved.
4.2.5 Discussions
In this section, we first discuss alternative designs to address the scaling
issues in high-speed wireless LANs. We then present a few issues relevant to
TMAC. We will discuss the prior work related to TMAC in detail in Section 4.2.6.
TMAC employs a centralized solution to improve user experiences and pro-
vide three scaling properties, namely user population scaling, physical-layer ca-
pacity scaling, and protocol overhead scaling. The design parameters used in
TMAC can be customized for various scenarios, which is especially useful for
wireless Internet Service Providers (ISP) to improve the service quality. One alter-
native scheme for supporting large user sizes is to use the distributed method to
tune CW. Such a method enables each node to estimate the perceived contention
level and thereafter choose the suitable CW. (e.g., AOB [57], Idle Sense [61]).
Specifically, the slot utilization, or the number of idle time slots is measured and
serves as the input to derive CW in DCF MAC.
The distributed scheme for adjusting CW will have difficulty in provid-
ing scaling performance especially in high-speed wireless LANs. First, the dis-
tributed scheme derives CW by modeling the DCF MAC. The result can not be
readily applied to high-speed wireless networks. The MAC design in high-speed
wireless networks, such as IEEE 802.11n, largely adopts the existing schemes pro-
posed in IEEE 802.11e [43]. In 802.11e, several access categories are defined to
offer differentiated services in supporting various applications. Each access cat-
egory uses different settings of the deferring time period, CW, and the trans-
mission duration. The new MAC protocol inevitably poses challenges to the dis-
tributed schemes based on modeling DCF, the simpler version of 802.11e. Second,
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the distributed scheme mainly considers tuning CW to match the contention in-
tensity. The scaling issues of protocol overhead and physical-layer capacity are
not explicitly addressed. Moreover, the distributed scheme requires each node
to constantly measure contention condition for adjusting CW. The design incurs
extra management complexity at APs due to lack of the control of user behaviors.
The problem with the distributed scheme of CW tuning may be solvable in
high-speed wireless LANs, but it is clear that a straightforward approach using
the centralized control prevents several difficulties. TMAC can support access
categories by announcing the corresponding parameters, such as CW, in the to-
ken messages. More sophisticated schedulers (e.g., weighted round robin) can
be adopted to arrange the token groups in order to meet the quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements of various applications. The adaptive service model enables
packet aggregation and differentiates the time share allocated to the high-rate and
low-rate stations to leverage data-rate diversities. In addition, most computa-
tion complexity in TMAC occurs at APs, while client devices only require minor
changes to handle received tokens. The design parameters offers wireless ISPs
extra flexibility to control system performance and fairness model. The two-tier
design adopted by TMAC extracts benefits of the random access and the polling
mechanism, hence provides a highly adaptable solution for the next generation,
high-speed wireless LANs.
We now discuss several issues relevant to the TMAC design.
Backward Compatibility: TMAC so far mainly focuses on operating in
the infrastructure mode. Since the fine-grained channel access is still based on
CSMA/CA, TMAC can coexist with stations using the current 802.11 MAC. AP
still uses the token distribution and reference parameter set to coordinate chan-
nel access among stations supporting TMAC. However, the overall MAC perfor-
mance will degrade as a larger number of regular stations contend for channel
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access.
Handling Misbehaving Stations: Misbehaving stations expose them by ac-
quiring more channel share than its fair share during its batch transmission or
contending for channel access when it does not possess the current TGID. We can
mitigate these misbehaving stations by monitoring and policing them via central
AP. Specifically, the AP can keep track the channel time each station received,
and calculates its fair share based on the collected information of the station
transmission rate and other reference parameter settings. When the AP detects
an overly aggressive station, say, access time beyond certain threshold, it tem-
porarily revokes channel access right of the station. This can be realized via the
re-authentication mechanism provided by the current 802.11 MAC management
plane.
Power Saving: TMAC supports power saving and also works with the
power saving mechanism (PSM) defined in 802.11. In TMAC, time is divided
into token service periods, and every node in the network is synchronized by pe-
riodic token transmissions. So every node will wake up at beginning each token
service period at about the same time to receive token messages. The node that
does not belong to the current token group can save energy by going into doze
mode. In doze mode, a node consumes much less energy compared to normal
mode, but cannot send or receive packets. Within the token service period, PSM
can be applied to allow a node to enter the doze mode only when there is no need
for exchanging data in the prevailing token period.
4.2.6 Related Work
A number of well-known contention-based channel access schemes have
been proposed in literature, starting from the early ALOHA and slotted ALOHA
protocols [55], to the more recent 802.11 DCF [75], MACA [77], MACAW [91].
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These proposals, however, all face the fundamental problem that their through-
put drops to almost zero as the channel load increases beyond certain critical
point [89]. This issue leads to the first theoretical study of network performance
as the user population varies [89]. The study further stimulates the recent work [9,
29,30,57,61,96] on dynamically tuning the backoff procedure to reduce excessive
collisions within large user populations. However, backoff tuning generally re-
quires detailed knowledge of the network topology and traffic demand, which
are not readily available in practice. TMAC differs from the above work in that
it addresses the scalability issues in a two-tier framework. The framework in-
corporates a higher-tier channel regulation on top of the contention-based ac-
cess method to gracefully allocate channel resource within different user popula-
tions. In the meantime, TMAC offers capacity and protocol overhead scalability
through an adaptive sharing model. Collectively, TMAC controls the maximum
intensity of resource contention and delivers scalable throughput for various user
sizes with minimal overhead.
A number of enhanced schemes for DCF have been proposed to improve its
throughput fairness model [75] in wireless LANs. Equal temporal share model [10,
16] and throughput propositional share model [26] generally grant each node
the same share in terms of channel time to improve the network throughput. In
802.11e and 802.11n, access categories are introduced to provide applications dif-
ferent priorities in using the wireless medium. In TMAC, the existing models can
be applied to the lower-tier design directly. To offer the flexibility of switching
the service model, we exploit the adaptive service model, which allows adminis-
trators to adjust the time share for each station based on both user demands and
the perceived channel quality. To further reduce the protocol overhead, TMAC
renovates the block ACK technique proposed in 802.11e [43] by removing the te-
dious setup and tear-down procedures, and introduces an adjustable parameter
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for controlling the block size. More importantly, TMAC is designed for a differ-
ent goal - it is to tackle the three scalability issues in next-generation wireless data
networks.
Reservation-based channel access methods typically exploit the polling model [59,
88] and dynamic TDMA schemes in granting channel access right to each station.
IBM Token Ring [5] adopts the polling model in the context of wired network by
allowing a token to circulate around the ring network. Its counterpart in wireless
network includes PCF [75] and its variants [43]. The solutions of HiperLAN/2 [4]
and [39] are based on dynamic TDMA and transmit packets within the reserved
time slots. All these proposals use reservation-based mechanisms in fine-time-
interval channel access for each individual station. In contrast, the polling model
applied in TMAC achieves coarse-grained resource allocation for a group of sta-
tions to multiplex bursty traffic loads for efficient channel usage.
Some recent work has addressed certain aspect of the scalable MAC design.
The work by [82] recognized the impact of scalability in MAC protocol design,
but did not provide concrete solutions. Commercial products [67, 81] have ap-
peared in the market that claimed scalable throughput in the presence of about
30 users for their 802.11b APs. ADCA [97], our previous work, is proposed to
reduce the protocol overhead as the physical-layer rate increases. The method
of tuning CW based on idle slots [61] have been explored to manage channel
resource and fairness for large user sizes. Multiple-channel [50] and cognitive ra-
dios [19] offer the promise of spectrum agility to increase the available resources
by trading off the hardware complexity and cost. Inserting an overlay layer [12]
or using multiple MAC layers [11,15] has been exploited to increase network effi-
ciency. However, an effective MAC framework that is able to tackle all three key
scalability issues has not yet been adequately addressed.
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4.3 Chapter 4 in Summary
Today WLANs are going through similar development and deployment cy-
cles that wired Ethernet has been through in the past three decades - expand-
ing deployment in more diversified environments, driving the speed to orders of
magnitude higher, and keeping low protocol overhead. To support the continual
growth of WLANs, we study user behaviors based on the recent measurements
of WLANs deployed in real world. Our study reveals that the fixed-width chan-
nelization technique and the 802.11 MAC design used in WLANs are inherently
incapable of efficiently coping with the spatially non-uniform and temporally dy-
namic user demand, which is prevalent in most infrastructure networks deployed
today.
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that by moving beyond these pre-
determined channels of fixed width, a significant increase of both system capac-
ity and per-client fairness can be achieved. Made feasible by recent advances
in hardware technology, we propose a system and a set of algorithms that effi-
ciently and dynamically allocate center-frequencies and channel widths to APs
as a function of their traffic loads.
Furthermore, we propose a new scalable MAC solution, which takes a two-
tier design approach, employing centralized, coarse-grained channel regulation at the
higher tier, and distributed, fine-grained random access in the lower tier. The higher
tier organizes stations into multiple token groups and permits only the stations
in one group to contend for channel access at a time. This token mechanism
effectively controls the maximum intensity of channel contention and gracefully
scales to diverse population sizes. At the lower tier, we propose an adaptive chan-
nel sharing model working with the distributed random access, which largely
reduces protocol overhead and exploits rate diversity among stations. The ex-
tensive analysis and simulations have confirmed effectiveness of the dynamic
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Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.
— Leonardo da Vinci
Make everything as simple as possible,
but not simpler.
— Albert Einstein
As the key to the provision of wireless communication and information ser-
vices, the radio frequency spectrum is a naturally limited resource of extraordi-
nary value. In recent years, the “artificial” spectral shortage problem, caused by
the strict control of government agents, has greatly encumbered advances of in-
novative wireless systems. This dissertation is focused on tackling this problem
by improving the spectrum utilization and efficiency. The proposed solution is
based upon the novel idea of dynamic spectrum allocation, which assigns a wire-
less node with an amount of spectrum as a function of total bandwidth of avail-
able spectrum, the number of contending nodes, and traffic load distribution in
a local network environment. Without requiring any prior knowledge about the
available spectrum, our proposed allocation scheme adaptively creates the ap-
propriate number of channels to maximize parallel transmissions, and adjusts
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channel-width assigned to each node for balancing traffic load variations across
a network. Such a spectrum allocation method can make use of dynamic white
spaces, maximize parallelism for high spectrum efficiency and reduce interfer-
ences by separating communicating nodes into different frequency bands. We
have proposed two parts of the solution including the KNOWS system and the
dynamic channelization structure for WLANs. Through analysis and extensive
simulations, we have demonstrated and quantified gains of network throughput
and fairness achieved by the dynamic spectrum allocation as compared with the
IEEE 802.11 networks that are based on the fixed spectrum allocation paradigm.
As the first part of our solution, we propose KNOWS, which is a system en-
compassing new hardware, an enhanced MAC protocol and a spectrum alloca-
tion algorithm for efficiently utilizing unused portions of the licensed spectrum to
perform unlicensed operations. KNOWS cooperatively detects incumbent oper-
ators and efficiently shares the vacant spectrum among unlicensed users. We en-
capsulate the proposed dynamic spectrum allocation concept in a series of time-
spectrum blocks, which are units of spectrum allocations. A time-spectrum block
specifies which node should use how wide a spectrum-band at which center-
frequency and for how long. We then propose and evaluate a distributed solu-
tion, called b-SMART, which enables nodes to use time-time blocks for allocating
the white spaces in a fine timescale. We have shown that KNOWS significantly
increases the network capacity compared to IEEE 802.11-based systems through
analysis and simulation studies.
We improve efficiency of WLANs using the dynamic spectrum allocation as
the second part of our solution. We implement the dynamic allocation concept by
proposing a dynamic channelization structure for WLANs. By dynamically allo-
cating variable-width channels, the dynamic channelization is able to cope with
variations of user demands in WLANs. If few APs are in the WLAN, the struc-
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ture creates channels with larger widths, enabling the clients to communicate
at a higher speed. This new channelization provides better fairness than IEEE
802.11 because heavily-loaded APs get a larger spectrum to balance the per-client
throughput across the network. We also propose a scalable MAC design to sup-
port the dynamic channelization. The new MAC design is scalable to variations
of clients who operate in the same channel and compete for channel access.
The efficient management of the radio spectrum has attracted many pro-
posals which could be termed ”dynamic spectrum allocation”. We have partic-
ularly focused on dynamic allocations of white spaces in the TV bands and the
unlicensed spectrum. Our solutions are compliant with the policy of ”spectrum
commons” adopted by government agents, such as the FCC, for improving spec-
trum efficiency. The other promising approach for solving the spectral shortage
problem is to enable a market-based approach, which allows licensees to tem-
porarily lease or transfer the spectrum unused by primary users to secondary
users. In 2003, the FCC adopted the its first Report and Order and Further Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (FCC 03-113), in which it established new policies and
procedures to facilitate secondary market of spectrum through spectrum leas-
ing, and specified procedures for approving license assignments and transfers of
control. In 2004, the FCC adopted the Second Report and Order, Order on Re-
consideration, and Second Further Notice (FCC 04-167), in which it provided for
immediate processing of certain qualifying spectrum leasing, license assignment
and transfer transactions. The market-based approach is superior to the conven-
tional ”command and control” policy because they allow change and competi-
tion, and move spectrum to their highest valued uses in society. In order to enable
the market-based solution, we need to tackle a number of challenges, including
network architecture design, spectrum allocation, secondary user authentication,
spectrum usage authorization, spectrum usage control, billing and etc. Through
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this research experience we believe that the dynamic spectrum allocation con-
cept proposed in this dissertation can also be applied to reduce interferences and
maximize spectrum efficiency and revenue in the secondary market of the spec-
trum. This dissertation does not intend to provide a comprehensive solution to
enable the secondary market; rather, it reveals great advantages of the proposed
dynamic spectrum allocation through rigid research and lays down a solid foun-
dation for future exploration on this topic.
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